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FOIlEWORD

The originator and revered founder of AIKIDO is Morihei Uyeshiba. So revo·

lutionary were the principles he propounded that there ",as an insistent public demand

for a book explaining the new an, and there were attempts to satisfy Ihis demand by

pamphleteers who had at best only 11 shallow knowledge of the subjecl. It was nOI

until permission was gl"'"J.nlcd by the founder to his son, Kisshomaru Uyeshiba. to

publish "AIKJDO" Ihal the demand was adequately mel in August 1957. The author

of this book is the direclOr of the general headquarters arena of AIKIDO, at 102

Wakamatsu-cho, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, Japan.

Because the book cOlltains a record of Professor Uycshiba's own cltperiences in

developing AIKIDO as well as an exposition of Ihc ideals and practical application of

tbe arl and a detailed explanation of every hold. "AIKIDO" was warmly received by

all practItIoners of the an.

Now that AIKIDO has spread from Japan to America, Frunce. Italy, Hawaii

Ilnd other parts of the eanh. the fact that this book IS published only in Japanese

and has not yet been translated into English to make the kno\\ledge of AIKIDO

available 10 a larger public is one cause for dissatisfaction.

It must be ackno\\ledged that the thought processes of the Japanese and the

sentence structure of the Japanese language make translation a difficult task. and it

is equally difficuh to present the spiritual overtones and undertones of AIKIDO so that

non-Japanese may hear them clearly.

I am making this attempt to introduce AIKIDO in English only because I have

learned from the trips I made to Haw:!ii and the United States mainland about

conditions that exist there and know from tea(',hing sever:!l thousand students lhal there

is among them an ardent desire to have a book of this kind to study.

Professor Uyeshiba has given me his kind permission to proceed and I ofTer

"AIKIDO" in the hope (hat it will be a good companion 10 fellow practitioners and

a guide to those who wish to pursue the study of thiS art.
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AIKIDO re\'CoJs to us the path to one-ness with Heaven

and Earth..



Japan to
Together

Since :lneient times, Jujutsu, Kenjursu and Sumo have been practiced in
such an extent that even lillie children have some kno" ledge about these ans.
they were called the ancient martial arlS.

As conditions changed, Jujutsu and Kl'njUlsu became altered to suit the times tnto
Judo and Kl'ndo. Then from Chtna came Kempo and from Okinawa KaratI'. E,tch of
these arts has its devotees and all are assidously practiced. Fifty years ago, the principles
of AIKIDO were originated by its founder. Professor Morihei Uyeshiba. Its secrets have
not been made generally known and even today in Japan only a comparatively few know
them. Lately AIKIDO has become a topic of general conversallon and the name of
AIKIDO. through newspapers, radio. television, magazines and other media, has become
quite familiar. but even among those who have personalty seen or practiced it, the
number of those who know its true significance is smalt.

" stream that docs not have a clear source cannot have a clear outlet. lie who
would understand AIKIDO correctly. practice it correctly and gain a correct knowledge
of it, must pursue its fundamental truths and then build upon this base of truth. It

should be emphasized at the biginning that to learn merely the art or AIKIDO does
not mean that one can allain the exquisite skill that complete mastery brings.

AIKIDO AND NATUUE

Mankind affirms the omnipotence or Nature. From such large bodies as the sun,
moon and stars to such small objects as a tree, a blade of grass or a piece of wood,
all 3re manifestations of ature's power. We may caU it God or Buddha or Eternal
Truth but men everywhere revere ature's almighty power.

To learn 3ture's secret of power, we may turn to philosophy or to religion in
an effort to gain similar powcr for ourselves.

Science recognizes that Mother Nature jealously guards many secrets yct undis·
covcred and through rcsearch hopes 10 learn more and more. Il is not strange that
great scientists are often devout believers in a divine power.

Nature's power is so great, so strong yet so close to us. Her truths 3rc rcvcaled
to us in even the smallest event, such as the ralling of a lear from a shrub. Not even
ror a moment could we cxist without the operation of her laws. If the law or gravity
ceased 10 work, our bodies would float weightlessly and we would die.

As a fish in water is not conscious of the clement in which it lives, we receive
the bounties of Nature and take things so much for granted Ihat we become oblivious

or hcr.
All truths are discovered by those whose eyes are opened to observe MOlher

Nature. All the cardinal points that govern our lives must emanate from our heart's
thankfulness to her for her great giflS to us.

The martial ans begin with gratitude and end with gratitude. If there is an error
at Ihe important starting point. the martial arts can become dangerous to others and
merely brutal fighting arts. Civilization then becomes a murderous weapon with which
one nation threatens another.



AIKIDO strives truly to understand Nature, to be grateful for her wonderful gifts
to us, to makc hcr heart its hcart, and to become onc with her. This striving for
underslanding and the practical application of the laws of Nature, expressed In the
words Ai and Ki. form the fundamental concept of thc art of AIKIDO.

Indeed, It was the starting pomt of the founder himself, and II is the reason that
although he IS nearly 80 )ears old, he continues his studies to perfect the art he
originated.

THE SPIIlIT OF LOVING I'HOTECTlO:-< rOH ALL NATUIIE

The Bible says, "God is love."-l John 4:8. The Iluddha too preached metcy
toward all living creatures. Yes, N:lture IS love: all creation expresses the spirit of loving
protection, NO! only toward human beings but loving prote<:tion for all things down to
each blade of gr.t5S, each shrub. It may be a nameless plant in an unfrequented locality
but in ils season il blossom<; out and :"lature's love is poured upon thai plan!. In the
cosmic scheme, all thmgs receive Nature's blessing in equal measurc. In return, al1 things
must bc equally grateful for thesc blessings.

Somc OIlC may arguc that lhis IS a cruel world: why do you call il a loving Nature
when she can inflict so much pain '!

That pain exists In the world is agreed, btll even this is a manifestation of love.
For without experiencing pam, we cannot appreciate comfort. Only as we sufTer pain
and discomfort can we understand case and comfort. No mallcr how luxurious the
comfort, if we lose our capacily to enjoy it, it no longer comforts us. No mailer how
delicious the food wc eal, if we lose our sense of taslc. the finest fe:lst IS wastcd on us.

If we break Nature's laws, we cannol altain success in any worthy endeavor.
We shall some day pay the penalty for our sms. 11 is of prime Importance lhcn for
each individual to discipline himself so lhat he receives ature's bleSSings with gratitude
and perceives the relative value of each blessing as il is received.

Professor Uyeshiba always says. "The martial arts are based on love." Those who
heard this seemingly paradoxical statcmcnt received it with suspicion. One studenl asked.
"How can you call It love whcn you are learning to Ihrow a man, or hil him or gIVe
him pain?"

This student was looking at the form and not Ihe spiril of AIKIDO whose principles
are nothing less than the principles of Nalurc. In practicing the martial arts. this spirit
must always be held paramount in every act.

You are not throwing your opponenl for mere personal satisfaction, nor are you
throwing him merely for the ~ke of throwing him, or doing it by brute force, You
are throwing him or being thrown by him all in accordance with Nature's laws and you
arc bolh improving and hclplllg cach 01 her.

It is because you are rol1owing Nalure's laws that you arc ablc to throw your
opponent. If you do not follow them, you will probably fail in your attempl 10 move
him. The antagonists are not wary enemies fighting one analher: e;ach is:l mIrror III
which he can see which one is right and which one is wrong. Togelhcr the) serve as
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a whetstone for mutual self-improvement. He who seeks to improve only himself,
caring naughl for anyone else, will never become adept in AIKIDO. But he who seeks
to improve his opponent polishes his own art and both owe eaeh other thanks for that.

Whether throwing or being thrown, if there is some sense of displeasure in the
act, it is time 10 observe if there has not been some unnatural str;lin somewhere, some
violation of Nature's laws. 11 will be time also to begm again from the beginning. To
throw anolher wilhout feeling that you are throwing him, to be thrown without feeling
that you arc being thrown, working as one with your opponent, showing your obedience
to Nature's la\~s in every movement of your bodies, body and spirit invigorated by H
magnanimous feeling one for the other, every act in the contest a manifeslatiofl of natual
love-lhal is AIKIDO.

Those \~ho wHtch the actual training methods are amazed Ih:1I AIKIDO, unlike
the traditional martial arts which seek to OVCl"'"dwe the new converts with their prestige
stri\es to practise in earnest but Jo)fully and harmoniously in unreserved friendliness.

All this serves 10 prove that AIKIDO IS one of the martial arts which obey the
laws of Nature. and that the spirit and special characteristics spoken of by Professor
Uyeshiba, its founder, when he said, "The martial arts are based on love" are given
their finest proof by AIKIDO,

THE IlATJONALE OF NON·ll ESISTANCE

Today's high degrec of civili7.ation is not an unmixed blessing because on the one
hand it has contributed largely to man's happiness, and on the other hand as is recognized
by all has led man to the folly of conflict. Once war begins, all mankind will be

exposed to the danger of annihilation.
We search for Nature's truths; we discover them and by using the basic principles

realize the steady advancement of civilization. Yet perversely we abuse the blessings of
Nature and plot our own destruction. It is I:lrgely because we allo\\ed NalUre's truths
to guide us Ihal we were able 10 make inventions and discoveries for our own beller
melll. Why then use them to destroy ourselves? The answer is, man's incorrigible
leaning toward conflict. In all Nature, there is no conflict. Only in man's competitive
world is there conflict. If we sincerely seek the secrets of Nature and strive to under
stand her, we must understand not only the little bits and pieces of truth but the
fundamental principles of trulh, and put the lessons we learn to pmctical use,

The spirit of universal love and non-resistance cannol bring on eonAic!. It is a man
who fights for Ihe sake of fighting; man fights 10 win, Then conflict breeds more conflict.
More and more man alienates himself from Nature. He plants the seeds of his own
deslIuction.

There is no one who docs not desire peace. BUI 100 often this is a desire for a
personal peace, limited to one's own immediate surroundings. a greedy, selfish desire, the
desire of one who prays 10 win al all COSIS, of one who is constantly preparing for conflict.

He who seeks true peace must first understand and endeavor to cultivate the spirit
of non-resistance. Simple suppression of one's fighting instinct merely postpones the day
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when it will burst violently forth. As for one "ho habituallJ practices fighting. we
know that he cannot control his spiril. To ask one like him to refrain from fighting is
just a futile gesture. Only by practicing non-resistance can we inculcate within us the
spirit of peace.

II is not easy to avoid conflict in a world such as ours where the survival of the
fitter is the rule and the strong preys upon the weak. All around us are conflicls large
and small, internnl and external. Too many men spend too much of their time planning
ways to surpass or overcome others. The polite and the diHident ones must cat their
comp~tilor's dust. Those who surrender meekly without fighting are trampled on. The
marlial arts and most sports make victory the principal end and their practitioners train
themselves to win at all cost. Considering all these factors, is it possible for one not
to fight while all around him others are fighting?

AIKIDO has the answer to Ihis problem. AIKIDO is based on the laws of 'ature
and believes that "The martial arts express love." That is wby so much is made of the
principles of non-resistance. Theory and practice thus go hand in hand in AiKIDO.

In AIKIDO. right is might. You are required only to perform your own mission
in life-it is not necessary 10 think about surpassing or overcoming others. Nor is it
necessary to prove that you are strong, because of greater importance is the question of
whether you are right or wrong. whether or not you are following the laws.

All the AIKIDO arts are involved with the principles of non-resistance. A com·
petitive spirit in you arouses a like spirit in your opponent. No maller how strong he
may be, you do nOI oppose his strength with yours but lead him in the direction of his
own strength and throw him. This is AIKIDO. explained in great detail in the chapter
on AIKIDO Techniques and Arts. As you practice them, you will discover for yourself
how great a difference there can be in their application when your mind is governed by
Ihe spirit of non-resistance and when it is nol.

The combative spirit IS almost always accompanied by an uneasy state of mind.
If a competitor equal in strength wilh you approaches and merely stands near you, your
mind quakes with apprehension. If through your AIKIDO experience you understand the
principles of non-resistance and have kept up yOUl" practlce, your mmd will be al pca..:e.

3.
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As nature loves and protects all crcoliOn and helps all thinl:~

grow and develop, AIKIDO leads every de\'olee along the struigh:

and narrow path anti strives to teach mankind its truths with all

~incerit)' .



do a
body.

COOIWrNATlOl'i OF MLND AND BODY

AIKIDO is a way of menial and physical coordination. Every movement in
AIKIDO requires coordination of mind and body, and constant practice is required to
maintain absolute stability at all limes.

Your mind and body are Nature's gift to you, an inseparable unit that helps you

true man's job only \\hen fully coordinated. Your mind cannot exist without a
A body \\ ilhoul 11 mind is no longer a man. Even a baby has a mind.

The body has form and can feel through the five senses, while the mind is

formless and cannot fecI. The existence of the mind can be secn only through the

physical body.

Most persons think of the body first and arc apt to forge! the important functions
of the mind but there arc others who think of the importance of the mind and think

11l11c of the body. Of course, both viewpoints are wrong. Both mind and body are
important, ne;thcr being more important than the other, neither being able to operate

alone. The p.llm of one hand cannot make a sound but when two palms are brought
together, there is lhe sound of a clap. Il is only when both mind and body are working

smoothly togelher lhat lhey can manifest lheir funclion. We can all under:.tand co'

ordlOalion but do we male practical use of il? We regretfully answer, "No:' M.IO} of
us use mind and body sepaT:llely or al cross purposes, cancelling out each olher.

Among the rare inSlances of mental and physical coordination you may have ex·
perienced or heard about would be when a fire or other emergency made it necessary

10 carry ObjeclS out of a house. You may naH: carried out a very hca,y object that
you could not even lift under ordmary circumstances. In this case, the lifting po'l.er

did not come from outside. The polenlial power within you was called forth. Slrength
"a~ crealed in a split second by high coordination of mind and body. Afler lhe lire,

the mind could nOl be concentrated on lhe lask and physical strenglh alone could not

lift up a hcavy objecl. If coordinatlon is possible, wc can crcate such :.trenglh at will
and use it in our daily Jives.

BUI to read books while thinking of unrelated subjects, to work unwillingly, to
try to sleep with an angry mind. to try 10 gel well while worrying about death, to

walk forward while looking backward. to try to convlllce others while you are becoming
angry-these are a few examples of mind and body uscd separately.

You will lind by lcarning to coordinatc milld and body that you have trcmendous

power not hitherto known to you. that the realization lhat you can call forth this power
al will can calm your mind. and that you enJoy a feeling of gratitude and of being

constanlly refreshed. You Pllt behind you thoughts of aggressiveness or compelition, lct
you havc Ihc courage to meCI dauntlessly all ob~t:lclc~ placed before you.

In AIKIDO. every movement becomes art Hsclf. but thiS is possible only when
mind and body are coordinalcd. Onc who observe... only the bodily movements of AIKIDO

and ignores the laws of the mllld can l:llk <lbout AIKIDO but he actually knows only

the shadow of AIKIDO. lie lacl ... knowledge m depth.
Since MOlher Nalurc ha!> gl\<.:n us both .J mmd and a body, it would seem mos!
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natural to use them together hut we know that this is very difficult to do,
If you were resting without 1I worry in the world in Nature's broad bosom, your

mind and body would easily be coordinated, juSt as a rough se:l, lert alone. would soon
revert to its original calm.

As you go outdoors on a warm spring day and look at the beauties of Nature
all about you, you become absorbed in what you sec, Or as you sit under a clear sky
at night and watch the stars, you lose your sense of self and of the earth as though
you were completely at one with Nature.

It is at such times that your mind and body become one. If we could all continue
to have :11 all times the magnanimity and purity of heart thaI at·one-ment with Nature
would engender in us as we meet people and live our lives, how pleasant this world
would be! Unfortunately. such a state of affairs would not last long. Any slight change
or vibration would disturb lhe fine equilibrium and bring us back again into lhis world
of hatred, agony and strife.

The mind may be likened to the surface of water. A mirror-calm pond reflects
the true. round moon. A pulT of wind ruflles the surface into ripples and the moon is
shattered into a thousand golden pieces. The mind is like this. A peaceable. clear.
stable mind can make correct judgments, bUI a disturbed, shaky mind will fail to reflect
the true form and color of what it sees. It cannot see that willow leaves arc green or
that roses are red. If you would see Nature in all her truth and understand that truth.
you must first coordinate your mind and body and reach such a state that your entire
body is like a polished mirror. It is impossible to grasp tlw truths of Nature if your
mind and body are at odds with each other.

Many sages since ancient times have pointed out the need of mental and physical
coordination and told us that to keep the formless, intangible human mind in tune with
the physical body is one of the difficult things in life.

E..'en as we sit quiet and relaxed, we do not find it easy to keep the mind at
rest, It is even more difficult to keep the mind C31m while the body is in motion or
exercising. From ages past, men seeking the truths of Nature first tried 10 train their
minds to think clearly by going mlo solitude. They s..1.1 on rocks, or remained under ;l

waterfall as they disciplined their minds, Some accomplished their purpose; others lost
their lives in vain, In our day, it is almost impossible to undertake such truining unless
one is independently wealthy and has much leisure.

How then can the avemge man train himself in coordination? One way is near
at hand, It required many }ears of unremining exploration and training to discover

this way.
ow that it has been revealed. lei us see whether or not it is a way that ean be

reached by daily training. If It IS not, it IS not ;l true way.
AIKIDO is no exception to this rule. Founder Professor Uyeshiba discovered and

opened the way to mental and physical training as parI of the daily life of anyone III

our modern world who has the will and determination. How tht.:n in AIKIDO can such
a diflicult task as mental and physical coordination be accomplished?
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IIELATIO ' IlETWEE - )1I'1D AND BODY

AIKIDO is a way to train. study and understand through practice in our daily

lives a method of menial and physical ~oordination. There are those who think of
AIKIDO as an arl to throw an attacking opponent In a split second, or 10 hold down

a strong man with only one finger. They think of AIKIDO as a highly developed self
defense art. This is a supcrfh:i:ll vicw. A/KIDO is not merely an art to throw others

but a way to apply the laws of Nature to our daily lives. One who does not under

stand this does not truly und:::rstand AIKIDO.

How can mental and physical coordination in AIKIDO be made a parI of OUT lives?

Before we answer this question, one thing must be clearly understood. It is dif

ficult to try 10 coordinate mind and body unless there is a definite objective in mmd.

Mind and body each has its own laws and in order to make them coordinate, one must
subordinate It~lf to the other. It cannot be a half-hearted yieldmg of leadership. The

question then is. which should be the master, mind or body? Shall mind control body?
Or body control mind'! The method of training and the way of thinking will differ

according to the decision that is re:lched. You have heard the phf'..lsc. "A sound mind
in a sound body,"

There arc many people who have taken this seriously and built up a strong body
and possess a sound mind. There arc others who believe this: they are physically strong

but mentally weak, and still others who can throw their opponents but cannot control
their own mind.

If the body is master and can control the mind, life become very simple. and
the existing spons and manial arts may be relied on to teach coordination of mind and

body. In reality, it is not so easy.
Though your body may be heahhy and strong, it becomes weak with age or

when you suffer from illness. The body is a living entity and is influenced by its sur

roundings. The mind. controJled by a body which is constantly swayed by external
influences. would then be uneasy and unstable. Where everything runs smoothly and

the body is full of vigor. you arc strong and vigorous. But you seem unable to
accomplish anything when you are frustrated and low in spirit. It is necessary to possess

a truly strong mind that can rise above unfavorable circumstances and meet fearlessly
every possible obstacle. This requires training of not only the body but also the mind.

Naturally it cannot be said that the body is master.

AIKIDO beli~ves that mind is master. Every follower of AIKIDO must study the
laws of mmd. tr:lin his mind. !citing the body follow and find a way to coordinate itself

with the mind. AIKIDO recognizes that the condition of the body affects the mmd.

When the body is in poor condition. the spirit IS low. AIKIDO believes that when the
body suffers from illness. the mind necessarily suffers too. When the body is unhappy,

the mind is likewise unhappy. AIKIDO strives to strengthen the mind by training so
that il cannot be influenced by surroundings thaI affect the body. No mailer how much
you tram. there is :t limil 10 whal the phySical body can be taught 1(, do The mind.

on the olher hand, has no form or color and has an unllmit~d cupaclty fOl learning if
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you train it. You can make your mind stronger as age advances. Those who devote
themselves to developing only their bodies and the arts will find it difficult \\, hen they
reach old age to compete with young men and win. The founder of AIKIDO. Professor
Uyeshiba. is now 80 years old and still continues AIKIDO instruction. In a fraction of
a minute. he throws several strong men who attack him simultaneously with staves. If
you were to see him moving about freely as though performing a Japanese dance,
throwing young men at will, you would wonder if he is actually such an old man, and
be lost in admiration. Of all the many students he has trained, none cun throw him
or even lauch him.

See Professor Uyeshiba's performance and realize the importance of training the
mind. He has a powerful yet serene mind and he advances in his art as he grows older.

THAll"ING OF MIND AND BODY

In lhe preceding section, I have explained thai mental and physical coordination
can be accomplished b) making mind the master and lewng the body follow. I shall
explain ho" that functioning of lhe mind affects the body. Merel) to say in the abstract
sense that mind is lhe master avails nOlhing if this cannOI be pUI mto praCIlCt:. I shall.
therefore, show a fe" examples as a guide for daily training.

EXIlDlple 1

One man stands as III Photos I and 2.
In j)hoto I, he puts strength mto his entire body and lets another push him gently

2
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either from the front or Ihc back. The standing man. of course, tries not to be pushed

off balance.
Next standing as in Photo 2, he lelS the other push him.
Compare closely the difference in the pushmg power thai must be cll.crled in

and 2.
In Photo 2, Ihe man concentrates his mind on the one point, a point about two

inches below the navel, which I shall explain in the next section. He does not put
physical strength into the one poin\. If he did, the result would be the same as in
Photo 1. He keeps his shoulder completely relaxed and lets his arms fall naturally. :r
somebody pushes him by the shoulder, he continues to concentrate his mind on the onc
point. He thinks neither :lbout being pushed nor about the one who pushes him. He
concentrates only on the one point.

Anyone who tries this cltperimcnt will rcadily undcrstand. In the case of Photo

1, thc person standing appears very strong and he himself may feel strong, but in reality,
he can be moved by even a slight push. On the other hand, in Pboto 2, you see one

who appears not to be exerting strength and he himself feels weak, yet he stands firmly
a~ if reinforced by steel.

Photo I shows an effect of phySical strength. and Photo 2 shows stability of mind.
To keep the mind stable requires concentration of mind on the center of the lower
abdom:n, and 1 shall explain this mattcr in the next section.
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Example 2

As the Photo illustrates, A stands erect and B places both hands under A's
armpits and lifts him up.

Just as in Example I, let us try this two ways.
First, A puts strength into his muscles and in addition thinks about lhe top of

his head.
Let us say that A weighs ISO pounds and that B can lift over 200 pounds.

Naturally, 8 can lift A easily. 8 judges A's weight to be about ISO pounds, but 8
feels Ihal A's weight is much less because A is thinking about the lOp of his head.

Nexi A concentrates his mind on the one point, or his lower abdomen, keeps
his mind stable even when some one tries to lift him, and stands calm and natut'd,1.
This time when 8 tries to lift A, he feels a much heavier weight. To keep the mind
stable is difficult, but after the one in A's place goes through training, B though he has
great strength may feel that A's weight is too greal for him to lift.

We know that it is impossible to change the body weight at will. Example 2
shows the effect which the mind can have on the body. When a training partner tries
to lift you, your mind goes up. Though you put on strength, you cannot change your
body weight and your effort will not affect your partner at all. If you concentrate your
mind on Ihe ODe poinl and keep your mind calm and stable, your body becomes hard
to lift up. Practice makes perfect. Learn through actual experience.

Example 3

Photo 5: A makes a fist, bends his arm al the elbow and puts strength into

the arm.
Photo 7: B puts one hand 10 A's elbow and the other hand to A's fist and

tries to bend the arm back
toward the shoulder, A increases
the strength he is putting into
his arm to prevent B from
bending it.

Photo 6: A puts his arm
in the same angle as in Photo
5, opens his fingers and does
not pUI any strength into his
arm. Photo 8: As B tries to
bend the ann, A does not
let his mind think about B's
strength. He thinks only of his
own strength passing through
the lower part of his arm,
spurting out and reaching to

!' the ends of the earth, and
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times.
In Photo 5, if A and B

are of equal strength, the arm
will surely bend. Because the
elbow joint is already slightly
bent to begm with and is made

to bend.
In Photo 8, though A

keeps the arm at the same
angle, B will discover that the
arm is unbendable as though
it were an iron bar. If B tries
harder, A can smile with con
fidence as he watches B since
he does not need to put any
greater strength inlo his arm.

This shows the effect of
mind over body. Photo 5,
shows reliance on the strength
of a man's arm: Photo 6
shows reliance on physical
strength plus mental power.

You now understand that
physical strength plus mcnlal
power create~ extraordinary
strength. The human mind
though formless is truly a
source of power. When water
gushes out of a fire hose, thai
hose cannot be bent. Whcn
watcr is shut olf, the hose can
be bent easily, rolled up and
carried away.

In Example 3, the arm is a fire hose and the mind is the water. Concentrated
thinking creates actual p(mer, makes the arm strong and unbendable. If thinking stops,
the arm has only its ordinary strength.

In AIKIDO, we call it an Unbendable Arm, and the poses shown in Examples I
and 2 are known as Immovable Postures.

These poses, apparently without strength, are yet powerful postures. If you keep
your body tense, you ColOnot move swiftly in an cmergency. If you are relu'<cd. you
can move fast, but there is no strength with this speed. In AIKIDO, you practice I..eep.
ing a strong posture without apparent strength and being prepared to meet any change

continues 10 think that at all



in case of emergency. There
is a constant endeavor to mam
tain the Immovable Posture and
the Unbendable Arm, funda
mental postures which enable
you \0 usc mind and body in
coordination.

It is impossible to put
strength into the entire body
and pmclice for even one hour.
In AIKIDO, your body is relaxed
without strength and you can
practice al\ day without tiring,
and you will enjoy practice or
work and your efficiency will
increase.

Through such easy daily
the AIKIDO arts, which will be
first step in mental and physical

8

training, you aHalll a fundamental understanding of ;111

discussed in later chapters. and you will be laking your
coordination.

It is so casy that old men, women and children can practice.
AIKIDO training and discipline, however, are not so easy as they look. To keep

your mind in the lower parl of your abdomen and keep the other parts of your body
relaxed is easy for anyone to do, so simple that one is apt to neglect training.

The mind is formless and free to move. Merely continuing to think of the one
point makes the mind stay there. This is not hard to do.

One thing must be remembered: the mind can easily move to the one point and
at the same time can quickly and easily wander from there. To repeat, mental and
physical coordination is easy but disturbance of this coordination is :llso e:lsy. Therefore,
pay much allention to daily practice until mental and physical coordination become a
habit.

It is easy to understand the theory, but it is diflicult to put it into practice. If
you really want to understand coordin:ltion of mind and body, it will be well first to
determine to keep up your effort and practice daily as you enjoy it.

SEI/(A.NO·I1'1'E'N (The One Point)

Let me explain about the one point in the center of the lower abdomen.
From ancient times in the Orient, this one point has been called Seika-No-Itten,

and is regarded as of primary imparlance. Buddhism, especially of the Zen sect, which
is lately being studied and practiced in the United States of America, is devoted entirely
to training in Seika Tanden. India's Yoga may be said to be based on this Seika

Tanden training.



Seika TaMen is the basis of mental and physical coordination. To attain the
principles of Nature. mind and body must be coordinated and in order to coordinall;
mind and body this Seika·No-llll'n or the one poin! must be understood. In AIKIDO.
it is absolutely necessary to understand the one point, or real AIKIDO arts cannot be

understood.
Why then this emphasis on the one point?
Sounds have sound W:lves. and light has light waves. No one will deny that

sound and light waves have power. The mind that controls man is actual power that
e)(is!s. The mind has mind waves.

The constant functioning of the cerebrum and cerebellum in man generates these
mind waves. II is not strange to learn then that the energy of these mind waves creates
great power.

If }Ou would have your mind function with greater efficiency. you must con
centrate your mind waves. not diSSIpate them as when you are trying to think about
something to your right as "'ell as (0 your left. or studying while you are thinking about
playing. If you do this, the mind waves will be unable to create any kind of strength.

The mind must be concentrated instantaneously on problems directly ltS they arise.
and yet must not cling to them. A mirror renects an image instantly, but if the objeci
that it is renecting is taken away. no Image remains. If the previous image were to
remain. the mirror could not renect a second object clearly. Concentrate your mind
instantaneously on a problem but do not cling 10 it-and you have real concentration.
To concentrate the mind on one object and cling to it may look like concentration. It
is not-it is attachment.

Concentration can cause allachmenl. If you try to avoid attachment, concentra
tion becomes Impossible. When you are surrounded by many men and you watch the
movement of the one just in fronl of you. you cannot see the other opponents' mo\e
ments. If you pay attention to every one, you will leave an opening for one of them.
You must be able to keep your mind calm, to concentrate your mind for the briefest
Instant to front or back, left or right, to every direction and to detect the slightest move
of an opponent. This concentr:ltion of attention musl leap from one to another of the
opponents who make significant moves. Because you concenlrate inst:lntly on individuals,
you constantly change your position. You in clrcct deal with one opponent at a time.
To concentrate your attention on one man and attach your mind on him would be fatal.

Such a scene as the foregoing is easy to talk about but difficult to put into
practice. l-!:lrd training is required to attain such a state of proficiency.

We mighl say that the mind gives shelter 10 the body. In order to keep the
mind to one spot, it must be concentrated somewhere. That place is Seika-No-/tlen.
Every object falls if released. The center of gravity is always low. You know thai
even without hearing an cxplanation of Newton's law of gravity. If you relax your
body, your strength naturally settles lower in your body. To concentrate on the head
or on the shoulder is contrary to the laws of Nature. If you concentrate your mind on
the lower part of the upper body, the strength III your shoulders goes down and po\\cr
will rest where It ~hould.
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Seika-No-/uen is a point of intersection of mind and body. It is where the laws
of mind and body are joined together. Mental and physical coordination is possible
only when a calm mind is centered on Seika-No-/uen. Concentration on the head and
stiff shoulders will prevent menial and physical coordination.

Here another problem arises. If the mind is concentrated at all times on St!ika

No-/rten, it is impossible in thl) busy world to think of anything else. True. You
cannot even converse with others. The mind should be concentrated on all things in
stantaneously and should not be attached to anyone thing.

Ilow can this be done?
If you concentrate your mind on Seika·No-/tfen. relax your shoulders, complying

with all the other points mentioned in Example I, your posture will be strong and you
will feel at ease. It is under such conditions that you must perform all your daily acts.
You will then be in a Stale of mental and physical coordination, and your endeavor
will be to continuc to fcel that you arc in such a state. It would be well if in the end,
without conscious thought. you arc able to perform your daily acts in such a state.

At first, this state of being is easily disturbed. If you become aware thai you
are not in this state, you can think of the one point and create this condition ;Igain.
You can gradually lengthen the time you are in this state and finally you will be able
to continue this state of being even in your sleep.

When you reach this stage of development, everything can be done by the po\\er
of mental and physical coordination and you can use your new power to your heart's
content. When you are confronted by problems, you can at any time demonstrate your
ability, often to your own amazement.

Such training, if there is a will, can be done as part of your daily life.
small effort each day when it is accumulated adds up to respectable power.
be slow but it is sure: continue to train diligently.

The allaioment of higher stages of development in AIKIDO makes it possible to
make innumerable variations of movement. If this state is disturbed, you cannot throw
your opponent but you can both at once analyze your own mistakes. If you apply art
under such a condition, you can throw your opponent or be thrown by him with a
pleasant feeling. If the condition is disturbed, you feel that something is wrong some
where. If you fmd wherein the mistake lies, you and your training parlner can correct
this and both of you advance together in the art.

lt is easy enough to maintain such a condition when you remain quiet, but it is
much more difficult when innumerable variations of movement are required. To make
such a difHcull thing easier is one of the superior chameteristics of the AIKIDO arts.

So much for AIKIDO prmciples, based on the laws of Nature. Before going into
the methods of actual AIKIDO training, I shall write briefly about tbe originator of
AIKIDO, Professor MorihCI Uyeshiba.
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CHAPTER III

PROFESSOR
MORlHEI UYESHIBA -,!~



There is no discord in the absolute truth 01 nature. but there

is discord in the realm of relative truth. AIKIDO l$ in accord

with Nature.



Lei us suppose that there is a sleep mountain as yel unconquered. Though
many have tried to reach its summit, only :l few have even reached half way. Some
lost their way; some lost their lives, but many fortunately returned without mishap.
Then came a man of iron will, intrepidily, delermmation and cool contemplation. With
inflexible spirit and knowledge of Ihe mountain based on Ihe experience of his prede
cessors. he finally attained the summit Ihrough his supreme effort.

He spenl a lifetime 10 reach this summit. Then he looked back and opened a
way 10 others by the sign posts he left behind. Today. anybody may climb this mountain
without losing his way and may enjoy the same thrill he enjoyed.

If a trail·blazer had not shown the way to the summit. one who cIImc later nOI
only would be unable to climb the mountain but would be unable 10 judge whether or
not the way he was walking was right or wrong. Who would nOI e:tpress his gratitude
for what this lrail·blazer had done?

We feel the same gratilude to one who blazes a trial for our lives. Man}' people
worship Jesus Christ and Olhers believe in Buddha, because they enjoy the benevolenl
influence of these great teachers.

It is the same in AIKIDO. Those who through AIKIDO wish to undersland the
laws of Nature and put them into practice must first express their gratitude for what
Professor Uyeshiba ha~ done and must engrave his name in Iheir hearls. Therefore, I
shall present a brief skeleh of !)rofessor Uyeshiba's life.

lie was born in Wakayama prefecture in Japan. In his childhood, he was sick.ly
and weak, and nobody could have imagined his becoming a man of robusl health and
the founder of such a superior art which slartled all Japan. He made up his mind to
train his body through the martial arts. The orignator of AIKIDO. in which spiritual
discipline and mental training are highly regarded, at first like all the rest trained himself
only on the physical level.

lie pr.tcticed almost all the existing martial arts. beginning with Kito·r}'u JUjutSII,

Yagyu·,}'u. Aio;-,)'u Ho:oin-,)'u and finally Daito·'Ju. Whatever he thought was best.
even modern gymnastics. JuJo. Kf'ndo. bayonel arlS. he look up and studied at every
opportunily. I-Ie wandered from place to place seeking teachers, and spent his in
heritance in this way.

During his training period. he showed the utmost courtesy to his teachers. even
preparing food for them. Once training started. he devoted himself completely to his
task. In his adolescence, he was only five feel one inch lall yet weighed 165 pounds.
His formerly \\eal.. body became as strong as Iron. His undeviating determination was
to devote himself to training so Ihal he could Iflumph over all others.

During Ihe Russo·Japanese W:tr (19:)4-1905). he volunteered for service in the
Japanese army. fighting at Ihe front and testing his own slrength and his command
over the arts. lie then went to J-1okkaido and workl.:d as a forem:ln of the immigrants.
Even while engaged in farming, his obsession was his training in the martial arts.

With only a bokkf'T1 (wooden s\l,ord). he wandered :tll over Jap.. n and if he found
one superior to him. remained wilh him as a pupil and trained until he had learned all
thai he could learn from bim. then mo\'ed on. He became Ihe most proficient man in
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tbe martial arts in Japan. In fact. he was invincible.
However, just as he was about to accomplish his goal. some doubt grew in his

mind. not on the individual arts themselves but rather on all martial arts in general.
To throw others, to strike them down, to fight and prevail over them-of what use is
it all. anyway? he asked. If this is all that the manial arts mean to us, of what value
are they?

To win means that some day we shall lose. Today's victor will be the vanquished
tomorrow.

You are physically strong in your youth, but your strength wanes with advancing
age and a younger man will overcome you. Today you are in tbe prime of life and
can enjoy the feeling that comes in overcoming others. but the time will surely come
when you yourself will be overcome. Because others lose. you win. Such victories are
relative. Is there such a thing as absolute victory?

Even though you arc victorious. what does this do for you? In the eyes of
Nature, to win or lose in the world of men looks valueless, of no more meaning than
the ebb and now of the waves on the shore. Was it not a waste of energy to put a
lifetime of effort into such a thing?

You may subdue others; you may not be able to control your own mind. If you
cannOI control your mind at will. winning over others will not bring you happiness.
Your vanity may be satisfied. bUI whal benefit does this bring to mankind in general?

Once the doubt grew, il led to others and finally to endless doubts about every·
thing. Professor Uyeshiba, once he starts anything. puts his whole soul into it until it
is com pic ted. This time he laid the martial arts aside and put his entire energy to
resolving his doubts.

He knocked at the doors of famous templcs and he studied philosophy. He went
into solitude and meditated. He remained under a waterfall to open "The eyes of his
soul." Determined to solve his problem, be continued his ascetic life. Alone on a
mountain, swinging his wooden sword. he became absorbed in the question. "What is
martial art?"

After some years of training and pilgrimages. he came down one day from a
mountain, entered the yard of a cottage. poured water over his body and looked up
into the blue sky. Suddenly at this moment be fell strangely inspired. He was uplifted,
simply delighted as tears rolled down his cheeks in an cxprcssion of gratitude to heaven
and earth. In a flash of light, he perceived the truth. He realized that hc had became
one with the Universe.

"Seek. and ye shall find:' He sought the truth earnestly. and endeavored pains
takingly to find the answer to his question, and God willed that he should find it. At
last. with mind and body, he experienced tbe great truth of Nature. Now he surrendered
his small ego and made the spirit of Nature his own mind.

This may be called a revelation of God. a state of perception of the absolute
truth. as Zen calls it.

Professor Uyeshiba, recalling the events of that day, always tclls the story as
follows:
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"As I was strolling in the yard. the eanh suddenly trembled. Golden vapor
gushed out of the earth enveloping my body, and then I feil myself turning into a
golden body. At the same time, my mind and body felt light; I could understand what
the chirping birds were saying and I understood clearly the creator's spirit.

"It was precisely at that moment that I received enlightenment: the fundamental
principle of the martial arts is God's love lind universal love. Tears of ecstacy rolled
down my cheeks. From that time on, I have felt that the entire earth is my home and
the sun and stars are mine. Neither position, nor fame, nor honors, nor wealth. nor
the desire to become more powerful than others have any attraction for me-these have
all vanished away.

"The martial arts are not concerned with brute force to knock opponents down.
nor with lethal weapons that lead the world into destruction. The true martial ans,
without struggling, regulate the Ki of the universe, guard the peace of the world, and
produce and bring to maturity everything in nature.

''Therefore, martial training is not training that has as its primary purpose the
defeating or others, but practice of God's love within ourselves."

Since }hen, !'rofessor Uyeshib:t has taken great pains to express this lofty feeling.
He learned th:lI it is impossible to reveal such a feeling of mind and body through the
martial arts :md other methods that existed at that time. Sincc he was trying to express
the spirit of heaven and earth. there would have to bc a new kind of arts which would
be capable of manifesting the will of Nature.

Thus the martial arts practiced by Professor Uyeshiba changed from day to day
and finally evolved into this new creation which is the AIKIDO of today.

The violent and fierce arts previously practiced, which crushed c\-crything changed
into gentle, harmonious arts, which tenderly embraced all things. Professor Uyeshiba
moves with irace as though he were performing a Japanese dance, seemingly oblivious
of the existence of his opponent. He throws in a second several strong men and yet
those who are thrown do not know how it was done. His every movement is in accord
with the laws of Nature, and the power of the opponent who leaps at him goes back
inevitably to the opponent himself. He has thus auained a state of absolute non-resistance.

"Nature is broad and profound. The more you advance, the more you sec ahead
of you. AIKIDO is a way without end, harmonious with Nature."

"I am just in the first grade in AIKIDO and I am still practicing il. I will
continue to do so all the rest of my life and leave AIKIDO as an inheritance for the
generations to come,"

Thus Professor Uyeshiba expresses his belief humbly and quietly and puts his
belief into practice as he preaches.

Admirals such as lsamu Takeshita, Sankichi Takahashi, Hidesuke Yamamoto, and
other flag officers received instruction from him. Men of noble families such as Same·
shima and Matsudaira were also among his students.

These students undoubtedly admired his unrivaled mastery of the arts, but they
were even more attracted to his mentality and distinguished personality.

When World War II began, I'rofessor Uyeshiba for reasons of his own left the
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Dojo, buill a hut in the mountains of Ibaragi prefeclure and engaged in farming. After
that, for twelve years he devoted himself 10 menial training.

During this period he did nol accepl any new pupils, but be broughl up a few
of the students who were deeply attached to him and went to his mountain hUI.

I am one of the fortunate few who are privileged to have close communion with
the Professor's personality and receive the mental discipline of AIKIDO.

For some time after the War. Professor Uyeshiba remained in the mountains and
devoted himself leisurely to his training. He saw that post-war morality was at a low
ebb among the people and many young men went astray, and he deeply grieved at this
tendency. Many self-conceited Japanese who had thought themselves spirilUally superior

lost self-confidence after the miserable defeat of their nation and even denied the ex
istence of any spirit.

Professor Uyeshib3 was convinced that this was the time to open AIKIDO to the
public, let them know the proper use of mind and body. let them underst3nd the principles
of Nature and leI them once more gain back their confidence. He called his former
students together and began the spread of AIKIDO.

Today in Japan many young men and even old mcn devote themselves day and
night to AIKIDO training. AIKIDO is also studied in America, France, India and Burma,
and many come from all over the world to the headquarters Dojo in Tokyo and ask for
instruction from Professor Uyeshiba.

The headquaners Dojo. located at No. 102, Wakamatsu-cho, Shinjuku.ku. Tokyo,
Japan, is currently operated by the Professor's son. Kisshomaru Uyeshiba. of the eighth
rank in AIKIDO.

Professor Uyeshiba appears sometimes at this Dojo and himself instructs the
young men.

I received permission from Professor Uyeshiba to spread AIKIDO in America.
First I went to Hawaii, started AIKIDO instruction, and organized Hawaii Aiki Kwai.
Over 2000 men practice AIKIDO and there are over 100 Yudansha (black belt holders).
and AIKIDO is being spread to the mainland United States.

In France, there is lm instructor, who has allained the sixth rank in AIKIDO.

He bas given AIKIDO instruction for the past six years and ;s continuing to tmin many
students. Some of them went especiaJ1y to J3p3n. remained at the headquarters Dojo

for a year practicing AIKIDO.
The spirit of universal love and the rationale of non-resistance are being under

stood by people all over the world today. Il can be said that Professor Uyeshiba's
long-cherished desire to contribute even a lillie to world peace has been fulfilled.

He was, incidentally, awarded the Medal of Honor with Purple Ribbon'" in 1960.
10 the rollowing year. on the invitation of Hawaii Aiki Kwai. he went there on the oc
casioo of the completion of Hawaii Aiki Kwaikan. and performed his expert art besides
giving invaluable instructions.

! An Honor- awarded 10 tbose who ha\'~ outstandingly contributed toward furtberanc~ of learn
ing, arts, invention, rreative work, ~tc.

..
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Do not criticize any of the other martial arts. Speak ill

of others and it will surely come back to you. Tile mountain

docs not laugh at the river because it is towly, nor docs the river

speak ill 01 the mountain because it connot move about.

•



ATIlT DE TOWAIID TIIAlNING

1. Continue To Practice Earuestly

No matter what art you are trying to master, continued earnest practice is of
primary importance. This is especially so in learning AIKJDO, because it concerns itself
with mental matters to a grealer degree than any other art. Usually a talented man
may [eave others behind even though he may not put in as many hours in practice, and
if he be a powerful man, he will be able to overcome his opponents even though he
may nOI train himself as rigorously as lhey.

In AIK/DO training, however, even a clever man cannot hope to master the
various arts to be able to use them when the real occasion arises if be does nOI con
tinue to practice with a purpose. He may say to himself after hearing an explanation,
"So that's what non-resistance means," and feel that he truly understands. He only
thinks he understand; usually he forgets very soon all that he has heard.

When the time comes to use the arts of AIKIDO, you will move by reflelt action
if you have practiced correctly. Conscious action is slow, while subconscious action is
elttremely fast. In AIKIDO, you will learn always to coordinate your use of mind and
body. For this, it is not enough to undersland Ihe arts with the conscious mind only.
Practice of the arts must be continued to the point where each art is beaten into the
subconscious mind. Aiki Taiso (Aiki exercises) will be explained later in this book.
They were prepared so that those who can practice by themselves will find them of
benefit. If the movements shown arc repeated often enough the conscious moverr.ents
will become subconscious movements aDd will be expressed as reflex actions when the
time comes to use them.

Our consciousness is made up of material arising out of our subconscious. which
in tum is made up of past experiences, acquired knowledge, memory and so 00. Our
subconscious always controls our conscious thoughts.

For eX:l.mple, let us think about a glass. We have seen and used glasses before
so we know about how much this glass costs, whether it is cheap or expensive, that it
will break if dropped, that we use it to drink water or iced tea, and so on-knowledge
gained from past experience. Show a glass to a person who has never seen one before.
His mind will grasp only the image that his eyes sec and nothing more. The picture
he gets is still only a visual picture: it is only on the conscious level. Apparently our
subconscious is a warehouse of memories.

Using old lumber, we cannot build a fine house. A fine building requires fine
building material.

If we would have lofty thoughts, we need first of all to change the material that
makes up our mind, our subconscious, and strive to make our thinking :ofty. One who
is quick.tempered has a subconscious mind full of material that will make him angry.
If anything untoward happens, this material leaps to the fore, defe:l.ting any effort on
the part of the conscious mind to suppress or control it. If one wishes nOI to become
angry, one must change the contents of one's subconscious mind. This can be done if
one goes about it intelligently and purposefully.
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the world of the mind,
It is quite obvious then

In AIKIDO, it is not enough to say, "Oh. sure' I understand," and be satisfied
with a brief encounter with the arts. Continued practice of every movement until it
be<:omes second nature to respond correctly even when attacked suddenly, resulting from
a radical change of content of our subconscious mind, is the end toward which the
AIKIDO practitioner must work. Finally, we can reach a point where we advance as far
as our mind wishes us to go without passing beyond the rules set for us by AIKIDO.

This is the reason for AIKIDO's demanding especially earnest practice.

2. Dpve a Hecel,th'c. OpclI.Minded Attitude

Truly to learn anything, one must study with a reccptive, open.minded attitude.
This is especially true in studying AIKIDO.

If you pour watcr into a glass that is already full of tea, most of it will be
spilt. If you pour a glassful of water into an empty glass, all of it will go into the
glass. If a mind is full of preconceived notions and shallow thoughts, that mind will
be incapable of receiving any new thoughts, no matter how lofty the ideas may be.

What you will do in AIKIDO is often completely opposed to methods that man
has so far employed in the ordinary course of events. It is as though one used to the
speed of sound suddenly is confronted with supersonic speed.

In AIKIDO, you step from the world of the body to
from the world of aggression to the world of non-resistance.
that there must be a change in the rules, too.

Empty your mind, therefore, of all preconceived notions that you may have had
about AIKIDO so that you will be able to receive its principles and accept ils truths.

3. lCuleiJ During Practice

Rules posted in the Dojo at AIKIDO headquarters in Tokyo:
I} One blow in AIKIDO is capable of killing an opponent. In practice. obey

your instructor, and do not make practice a time for needless testing of strength.
2} AIKIDO is an art in which one man learns to face many opponents simul

taneously and requires therefore that you polish and perfect your execution of each
movement so that yOll can take on not only the one directly before you but also those

in every direction around you.
3} Practice at all times with a feeling of pleasurable exhilaration.
4} The teachings of your instructor constitute only a small fraction of what you

will learn. Your mastery of each movement will depend almost completely on your

earnest practice.
5) The daily pr..l.ctice begins with light movements of the body, gradually m

creasing in intensity and strength, but there must be no overexertion. That is why even
an elderly man can continue to practice without bodily harm but ..... ith pleasure and

profit and will attain the purpose of his training.
6} The purpose of AIKIDO is to train both body and mind and to make a man

sincere. All AIKIDO arts are secret in nature and are not to be revealed publicly nor

taught to rogues who will use them for evil purposes...



Of the foregoing rules, that which prohibits revealing the arts to others without
good reason was enforced until World War II. After the War, the founder wisbed to
introduce AIKIDO to all the world and allowed public demonstration of the arts.

In addition to the six rules, students have been cautioned that tbe occasion when
AIKIDO may be used are as follows:

I) When one is in personal danger.
2) When one sees someone else in danger.
3) At a large meeting, when a small number of rogues is mak.ing a nuisance of

themselves and inconveniencing or endangering the public.
Even in the situation in which the use of AIKIDO is sanctioned, such sanctions

are not absolute. Every effort must first be made after calm thought 10 senle matters
peaceably. Only when such efforts seem useless should the arts of AIKIDO be used.

Anyone who has learned the principles of non-resistance and still prefers fighting
is considered a failure as a student.

In summary, while you are training yourself, receive your instructor's words
-earnestly and obediently; learn the basic principles well; practice cheerfully and correctly.

Strive to build within yourself a noble character. Be broadminded. Learn the
arts; master them and mak.e them a part of your being. Your efforts arc not for
personal aggrandizement but that, as one candle can light 10,000 other candles, you may
.be able to lead people everywhere in the world to a brighter, more cheerful existence.

AIKI 'I'AISO (AIKI EXERCISES)

Aiki Taiso is not merely physical exercise that coordinates mind and body. It is

not for form alone but can be put to practical use and is called exercise because
the movements can be practiced solo, these movements being the same as those used in
the various arts of AIKIDO. Those used oftenest in the arts during practice have been
.adapted for Aiki Taiso.

While the students are excercising, the instructor will test them from time to
time as to their coordination of mind and body and lead them into doing the exerci~es

,correctly.

I. Nikyo (Nikajo)

Imagine that your arm is a short length of water hose, your mind, water and
your wrist, a nozzle. If you want to spray water at will, you must move tbe nozzle
freely. If you want to extend your mind through your arm in any direction at will,
your wrist must be limber yet strong. Aiki Toiso Nos. I, 2 and 3 are for training the
wrists. Stand naturally with shoulders relaxed and your mind concentrated on the o"e
point.

At the count of One, twist your left wrist outward and with your righl hand
help to twisl it even more.

At Two, Three, Four and Five, repeat the same motion at each count. Count
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to Five again, this time tWisting the right wrist and helping with the left hand.
At first, you may feel a good deal of pain, but as you continue to exercise, your

wrist will become more limber and stronger and there will be no pain.
When you bend your left wrist, pour fonh Xi through your left hand as in

diagram I-A, so that your Xi cannot be
pushed back even when the right hand is
bending that wrist. If your Xi returns 10
you as in diagram I-B, then the pmctice
is useless.

This Nikro an can oflen be used to
subdue an opponent when he seizes you
by your lapel or chest .

•

Diagram 1

•

2. Kale Gaeshi

Stand naturally as in
Nikyo. AI count One, bend
your left wriSI 10 the inside
and with your righl hand help
to bend it even more.

The righl hand mUSl not
merc.ly bend with Ihe thumb.
If the thumb does all the work,
the shoulder is called upon to
do too much. The little finger
and ring finger oppose the
thumb in gmsping the wrist
at ti':e joint and a downward
thrust with both hands n:HU·.. 10



roily gIves greater strength to the thumb and makes it easier to bend the lert wrist fully
This too is painful in the beginning but gradually strengthens that wrist. The

Kore·Gaeshi art is used in throwing an opponent. Count Two, Three, Four and Five
as in the Nikyo exercise.

Repc,u with the righl wrist.

3. R~la"

Let both arms hang, completely limp,
and shake your wrists and fingers rapidly.
If strength is put into the fingers, it will
be impossible to shake them rapidly. Make
your one point the center of your thoughts
and let the vibration from the wrists go
through your whole body so thal the whole
bedy can relax. This e:tercise is done
without counting. If you put tension into
your body, you cannot move quickly; if
you relax your muscles, you can move
quickly but strength is lacking. Put your
Xi on the one point and relax the rest of
your body, and you will be able to feel
power surging forth from your whole body.

While both arms arc lowered, and some
one takes one of your hands and pushes
it upward toward your shoulder, does your
arm bend at the elbow? Does your shoulder u

IZ

rise? If either of these things
happens, it shows that you are
not truly relaxed, that your Xi is
not centered on the one point.
If it were, nothing would feaze
you.

4. Howing Exercise

It is easy enough to keep
your Xi on the one point while
you are standing up straight.
But when you move 10 the
right or left, forward or back
ward, it becomes a bit difficult.
It is necessary to keep practic
ing and training yourself so that
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you may move in any direction
yet not lose the one point.

First, take a half step
forward with your left foot.

I. At count One, push
your hips forward as though to
push your one point forward
horizontally and thrust your
arms fonvard forcefully, keep
ing Ihe wrists ben!. The upper
body is kepi \ertical, bending
neither forward nor backward.
The arms are not thrust for
\Ioard so much as brought for
ward with the feeling of e;o.;
tending Ki from the hips. The

right leg should be strelched easily to the rear.
Test A. The instructor stops )'OU at positioll I, and plact!S his halld against )'our bent

wrist and pushes it back toward )'our shoulder. II )'our Ki has been e:l:tellded right up to

the wrist and )'our one point remains unmored, the instructor ldll 1I0t be able to push )'OU

backward.

Test B. Your instructor pushes )'our hips from lwhind. I} )'ou are in the correct

position as in Test A, )'ou will be \'ery strollg and will not be mored easily.
II. AI count Two, draw back your hips, at the same time pulling back your

wrists to your hips. II should be a pulling back with the hips and nOI a pulling back
with the arms. The right leg then is slightly bent and the left leg is straightened.

Test C. As you stop. your instructor will push )'our shoulder from the Iront. If
you are exercising correctly, you will not be moved. With )'our left foot forward, count

One, Two; Dill', Two, as you repeat the exercise. then lI'ith your right foot forward, repeat.
Bear in mind that this e;o.;ercise is more for tbe hips than for the arms.

5. ShoJllclI.Uchi. (kkyo (Ikkujo)

This e;o.;ercise trains you in the basic movements of Shomen-Uchi Ikkyo in which
your opponent tries to strike you on the forehead with his fist and you push his hand
down and throw him. You must practice keeping your one point even when you raise
your arms.

I. Take a half step forward with your left foot and at count One. with your
fingers opened wide and strength on the edge of your hands, lift up your arms from
your hips. The movement of your hips is the same as in Exercise No.4.

Test A. Your instructor pushes your wrists back toward )'our face. If )'ou keep
your one point and pour forth your Ki into infinity, )'ou will lw immol'able.

Test B. Same as in Exercise 4.
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II. At count Two, bring your arms down to your hips, your hand forced into fisls.
Tesr C. Same as Test C of Exercise No.4.
You practice first with your left foot forward, then with your right foot forwald.

This will hold true of all the exercises to follow. To avoid repetition, let it be under·
stood that what is done with the left is to be repeated with the right.

14 15

If you pour forth Ki at all times as you move you~ arms, cenmfugal force tends
to make them move in circular lines, your slrength being on the periphery as it were.
Testing by your instructor leaves you undaunted. Contrariwise, if your strength is in
the inner side of your arms, your Ki is drawn inward and your posture is weak.

6. Zeugo Undo

In E'{ercise No.5, it is easy 10 keep your one pomt and pour forth Ki because
you are required to face only one opponent. But the arts of AIKIDO may require you
to deal with not only one opponent but many opponents simultaneously. You mUSl

practice so that you can meet instantly opponents attacking from any direction, front,
back, left or right, keeping the one point at all times and always maintaing a posture
of strength.

Both Exercise No.6 and No. 7 (Happo Undo) arc intended to prepare you in
mind and body to move surely and quickly in any direction at any time anywhere.

1. Stand as at the beginning of Exercise No.5.
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AI counts One and Two, repeat the
movements of Eltercise No. 5 and wilh your
fisls at your hips turn your hips swiftly 10 the
right on your toes and face the rear.

II. Naturally, when you turn to face
your rear, your right foot will be in front.
At counts Three and Four, do the same
movement as at counts One and Two. At
the end, you will be facing forward as at I.

As you turn your hips, maintain the one
point. While you face forward, your Ki must
be poured forth forward and when you face
the rear, your Ki must go in the direction you
are facing, not in the former direction. If this

your mind remains in the former direction, there is no coordination of
and a test by your instructor will show that your po.....er has become

Diagram 2

is not done, and
mind and body,
very weak:.

7. Happo Undo

Count One. Do the same exercise as counts One and Two of Exercise No. 5
rapidly, hold your wrists at your hips. turn to the rear and wait for count Two. When
you lift up your arms, step forward with your left foot and let the right foot follow.

Count Two. Repeat the same movement as at count One; turn to the rear and
advance slightly.
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Count Three. Repeat the same movement as at count One; keep your right foot
as it is, but take a step toward the left wilh your Jert fOOl.

Count Four. Repeat the same movement as at count One and turn to the rear.
Count Five. Repeat the samc movement as at count One, the direction bemg

halfway between T\\o and Four.
Count Six. The direction is between One and Three.
Count Seven. This is between One and Four.
Count Eight. This is between Two and Three.
Observe that those movements from Five to Eight are halfway between One to

Four, and you Jearn then that HQPpo Undo means Eight-Direction Exercise.
Begin by practicing HQPpo Undo slowly and correctly and gradually increase your

speed. It is most important to e'(tend your whole mind in the same direction as Ihat
of your body mo\'emenl. If your mind is delayed and separated from your body or if
it keeps thinking only of your footwork, you will not be able to move smoothly and
your power will be weakened.

As mind controls body, if you pour forth your Ki positively In any direction,
your body will follow naturally.

B. Kokyuho lfndo

This exercise corresponds to the AIKIDO art which shows how to lead an opponent
by tbe correct timing or your movements.

16
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Preparatory posture: the left foot a half step forward, the left hand stretched out,
the wrist bent downward so that the fingers point backward toward the body (Photo 16).
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Test A. The instructor pushes hit halltl against ),our bent II'rist. Your elbow must

not bend nor should your body mOI'e backMard.
Test B. When the instructor pushes your hips from behiml. )'ou must remain unmoud

us in tests in previous exercises.
Al count One, keep your wrist as is but move your hips c10~ to iL (Photo 17), then

turn your hips LO the righL, turn
your face to Lhe rear and with your
right foot, take one step toward
your own rear as in Photo 18.

Test C. Your instructor
grasps your left wrist from behind
and pulls it back. If you continue
to keep your one point and pour
forlh Kj through your arm. your
left arm wjJJ not be moved.

Count Two. Drop your
left arm and stretch your right
arm forward as in Photo 19. take
a step forward with your right
foot, bring your hips close to your
right wrist. step backward with
four left foot, your posture then 22

being as in photo 20.

Count One. This time it will be the right foot forward and the righl arm ex
tended (Photo 21). At count Two, drop your right arm and stretch out your left arm,
and so on.

This exercise is used to lead your opponent, not resisting him, when he seizes
your wrist. As in Photo 22, his power will follow in the same direction as that of your
lingers if you bend your wrist well and pour forth your Ki. As your hips approach
your wrist and you turn your hips backward, his power always flows in the same direc
tion as yours, so you are able to lead his power without resistance.

All methods in which one's movenienls lIrc calculatcd to lead an opponcnt's power
are called Kokyuho and when this law is used in throwing an opponent, that throw is
called Kokyll NagI'.

9-1. Te.kubi Koea Undo

Face the front and stand naturally with feet about two feet apart, shoulder
relaxed, arms hanging loosely, drained of all strength. wrists fully bent. The weight of
your arms comes down to the back of your hands and you will feel it there.

At count One, cross your hands in front of the one point, keeping your wrists
bent and your arms relaxed (Photo 23). Then bring both arms back to the starting
position.
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Repeat this exercise five times with the left hand outside and then five times
with the right hand outside.

Test A. Your instructor will haw' you halt when you have crossed your hands and
push the back of your hands up toward your shoulder. As long as you f:Onnmlrale on
the one point and. relaxing )'our arms completely. feel their weight on the back o} )'our
hands. your instructor wiJ/ 1101 be able JO mOl'e your arms upwurd. nor will he be able to
move your body backward.

This exercise is used when some one seizes bolh of your hands. If you Iry 10
release them by force or to seize your opponent's hands. you will find it very diflicult
if he is a powerful man.

But if your movements correspond to the correCI execution of this exec reise, you
caD easily release yourself or seize your opponent's hands and throw him.

In other words, if you bend your wrist and let your Ki flow into the back of
your hand, your opponent's Ki will follow in the same direction. Because you move in
the same direction as your opponent, you move smoothly, but if you pUI strength into
your arms, strength will clash with strength and your movements will not be smooth.

9·2. Tekubi lobo K088 Undo

os

Stand as in
Count One.

Tekubi Koso (Photo 24).
Instead of crossing your hands in front of you. swing your hands



up and cross them in front of your forehead. Simply raise your hands; do not let your
thought follow them. You must not lose the one point.

Tesl A. When you swing your arms up. your inslruclor will shol'e your hands
/oward )'our face. As long as you keep Ihe one poilll and pour forth your Ki. you will

not be moved.

10. Sayu Undo

Stand easily with feet apart.

Count One. Swing your arms up to the left side, palms upward, your face always
to the front (Photo 25).

Count Two. Lower your hips by bendmg )our left knee and straightenmg out
your right leg. Keep your upper body erect (Photo 26).

Test A. If you lower your hips to the le/t, your instructor will shove you by your

hips to Ihe left. Keep the upper body uprigh' alUl keep 'he one poin'. and you lI'i/l not be

25

moved. But if you incline your body to Ihe left as in Photo 29. you will lose the one
point and will be mo\'ed by the sligh/est shove.

Test B. As you hair ar the position assume(1 in Photo. 27, )'our instructor will

push your arms lip from below, If yOlI hare pur srrength i/lto your arms. he will be
able to lifl them up easily but if you have drained the strengrh our o} yuur arms alUl
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you can ft'eI their Ilt'ighl on the underside of your arms, he "'iII not be able to lifl

Ihem so t'asily.

Make a conscious effort to think
about the unden.ide of your arms. If your
mind is on the upperside of the arms, they
can be lifted up easily.

Count Three. Do the same move
ment toward your right side, completing
it at count Four (Photos 27 and 28).

When you arc doing this exercise,
you must feel confident that you can throw
your opponent by movements of your arms
as at counts Two and Four.

If you try to throw him down using
only your arms, you will find it difficult,
but if you learn to use your hip move
ment to throw him, you will find it easy.
If your arms and hips can be moved easily
by your instructor's pushing, you cannot
expect 10 throw an opponent.
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II. Uri,. Fllri Undo

JI

to the left, pouring Kj outward and making a

-

Stand easily
Count One.

32 33
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circle with the Hnger tips (Photo 30). Count Two. Swing them to (nc Clg,ll 10 tne
same manner (I)hoto 31).

Test A. As )'OU slling your arms 10 Ihe lefl. your instructor puslll'!> you 10 the lell

by your hips. lf )'Ou put strenglh into your arms or shoulders ami lose lilt· olle poinl, he

will mo.-e you easily. lf you keep the one point and relax your arms ami shoulders, he

will have difficulty moving you.

Counts One and Two arc to be repeated several times. Then the instruclor will
count One, Two, Three, Four. \Vhen nexI he says, "One," take a step forward with
your right foot, turn your body to your left side and step bad,ward with your hdt fOOl,
always keeping time (Pholo 32).

Test B. Though your inslructor pushes your righl shoulder. you should nOI mOl'e.

At count Two, swing both arms to the rigbt, take a big step forward with your
left foot, turn to your right side, take a backward step with your right fOOl and face
the same direction as you did at count One (Photo 33). Repeat this severJ.1 times.

35

If you can keep the one point at all times, in leaping about and stepping for·
ward or backward for example, you will not make loud sounds with your feet. Begin
this exercise slowly, then gradually increase your tempo.

The movements in this exercise are used often in AIKIDO.
The principle involved is tbe same as thaI of a spinning globe. No mailer who

your opponent may be, you can use the principle 10 suck him III and throw him at
will. The one point becomes the center, your arms become Ihe rJ.dlUS and the circles
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you make with your finger tips as you perform this exercise.
inward or stop pouring forth Ki, the radius becomes loose and
circle that is required.

12. Usbiro Tori Undo

If you draw your Ki

you cannot make the

Stand naturally with feet aparl.
This exercise gives you practice in the movements used to throw an opponent

forward when he sneaks up from behind you and pins both of your arms to your sides.
At count One, stretch your arms forward, at thc samc timc taking a step forward

with your left foot. Keep the one poim and pour forth Ki in the direction of your
fingers through the outside of your arms (Photo 34).

Test A. Your instructor will try to force your arms down to your body. But as
long as you kup the one point and think of )'our po....er gushing out through your arms.
he will not be able to do so.

At count Tw;), bend your left knee; then simultaneously as though flipping some·
thing over your head lower your left arm, raise your right arm, throw your upper body
forward and straighten out your right leg (Photo 35). Next str.tighten up as you bring
the lcft foot back to its origmal position and await eount Three.

Test 8. While vou are ~'(i11 bemling (orwllrfl. )'our instructor will push you by
your hips from behind. II will I/ot do if you ~'fagger jorward. If you remember to relax
your arnu and keep the one point. your pose will be uflshaken.

At counts Three and Four. repeat with your right foot stepping forward.
In Test A. if your arms can be forced down by your instructor's arms, you will

not be able even to move forward. If your arms are not pressed down, you will be
able to walk forward and throw your opponent forward.

When you are throwing hIm forward as in Photo 35, do not put his body on
your hips bUI let him slide down by lIlchnlllg your body forward. If you put his body
on your hips. you will have IllS weight to bear and you WIll experience the difficulty of
having to throw a heavy object. Instead, you u~ your arms and body to form a sort
of chute for him 10 slide as you ning him and lei hIm fly out.

13. Usbiro Tekubi Tori Zcushiu Undo

Stand naturaHy witb icet apart, keeping your wrists bent with fingers po:ntlng
forward (Pboto 36).

Test. A. Your instructor will try to push }lour arm upward (0 U!SI ~·ou.

At count One, take a step forward with your left foot, at the same time lifting
your arms up to your forehead, always bending your wrists fully and pouring Xi out
througb tbe back of your hands (Photo 37).

As you lift up your arms, your fingers are pointing toward your face (Photo 38).
Twist your wrists so that your fingers will point forward, then wait for count Two.

Test B. Your instructor will try to push your hal/ds .~traight dow". If .l·ou keep
the one point and pour forth Ki out through the back of your hands, he will have dij)i-
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CUllY in doing this. But if you put strength into your arms, he will find it very easy to
oush your hands down.

38 39,.



Count Twc.. Continue the momentum from count One and bend your body for
ward and gct your hands down far enough, then return to the standing position, and
wait for count Three (photo 39).

Counts Three and Four. Do the same movements as at counts One and Two
but step out "" ith the right fool.

Tesl C. When you bend your body forward. your inslruelor k'iff push you fOrllQrd

by your hips. If you keep the Olle poillf, relax your arms inslead of pUlling strenglh into

them, and pour forlh Ki. he IIBI not be able 10 shore you so easily.

The movements in this e~ercise are the same as those used to lead the opponent's
hands and his Ki up"ard, and then throw him down when he grasps your wrists from
behind.

If you do this exercise properly, you will kno" how to lead an opponent's hands.
e\en though he may be a powerful man, but if you put strcngth into your arms and
resist his po"cr, you will not cven be able to mO"e your own hands.

I 'i.. Us.hiro Tckubi Tori Komi Undo

Stand natumUy with feet apart.
COUnt One. Lift up your arms as In Exercise 13 and take a half step backward

with your left fool. At this time, the weight of your body moves from the right foot
to the left and you must "eep a strong posture.

At count Two, take a big step backward with your right foot, and get your hands
down forward, then return to the standing position.

Counts Three and Four. Do the same movements as at One and Two, but step
out first with your right foot.

Test A. When you slep backward. your inslfllelor will push your hands back

loword your Ixxly. Ki mUSI be poured forth from your hands eOllfinuously because lltere

is a tendency to pull Ki if/ward when Of/e move.~ backward. As long as you keep your

one point ami pOllr forlh Ki. you will flOt be mOI·ed.

This exercise gives practice in thc movements for defending yourself when some
one seizes both of your wrists from behind. After you step backward, there arc many
arts that can be used to throw him. If instead of yOllr wrists your opponent seizes your
~houlders, the same movement can be used.

15. KollO TCllto (Koho Ukcmi) Uudo

Sit down on the noor. Put your left fOOl half forward and bend your right
knee Whoto 40).

Count One. Without changing your posture, roll backward like a ball (Photo 41).
Count Two. Roll back to the starting position.
Tesl A. At the moment you relurn 10 the starting POSilioll. )'our instructor orders

you 10 stop there and shoves your shoulders back with !lis hands. If you lose the one

point and pull your Xi iI/ward, you will fall back to Ihe second posilion, bUI if you keep
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forth )'our Ki
in the slUrling

Arter you have practiced counts One
and Two many times, your instructor orders
you to stand up.

Now at count One, you fall to the floor, hips first so that you will fall like a

the one point and pour

for .....ard, ),ou .....iIl remain
position ullmol'ed,

You must continue to pour forth Ki

when you rcach position three. Many
students arc inclined to let only their
bodies advance to position three while
their minds remain at position two,

Mind controls body. Your mind
moves first and your body then follows,

If the mind is used correctly. you will
not be moved even once in these tests,
but if the mind is used incorrectly and
lert behind, you find yourself falling from
the instructor's light shoving, no matter
how sHong you are or how much you
practice. You must know how your mind
works.

rolling ball.
At count Two, you stand
Test B. luSI as you are

with his hand by one shoulder.

)'OU. }'OU will not be able to rise

41

up again.
about 10 stantl up. ),our instructor will push you dOll'n

If )'our mind stops at the point where his hand louches
but will drop to the floor again.

If )'OU comillue to extend )'our
mind forward forcefully. )'ou will be

able 10 stOlid in spite of the ;IIIer
(erence.

In AIKIDO practice, very often
you will drop or fall to the floor as
in this exercise. Practice therefore
falling smoothly without hilling your
head or hips squarely on the mal.
When you fall, do not hit the mat
with your hand in order to soften
thc shock. If you are on a mat, you
will not hUrl yourself, but if you
found it ncccssary to defend yourself
on a concrete sidewalk, what then?
If you are thrown too hard. makr
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on,; roll with the throw am.I
come to your feet. When

you are to fall or be thrown,

make youself round without
any corners. If yOll have allY

corners, that is where you will
be hit, but if you have no

comers, there will be nowhere

to be hit.
If in any of the tests, a

slight shove is enough to make
you fall, something is wrong.

Your Ki should bc so strong
that whcn you rise, thc 011("

who shoves you is scnt flying
by your power.

16. Zcnpo Kllitcn ("11110 Ukcmi) Undo

you will be round as a rolling ball,
are thrown down too hard, use thai

done right,
When you

43

As shown in I'hoto 42, assume a crouching position with your leC! foot rorward,

the back of your lefl hand on the mat before your left fOOl, lind your hips low. Bend
your head down, slretch the right arm
over your head as though to protect

it, with the wrist full~ benl.
Then pUlling ~our head and right

hand together between ~our leC! hand

and foot, roll down forward, at the

same time pushing your hips forward
lightly. Bend your head fully, keep

ing in mind the admonition 10 make

your body round (Photo 43).
After somersaulting thus once,

do not stop bul. with the momentum,

continue 10 roll over again and again
(photos 44 and ~5), making a circle

around the room. AI first, you be·
come dizzy, but as you become
i.lccuslomed to the exercise. Ihat will

protect your head with your arms so that you will not hitpass. As you turn, always
the mat witb your head.

When AIKIDO Ukemi is being
not even making a sound as you roll.
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momentum to get up quickly. If when you are thrown on your side, you try to lessen
the shock of your body's hittir:.g Ihe mal by slriking Ihe mal with your hand, you halt
the momenlum of your movemeniS and abuse your body, If Ihe base be concrete and

not a springy mal, Ihe Ukemi defense
would then become impossible 10 apply.
I'racticc until you are thoroughly famili:lr
with Ukemi. Up to now, you have been
doing what may be called "horizontal"
exercises. Now you come to Ukemi, an
exercise Ihal you muSI practice until you
are so proficienl that you can perform
it light-heartedly as a "vertical" exercise.
AIKIDO is not a sport but a fighting art.
If you make a mistake and faJl, you
remain calm and must be able to stand
up instantly. If you are thrown in a real
fight and think that you arc defeated, yOll
are really defeated. If you do not thin\..
so and stand up immediately, keeping
your mind calm, you are not defeated,
merely doing the vertical movemenl of
your exercise.

I have divided the AIKIDO exercises
« into sixteen parts and c'tolained tbem, but

these are not all of the AIKIDO

movements. In fact, there are
several thousand arts in AIKIDO

and we can make an exercise
out of each one. Besides the
sixteen, there are some others
which two can practice together,

For the benefit of beginners, I
have mentioned in the foregoing
pages only the typical, funda
mental movements "'hich are used
most often in AIKIDO practice.

Even though a student has
practiced AIKIDO for a long time,
if he has done so withoul under·
standing the principles well, he
must practice these exercises and
or not he is practicing correctly,
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You cannot practice the real arts of AIKIDO by yourself but these exercises are
designed for solo practice and will enable you to advance and gain strength if you
practice them eamestly. An older man or a person who is physically weak should begin
with these exercises only so that they do not strain themselves by IhrO\ong others or
being thrown. Gradually mind and body will become strong and they will be: able to
prat.:tice all kinds of AIKIDO arts with much benefit to themselves.

If there are arts which you cannot seem to master. you may possibly have some
mistaken notions about these arts. It will be wise then 10 practice Ihe exerCises con
nected with Ihese arlS and Iry 10 reason out the principles on which they are based and
figure out how to use your mind and body correctly. You will be able to discover
what you are doing wrong and correct yourself.

If you wish to advance more quickly than others, practice these exercise by your
self marc sedulously than others. and change the contents of your subconscious mind so
that you can usc these arts in the right way without conscious thought.

EXPLANATION OF THE ilEAL AnTS OF AIKIDO

1. Fmy Arl8

There are several thousand kinds of arts in AIKIDO and it will be impossible
even to enumerate them here.

Why so many? If you are attacked by one man, or by two or more, in each
case there is a different defense art suitable for such allacks. Whether or not your
opponent has a weapon, and whether or not you yourself have a weapon naturally makes
a difference in the arts you can apply. When an opponent grabs you by the hand or
your shoulder, strikes at your face or the side of your face, or punches you on your
chest. each will call for different defense tactics. When you are attacked from the front
or from behind calls for the application of different arts.

There are muny ways of lIttacking you and in order to cope with these therc are
marc than tell defense arts for each such allack method.

In duily practice, you must learn first to move your body correctly. After you
comprehend these movements, in a showdown in real life, if you have a stick. you mus'
make usc of it; if you have a sword. you should be able to use it. Anything that
comes to hand can be used as a weapon, using its strong points. This is AIKIDO.

In sports, there are many rules and regulations as to certain places of your body
that are not to be hil. holds that are barred, certain methods, like kicking and eye
J:;ouJ:;mg. Ihat are nOt allo\\ed, and so on. As a resull of such agreements. the number
of arts you need to learn arc limited.

But in a real rough-and-tumble battle. though your opponents attack you 10 any
way they choose, you cannot complain about it but must meet any attack. No holds
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are barred. You can understand then why there are several thousand kinds of arls In

AIKIDO.
You do not need to learn all of them. of course. It will be enough for you to

practice the fundamental arts of AIKIDO and learn ho\\ to use your mind and body
together correctly. You can apply them to many other arts by yourself.

I have chosen the fifty most frequently used arts in daily practice and I will

explain them in detail.
It is important for you to practice them thoroughly one by one and learn how

to do them correctly. If you understand them only on the level of Ihe consciou~ mind.

they will nOI serve you in a real fight. You mliSI practice Ihem repeatedly again and
again and yet agam until you can use them \\ ithout conscious thought.

If you learn these fifty arts \\ell enough. you can learn another three hundred or

five hundred by combining these fifty.
However. to learn many arts is not so important as to understand the principles

underlying each art. Determine now 10 make a real efforl firsl to do this.

Methods of Attack by Opponent

Katale· Tori
Kata· Tori
Yokomen- Uchi
Shomen-Uchi
Mune-Tsuki
Katate· Tori R)'ote.M~1ii

Ushiro Tekubi- Tori
Ushiro Hiji. Tori
Ushiro Kara· Tori
Ushiro Kubi-Shime
Ushiro· Tori
Ushiro Kalale- Tori Kubi-Shime

Techniques to be Applied

Ikk)'o
Nik}'o
SOl/kyo
Shiho-Noge
Kote·Gaes/1I
Kokl'll.Nag(
Kaiten-NoRf

Variation

Irimi
Tenkon

The lefl column names the melhods of allad. by your opponent, the middle

column, the arts or lechniques 10 be applied to such altacks. E.tch of these arts can he

applied in two ways, Irimi or Tenkol/.
These two variations will be e"plained in lhe following chapter.

No. t. Katate· Tori Kokl'U-Hl' Tenkon
No. 2. Kolole- Tori Kokyu-Ho Irimi

No. 3. K%te· Tori Kokl"U.Na~e (oppo.fjte .fidel

No. 4. Katole- Tori Kore-Gae.~1ti (opposite sidel

No. 5. Kokyu-Doso

No. 6. Kalate- Tori Kokyu-NoRe
No. 7. Katot~·Tori Kot~·Gal'Shi

No. 8. Korote- Tori Aokl'Il-Naf-1! Irim; (Ten.Chi)

No. 9. KOlate- Tori Aokyu-Nage Tenkall
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(Karale- Tori !\uilen-Nacg)

(A)

IB)

Sankyo

Sankyo

7enkan tAl
'ff'nkan (B\

1'enka" (e)

Jrimi (Al
(riml tBl

Kalate- Tori Kokyu.Nagt' Ten/.;,t/11

Kara- Tori Ikkyo Iff",;

Kala- Tori lHyo Tenkon
KUla- Tori Nikyo Irim;

Kala- Tori Nitro Tel/kan
Kata- Tori Kok.lu.Nage Irim;

Kora-Tor; Kokl'll-Nage Tenkoll

Yokomen-Vell; Shiho-Nage

Yakomen-Vell; A:okyu-Nage
Yokomen·Uchi l\okyu-Nage
Yokomen-Uchi Kokyu.Nage

Yokomen-Uchi Kok)'u-Nage
Yokomen-Veh; Kolqu-Nage
Shamen-Vell; KOAyu-Nagt' Iffm;

Shomen-Ucbi KOle-Gaeshi
Shamen-Veh; Ikkyo Irim;

Shomen-Uchi Ikk)'o Tenkan

SllOmen·U"hi Nik)'o Irim;

Shan/en-Veil; Nikyo renkon

Shomen-Vehi SOl/kyo Jrimi

SllOmen- Uelli 5011k)'0 TellkGl.

Mune- TS/lki KOle-Gaeshi

Mune- Tsuki Kaiten-Noge

Mune- Tsuki N;l..yo Hanlai Tf'nl..al1

Milne- TSflki KOle-Gaeshi Homo; Tenkon

Kolote- Tori Ryole-Mochi Kokyu.Nage Jrimi

KUIOle-Tori Ryole-Mochi Kokyu-Nage 1'enkan

Kata/('- Tori Ryole-Mochi Kokyu-Nagi> Tt'l/kan

Katalt'- Tori Ryote-Mochi Kote-Gaeshi

Katate- Tori Ryote-Moc/lf Nik)'o (I' (2)

Ushiro Tekuhi- Tori Ikkyo

U.~hiro 1'ekuhi- Tori Kolt'·r.'l!'shi

Ushiro Yekuhi- Tori SlinkY/I

Ushiro Tekubi- Tori Kote-Gaeshi Tenkan

Ushiro lIiji- Tori KOle-Gaeshi

Ushiro Kala-Tori Kote-Goeshi

Ushiro Kora- Tori KokYII-Nage Tenkan (I) Ago-tsukiage (2)

Ushiro Kubi-Shime KokYlj-Noge

Ushiro- Tori KokYfl-Nage

Ushiro Katate- Tori Kubi-Shimt'

Vshiro Kalate- Tor; Kuhi-Shimf'

No. 23.

No. 24.
No. 25.

No. ~6.

No. n.
o 28.

No. 29.

No. 30.

No. J I.

No. 32.

No. 33.
No. 34.

No. 35.
No. 36.
No. 37.

No. 38.
No. 39.
No. 40.

No. 41.
No. 42.
No. 43.
No. 44.

No. 45.
No. 46.
No. 47.
No. 48.

o. 49.

No. 50.

No. 10.

o. II.
'0. i2.

No 13.

No. 14.

No IS.
No. 16.
No_ 17.

No. IS.

No. 19.

No. 20.

No. 21.
No. 22.
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2. The Words l\1081 Frequcnlly Used In AlKIDO

A. Ki

The word most frequently used in AIKIDO is Ki. Ki is a very convenient word
because it has both a deep meaning connected with nature and a light meaning which
is used in daily life. It is very difficult to define Ki and even more difticult to translate
it into English. Therefore, the word Ki will be used in the explanation of AIKIDO.

In oriental thought, it is said that in the beginning there was chaos. The dust
of chaos settled gradually to form the sun, the earth, the moon and the stars. On the
earth, the elements combined to become minerals, animal and vegetable life. We call
the chaotic condition before the universe took shape Ki. We say therefore, that all
things came from Ki.

Ki Ilself has neither beginning nor end, nor increase nor decrease. Though its
shape was changed, Ki itself was never changed. We can see many things around us,
all made from Ki. and when they lose their shape, their elements return to Ki. Depend
Illg on what you believe, you call it God, or lluddha or Akua or some other name.

AIKIDO is the way of at-one-ment with cosmic power or Ki.

That is the deep meaning of Ki.

What is the light meaning of Ki used in our daily life? A good feeling, a bad
feeling. a great feeling, timidity, vigor, courage, a retiring disposition, et cetera-these
arc terms used in our daily life. In each word or phrase, the Japanese use Ki as an
integral part. The reason is that a human being was created from Ki of the universe.
While he receives Ki, he is alive. Deprive him of Ki and he dies; he loses his human
shape. So long as his body is filled with Ki and it pours forth abundantly, he is
vigorous and filled with courage. On the contrary, whcn his body has run out of Ki,

he is weak, cowardly and retiring.
In AIKIDO training, we make every effort to learn to fill our body with Ki and

use it powerfully. Therefore, we must understand well the deep meaning of Ki.

(I) Ki /Yo Neru-to train your Ki

The meaning of training your Ki is that you believe that your body is filled with
Ki of the universe so you keep the one point, make it the center of your body and
pour forth Ki from your whole body. You must train it in every movement of the
AIKIDO arts.

(2) Ki Wo Totonoeru-To prepare your Ki

You keep your mind at the one point, let your breathing be calm and keep
yourself calm, ready to move quickly at any time.

(3) Ki /Yo Dasu-To pour forth Ki

Like an unbendable arm, if you think that your power is gushing out through
your arm, it becomes very strong 11l1d difiicult to bend. Such use of the mind is called
pouring forth Ki.

If you believe that your Ki is gushing forth, your Ki is really gushing out. For
example, as you are walking along and someone pushes you by your shoulder. If you
pull your Ki inward or your mind trails behind your body. your attacker will be able to
push you back or throw you down. If you pour forth your Ki and your mind is ahead
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of your body, he will not be able to push you back, but inslead he himself will be i'ushed
back by the impact.

Let us say there is clear water gushing out from a spring in a muddy stream.
As long as Ihis waler gushes out, muddy water cannol get into the spring. But if the
clear water stops flowing for even a moment, muddy water will enter the spring
immediately.

Ki is like this spring water. As long as your Ki is being poured forth, your
opponent's Ki does not come upon you. Stop pouring forth your Ki or pull your Ki
inward and your opponent's power will engage you instantly.

If you would gain true understanding, you must practice diligenl1y the art of
pouring forth a constant stream of Ki. Master this and you will be able to see whether
or not your opponent pours out his Ki merely by looking at bis form and posture.

The power which is not directed against you is nothing for you to worry aboul,
though it may be very strong. If you would understand non-resislance or non-aggression,
the essential principle of AiKIDO, you must first practice pouring forth your Ki.

The reasoning baek of non-resistance is not to run away from your opponent's
strength but so to maneuver that his Ki does nOI engage you; make him lose his aggressive
urge. This is the real victory. You may fell your opponent but as long as you leave
him with the urge to attack, there may come a day when you will be defcatcd by him.
The real victory comes whcn you expunge from his mind this urge to attack.

(4) Ki No Nagare-The stream of Ki

Whenever you keep pouring forth your Ki and swinging your arms, you draw a
circle or a line that resembles a continuous stream of water. Such a slream is called
"the stream of Ki."

,•
(

Diagram 5

•

If you set a point on the ground and use a length or rope as your radius, you
can make a circle. Of course, the rope must be held taut or the circle will nOI be
perfect. If you continuously pour forth your Ki and keep the one point, your hands
will naturally move in a circle. If your Ki is
poured fOrlh sporadically, your form becomes
ragged and you lose power. Then you move
your body, as you move your one point too,
your hands make eccentric circles and revolu
tions. Like diagram 5-a, b, and c, your stream
can take man)' shapes and you can whirl your
opponenl inlo the strong stream of your Ki
and throw him.

(5) Ki lVo Kiru-To cut Ki

To CUI Ki means to CUI Ihe stream of Ki. If your
mind becomes frozen or you pull your Ki inward for even a moment. your stream of
Ki is cut off and its power will likewise be cut off.

As an analogy, once you start pushing ;1 carl, momentum keeps it going with nOI
too much effort on your part. If you stop, you must fight inertia to get it moving again.



If you continue the stream of Ki and do not cut it, you can lead your opponent
by bringing him into your stream of Ki and letting his power go back against himself,
so that throwing him down will be quite easy.

When you cut your Ki at any time, his Ki will come upon you immediately and
you will not be able to move him, You must practice always not to cut your Ki but
to continue to pour it forth.

(6) Ki Go Nukeru-To lose Ki

To lose Ki means that you have forgotten your one point and arc in no condition
to pour forth your Ki. When you are discouraged or tired of your work, put the cause
down as loss of Ki.

You will never succeed in anything if you lose your Ki. Especially since AIKIDO
is the training of Ki, it is better to stop practicing if you are doing it without Ki
because that will cause you to form bad habits. You must always put your Ki into
your training.

D. Kokyu
The words Kokyu Ho and Kokyu Nage are used very often in AIKIDO. There

arc many kinds of arts especially in Kokyu Nage, with numerous movements and variation
of these for each Kokyu Nage art.

Kokyu is, in plain words, the movement of your Ki or the movement of your
body following Ki.

If you have strong Kokyu, your body is filled with powerful Ki and you arc
moving and throwing your opponent correctly. In other forms of Budo, or the martial
arts, the phrase "strong power" is used, but in AIKIDO, we say strong Kokyu because
the arts of AIKIDO arc concerned not only with physical matters but also with Ki.
Kokyu Ho is the way that leads others by Kokyu, and Kokyu Nage is the art of throwing
others by Kokyu.

C. Hmuni
Always face your opponent in the posture of Hanmi. If you stand before him,

keeping your feet together, your mind will be fixed there and you will have difficulty in
moving when he attacks you. To stand with your left foot a half step forward is called
Left /Janmi and with your right foot a half step forward, Right llanmi,

The stance keeps you strong in the rear yet you can move swiftly at will by
using both feet, each one acting in concert with the other. With this stance you do not
put the center of gravity of your body on one leg only but on your one point and yOll
must stand as though by mind and not by your legs, so that you can defend yourself
against any attack by your opponent.

D. Ma·Ai
In a real fight. the distance between you and your opponent is important. If yOIl

approach too close, you cannot maneuver in avoiding a sudden attack. If on the other
hand you keep yourself too far from him, it will be difficult for you to usc the arts
against him. You must keep a proper distance, not too close nor too far away from
him. To keep the proper distance between you and your opponent is called taking Ma-ai,

If you always pour forth your Ki. you will understand naturally how to take Ma-ai..



according to the height of your body. If you pull your Kj inward, you will lose the
Ma·ai. It is by forgelling to take Ala-a; that some one will stick his neck out, so to
speak, and get his block knocked off.

The distance from which your opponent must take one step forward to attack you
and from which you must take one step forward to attack him is generally considered
good Ma-aj.

When you are closer than this Ala-ai, you must already be holding him down.
E. Qrelw; l'e-Unbeudable arm

It is called Unbendable Arm when you pour forth your Ki through it aDd it is
difficult 10 bend even though you do not put any strength into it.

Nobody can put strength into his arm constantly. If you are strong only while
you put forth strength, it will be useless when something suddenly happens about you.

Be relaxed at all times and still strong at any time you choose. Unbendable Arm
does not depend on the angle of the arm. If you continue to pour out your Kj, your
arm is always unbendable.

F. Fmlo No Slti.'f'i-Iwllloyubic !)()8IUre

Immovable posture docs not mean one from which you cannot move easily but
one in which you keep yOUf mind on the one point. relax the rest of your body and
fill it with Kj. It means the posture in which your mind is not disturbed by anything;
neither is your body m<lved. When you do move, your mind and body must move in

coordination.
G. Irimi

When your opponent's power is coming toward you and yours againt his, there
will be a head-on collision and the stronger will win. [rimj is the way to advance
toward your opponent, not meeting him with resistance but leading his power at will.
To understand Irimi, you must keep your one point and Unbendable Arm or you cannot
make In'mi work for you. [rimi is the special art found only in AIKIDO.

It enables you to demonstrate directly the principle of the art of non-resistance,
letting your opponent's power return to himself no matter how powerful he may be.

H. Tenkan
Tenkan is the way to lead your opponent's power without stopping it, by turning

your body when his power is corning toward you. In Irimi, you must sometimes move
in a strong, straight line, but in Tenkan. you must always move in a strong circular
movement or revolution. You can suck in an opponent's power into your Tenkan move·
ment and let his power dissipate itself so that you can subsequently lead him to fall down.

Almosl all of the AIKIDO arts are used on both Irimj and Tenkan.
1. Nngc

Nage i" the one who is altacked by his opponent and throws him down.
J. Uke

Vb is the one who attacks the other and is thrown down by him.
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EXPLANATION OF AWl'S OF TECHNIQUES

No.1. KatatA....Turl Kokyu.lIo TClikau

....

Nage: Against Uke. Nage slanrls in
the position of left Hanmi. and extends
the left arm with wrist bent downward,
fingers pointed toward himself, and the

back of the hund thrust toward Uke, and

lets him gmsp his wri"t. This posture i"
the same as in Exercise No.8.

Uke: Stands in the position of right

Hanmi and grasps the left wrist of Nuge

(Pholo 46).
Nage: Bends his wrist, pours forth

his Ki and, while keeping the back of the
hand extended. brings his hips close to his
wrist (Photo 47). lie continues turning
his hips to the right until he has changed
direction, and steps back with his right
foot (Photo 48). AI this time, he and
Uke arc both facing in the same direction
although back to back.

Photo 46: Even if Nag,. tries forcibly



to pull away his wrist from Uke's gmsp, he will not find it easy. Uke's Ki is poured
fonh loward Nage and in addition his fingers are locked around his wrist so that the
use of force alone \\111 not effect a release, However, if Nage bends hiS wrisl and pours
forth his Ki, his Ki will flow In Ihe s.,1.me direction as Uke's,

Photo 47: If Nage Iries to pull his left hand toward himself, he will collide with
Uke's Ki and force. From Nage's standpoint, the difficulty is that to pull his wrist tOward
himself means a retreat for his own Ki. He should push his hips forward and advance.

Photo 4K: If Nage turns in the same direction as Uke, he will be moving in
exactly the same direction as Uke. As he pivots on his hips and turns to the right,

Uke naturally follows.
In Ihis instance, Nage's Ki IR the beginmng faces Uke's Kj bUI when Nage pivots

and turns his body around. his Ki changes direction with his finger tiPS: then IR other
words, they POlOt tn a direction opposite to that at the beginning. Otherwise, Nage's

hand may be pulled back by Uke.
This movement is an exercise for turning not

only the body but also the mind and must have a
forward look. When the face is turned around, the
mind must make a complete turn-around. Even if

.---- Nage's hand is held by his opponent or Nage ha~

moved to place Uke behind him, he must not let his
mind stay behind. This movement should be practiced
repeatedly until you have learned to change your mind

Diagram 6 at will, and you will find tbis ability important in
your daily life as well.

For example, you may feel angry in the morning, and cominue 10 feel angry all
day because your mind is set. DUI once you realize that you should not be angry, you
must be able to change Ihe direclion of your mind immediately. Or if the cause of your
anger is gone, you must at once stop being angry. Anyone who continues to be angry
aCler the cause is gone has let his mind Slay behind. There may be some persons who
enjoy being angry, but the rest or us should remember that il takes three times more
energy to scowl than to smile.

To enjoy life, let us cut ofr rrom our conscious mind all evil and injurious thoughts,
and keep whatever is pleasam and enjoyable.

In AIKIDO, you will learn tbat to think of one opponent only may mean that
tbe next opponent will be able to hit you. Change your mind from moment to moment
and you will be able 10 face each opponent more successfully.

Kokyu-Ho is the basic movement in learning this principle. Practice it assiduously
until it becomes second nature with you.

Practice alternately with the left hand and the right hand, and learn tbe principle
of not resisting your opponent's strength nor trying 10 stop him but using his own
strength to lead him.

"



No.2. Kaltlle-1'ori Kokyu-Ho Irimi

Uke:
Nage.

because Uke

Same as No l. Grasps the left wrist of Nage wnh his right hand (photo 49).
If he tries to advance toward Uke from this hold, he will find it difficult

IS holding IllS wrist too tightly for him to do so.
With immovable posture

coupled with unbendable arm,
Nagi' calml} turns hiS "'rist
SO that Ill" palm faces up\~ard

aDd, pollllmg his linger!> up

ward, thru:.ts out the back of
his hand. When Nage does this.
his Ki flows through his finger
tips, paralleling Uke's forward
and-upward movement.

Next. without moving the
wrist, NagI' steps ..moothl~ '" Ith
the left fOOl to a position in
front of Uke then pulls up
the right foot. This musl be

accomplished while keeping hip
movement to a horizontal line

without any vertlcal mUtion (photo 50),

50.. 51



Nage's wrist, making use of Uke's force, moves upward along the line of least
resistance. As Uke follows along, he loses his balance. If Uke tries to pull Nage's arm
down by force, do not let him do so.

If Nage extends his left arm and left foot and does not pull up his right foot,
as shown in Photo 51, one point of balance is losl and Uke finds it easy to pull Nage's

arm down, this in turn creating an opportunity for him to throw Nage. This is an
lllu:>tration of how not 10 do it.

This movement should be practiced repeatedly, beginning alternately with the right
arm and left arm.

Important Note: In progressing from his position in I~hoto 49 to Photo 50, if
Nage puts strength into his arm, it will only telegraph his intention and he will be
stopped by Uke.

Nage must practice so that the instant Uke grasps his wrist he can advance
smoothly. lie must keep in mind that he is not raising his arm. As he advances his
hips, his arm rises naturally.

If Nage tries to raise his arm, he will dash with Ub's force, Without adding force
to the arm, advancing the hips without force. using Uke's force on himself-this is the
principle of ITimi. It is by learning this movement that the basic principle can be grasped.

No, 3. Kowte-Tori Kokyu.l\oge (O!lllosite Side)

Uke: Grasps Nage's right wrist
with the right hand.

Nage: Without putting strength
into the arm that has been grasped
or resisting the strength of Uke, Nage

pours forth Xi. remaining always at
ease (Photo 52). It is easier to pour
forth Xi if the fingers of the hand
are widely separated.

The left hand must also pour
forth Ki. Keeping the one point as
the center. Nage leaps to the right
rear of Uke and pushes him down
by his neck completely but gently
(Photo 53).

As the left foot ....as used in 52
leaping without losing momentum,
Nage turns his body to the right and steps fOI"\\lard with the right foOl (Photo 54).

The movements up to this point are exactly the same as in Exercise II, Ude
Furi Undo.

Uke having his neck pushed downward. tries unconsciously to push it upward.
Nage grasps this opportunity and encircles Uke's neck. with hjs right arm, his left hand..
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55 56

still pushing Ukr's neck down. and turns Uk~'s Ihro:ll upward (Photo 55). As Uk~ loses
his balance. Nage steps forward with ills right fOOl, sen:ling Ki to his hips, and throws..



When he discovers
is with this lighter

encircles Uke's neck. Then
3'i though he were dropping

he does not hit his throat with
and truly wrap I it around Uke's

,,

':'
I
I

Diagnm 7

Uke, his arms mo\ ing as though he were trying to thrust his fingers into the earth (Photo 56).
Photo 52: Even if Uke pushes back Nage's arm, it will not do for Nage to let

his shoulder go up. If Uke pulls Nage's arm, Nage should follow and with the momentum
leap in. Ki must be kept constantly concentrated on the one point and the body relaxed
so that it will be easy to take advantage of Uke's force
and leap in.

Photo 53: Nage stretches his right hand toward
the same direction that Uke's arm points. If Nage tries
to change direction forcibly, he will clash with Uke's
force. Nage should also push down with his left hand
in the direction that Ub's Ki moves: that is, in the
direction that Uke's arm points.

Photo 54: To press down on the neck and then
when your opponent pushes back, to use that momentum
to throw him backward is to use the principle of the
swing, or pendulum. The swing will go as far as it can
and then swing back again. Try to stop it in mid-swing
and you are clashing with a great force. Throw a rubber ball on the ground with great
force: it will rebound with great force. In the same way, the harder Nage presses with
his left hand on Uke's neck, the greater will be Uke's reaction and the easier it will be
to push his head back with the right arm.

Nage should help Uke to go along the direction of his Ki.
that he has gone too far and wants to return, let him return. It
feeling that these movements should be performed.

Nage raises the right arm in a curving upward motion. If the right arm is merely
pushed back against Uke's right arm, there is a collision of two forces and raising the
arm becomes very difficult. The right arm should be raised while pouring forth Ki as
shown in the diagram above so that Uke's right arm automatically follows and is
raised up. Nage's Ki must be poured forth along the side of the small finger.

The right arm and the hips must be lowered completely, and when standing up,
the arm must be positioned as shown in the illustration. Then Ki is poured forth and
Nage stands up.

Photo 55: Do not work to throw Uke's body. Lead Uke's mind backward. and
he will automatically fall.

The right arm goes up with the finger tips first and
with the finger tips pointing to the ground. Nagl' throws Ukl'
him off his finger tips.

When Nage encircles Uke's neck with his arm,
his arm. If Nage imagines tbat his rigid arm is round
neck, he can throw Uke with ease.

Photo 56: After throwing Uke, it will not do for Nage to let Ki out of the
body or to let his guard down. He must always imagine that enemies are around and
prepare to defend himself against tbe next attack. from any quarter.
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No. <to KlIlllte-'I'ori Kolt....GIlCl'1Ii (OI'posilC Side)

Nage: In the sa,ne manner as in No.3, Nage leaps to a paSlllon behind Ub
(Photo 54). But after that, he does not touch ute's neck but Uke's right wriSt.

Then he grasps Uke's wrist from the thumb sIde in such a way Ihat his thumb
is on the back of Uke's hand and the four fingers are on the side of his palm.

When Nage leaps in, his
momentum must be great
enough to cause Uke's body
to follow and lum with him.
constantly keeping Uke's arm
extended as he turns Wholo 58).

With the left hand, Nage

bends back Uke's right wrist
(as in Excercise 2), and places
the right palm on Nage's own
left thumb. (The right wrist
that Uke was holding becomes
automatically freed as Nage
leaps in). When Uke's wrisl

.is pressed downward with both
hands, Uke is overturned (Photo
59).
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Keeping the left hand as is, Nage places his right hand 10 Uke's elbow and walks
around his head. Uke turns, facing downward.

Noge holds Uke's wrist between his body lind left elbow
elbow with the righl arm, pushes him tightly against his own
lwists his upper body toward Uke's head
and Uke will give up (Photo 60), In
Excercise 2, yOll practice bending your
own Wrist, but in an actual match. Nage
bends Uke's wrist. When bending the
wrist, do so with tbe smallest possible
angle as though trying to roll Uke's finger
tips into the palm (Photo 62).

If Uke puts strength into his fist, his
Ki runs through 10 the center and it will
be diflicult to bend it forcibly. Do not
even think of bending his wrist. Since
Uke's Ki follows the clenched fingers and
continues into the center of his fist, do
not try to stop this Ki but try rather to
extend it by rolling this Ki to the center
of Uke's fist. Then no matter how much
strength Uke puts into his fist, his wrist
can be bent very easily.

Merely learning lhe form of AIKIDO
will not give you the ability to make
practical use of it. A good example is
the Kore·Gaeshi, Learn the
imporlance of the rules of Ki;

do not clash with your op
ponent's Ki, bdt apply tech
niques that will extend it, so
that your opponent will gladly
follow your lead. If you do
not understand the principles
of Ki and your opponent is
stronger than you are, you will
nOI be able to apply your
technique at all. Since mind
conlrols the body, il is essential
to learn first to lead the mind.

Photo 60: When you are
bending Uke's arm, do not tr)'
to bend the joint against the
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natural direction in which it bends. Always bend the arm at
making a circle. If done properly, it will not do violence to the
strength is needed to make your opponent surrender.

In holding down an opponent in AIKIDO, always make him face downward. In
this position, you can control him as long as you have even one arm under control
(Photo 61). If he is facing upward, he can use his arms and legs, and it is very diflicult
to control him. This is true especially if Uke can catch NagI' from below, and Uke's
companions auack NagI'. Nage can do nothing to defend himself. Hold your opponent
face down. and if need arises, be in a position to lake on the next opponent at any time.

People seeing one man
bending the \Hist of another
say, "G)'aku- Te" or "G)'aku,"
but AIKiDO does not use
Gyaku-Te. Gyaku refers to
anything that is opposed to
the principles of ature;
while lUll refers to anything
that follows the principles of
Nature. AIKIDO follows the
rules of Nature, bends as
Nature orders it to bend, falls
as Nature orders it to faU.
leads an opponent in the direc
tion of his Ki. and is therefore
Jun. Nikro, which will be

explained later on in this book,
is often mistaken for Groku-Te,

but here too the bending is according to Nature's laws.
To bend any joint forcibly in the direction that Nature never intended it to be

bent is Gyaku and will do violence to the body. All AIKIDO techniques benefit the
health and all AIKIDO students will realize, as they practice, that this is true.

Generally speaking, to learn Gyaku in order to injure others manifests an unde
sirable attitude. To learn the principles of Nature and to practice them openly IS

AIKIDO. As one improves oneself, so acting toward one's opponent that his health is
benefited, and both advance together-that is the attitude toward learning that is

desirable and hereby recommended.

No.5. Kokyu·Oo8a

Kokyu.Dosa must be practiced every day at the end of the regular practice. This
is fundamental, involving as it does the determination of a point about two inches below
the navel as the generating center of powerful Ki.

There are many I..inds of Kokyu.Dosa, but the one explained here is typi.:al...



picture of moving a mount am a
thousand miles 3\\ay advance
upon Uke.

I-'hoto 64: Auge should not
lift his hips from the floor. If he
does, hi~ Ki \\ ill disappear. lie
must keep his toes up. If he
pushes \\ illl mere strength alone.
hi~ opponent will not oblige hlln64

Practice it assiduously and learn how to throw an opponent not by brute strength bUI
by the use of Ki.

Bolh Nage and Uke sit wilh their big loeS crossed under them and the knees
opened. Those who have not tried sitting down in this manner will soon feel palO all
over their legs, but within a
short time they will be able to
sit thus without pain. They must
be so baLanced thaI even if
pushed lightly on the shoulder,
they will not go over backward.

Uke: Grasps bolh of Nage's
wrists from the outside, \\ith his
thumbs facing upward (Photo
63).

Nage: Though Uke holds
Nage's wrists tighlly. NagI' does
not attempt to resist, assumes
an immovable posture and with
unbending arms pushes his hips
forward, and Uke falls backward.
At Ihis time, if Nage stretches
his left arm farther, Uke will fall to Ihe left side of Nage (Pholo 64).

Nage follows Uke's body as he falls, holds him with Ki, and hits Uke's face \\uh
his right hand Wholo 65).

Photo 63: Nag,. should nOI think that he is betng held by Ukt'. If he does, he
will be overwhelmed by Uke's Ki and will nOI be able to pour forth his own Ki. He

can fhink Ihat he is allowing
Uke to hold him or thai some·
thing has ahghted on his arms.
Though Uke is there, he can be
completdy ignored, or thought
of as thin air. Then he can pour
forth II is Ki through his unbend·
abJ..: arm~ and wilh. Ih.e mental
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by moving. But if he pushes with Ki, his opponent falls easily.
When Nage tries to throw Uke to his left, he usually pulls Uke's left hand toward

himself. In AIKIDO, there is one exercise in pulling Ki IOward oneself. If Nage extends
his left arm farther, instead of pulling it to"'ard himself, Uk, will fall down to the left.
Lower your right elbow and try to push with the elbow and nm '" Ith the fingers.

Photo 65: If Noge tries to
hold Uke do\\ II by using all
his ~lrength. Uke can easily
upset him. Iioid Ki to the
one point. relax the arms, and
let them drop naturally. The
thought to keep in mind is
that you are not holding down
just your opponent but the
whole earth itself, at the same
time holding your one point
stable, and making yourself as
immovable as a mighty rock.
This is the posture of holding
dO\\n \\lth Ki.

As explameu previousl). in
AIKIDO )'OU hold )'our op
ponent face down, but the an

is not so much to hold hIm down for tbe sake 01 holding him down as it is to do it
to train your Ki. Therefore, as soon as you have thrown bim. you slap him in the face.

No.6. Katat.c-Tori Kokyu.NlIge

As in Nos. 3 and 4, if Uke obliges by grasping Noge's right wrist with his right
hand, it is easy to apply the correct technique. Ilut if Uke grasps Nage's left wrist
with his right hand, thc tcchniquc to apply is a bil difrerent. In AIKIDO. this is
the proper way to hold an opponent. Conversely, if Uke uses the hold as in No.3.
Nage can use his left arm at all times and attack Uke.

Uke: Grasps Nage's left wrist with his right hand.
Nage: Immediately eXiends the back of his hand, bent al the wrist, pours forth

Ki and allows Uke to grasp his wrist (Photo 66). Even if Nage tries to pull away his
wrist by force, he cannot do so if Uke is strong.

It is then that Noge can bend his wrist and point his fingers toward himself so
tht11 Vke's Ki, poured forth along his arm, flows in the same direction as Nage·s.

Nage's next mo\-e is Exercise o. 9. But because his left \\ rist has been gr.lsped
and immobilized. Nage does not resist in that direction. Instead, he moves his hips
toward the .... n~L and grasps Uke's right wrist wilh his right hand from the outside
and below...
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After gra,>ping Uke's \\ fist,

Nage, without losing momentum

from moving his hips. ,>tcps out
with his len fool toward Uke's

right rear.
With his rigbt hand, Nagl

slrctchcs Uke's hand In the direc
tion it is pointmg, and Uke

releases Nage's left hand. Im
mediately aftcr the lert foot :.tcps

to Ukt"s right rear, Nage's right

foot must follow.
With his released left hand.

Nage grasps Uke from behind

by the nape of his neck and
pushes it in the same direction

that Uke's hand is thrusl. At
this moment, Nage's face and

hips must face the same direction
as Uke's (Photo 67).

When Uke is pushed down

and tries to rise up agam, Nage,
while stin holdmg UJ,;,I!'S neck

with his left hand, wrap!> hiS right
arm around Uke's neck from

belo" , and throws Uk/! backward
with the same technique u'>Cd in

No. J (photo 55).
I)hoto 66: To rclea:.c his lcfl

wrist from Uke's right hand, Nage
mu!>t never Iry 10 do so by pulling.

II simply will not work. The

thing for him to do is to bend
his wrist fully and pour forth Ki,
then while hc pulls at Uke's right arm with his own right arm, Nage should leap into

Uke's side. Uke's grasp easily comes off.
Photo 67: No matter how powerful the man may be who grasps your wn:.t, you are

always calm. That is because you do not oppose power with power. Since you do not
depend on your opponent's strength, you are not at all excited at his physical strength.

In AIKIDO, it may appear to one who looks only at the form that two men are struggling
with each other, but in Ki, there is absolutely no resistance, and the contest becomes
essentially an exhibition of non-resistant techniques. Even when Uke grasps Nage with

both hands, there is a oon-resistant technique that can be used by Hage to subdue him.
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No.7. Katat.e-Tori Kot&Gncsbi

Hage frees his left hand in the same manner as in technique No.6, but instead
of grasping Uke by tbe neck grasps his left wris!. Then. witb his right hand grasping
Ub's right hand, Hage feints by pushing that hand away and changes his hold by
releasing the left wrist and grasping Uke's right wri~t with his left hand.

Nage continues without loss of momentum a!i though to stretch Uke's right ann
to make a half-turn to his right. As Uke follows Nage's lead, Nage applies Kote-Gaeshi
as in Technique No.4.

" 69

When changing his hold from the right hand to the left, Nage must use mainly
the little finger and the ring finger. If he puts strength into the thumb and index finger
to change hands, he will find that his fingers may slip alT.

In AIKIDO, when it is necessary to grasp, the little finger and ring finger arc mainly
used. The reason is simple. If one puts strength into the thumb and index finger, one's
strength rises up to the shoulder and becomes separated from the one point and is
dissipated.

If one is relaxed and the side of the hand thrust out with strength put into tbe
little finger, strength connects naturally in a continuous flow with the one point.

The mind has rules for the mind; the body has rules for the body.
The rules of the body are to use the body to rectify the rules of the mind. Thus

the powers of mind and body can be used in full coordination ...



No. n. Kutate-Tori Kokyu. Nugl' Irimi

Uke: Grasps Nuge's leC! wrist wllh his right hand
Nage: Drops the left arm in a 'cry relaxlold way. and tries not to rcceive Ute's

power, but keeps the fingers pointing toward his back.
Next he lowers his hips, !>teps forward with hi.. nght foot. then with the left foot

to the right side of Uke. With the 1eC! hand, he Ie'lds Uke's right arm to his right rear.
lie bends his right arm, lowering the elbow and pD11lting Ihe lingers upward, and keeps
the forearm close to Uke's chest Whoto 70).

Then, as Uke loses his balance, Nage raises hi!> right foot and steps forward to
the fOOl behind Uke. lie slides his right arm up and wraps it around Uke's neck,
pointing the fingers downward (Photo 71). Simultaneously with Nuge's placing his right
foot behind Uke, Nage pushes his right arm down as though to drive the fingertips
into the ground, and lets Uke fall to the mat.

Nage will have plenty of Ki in his hips during this movement.

Photo 70: Uke naturally trie~ to bear down on Nage and prevent him from
advancing to his side. It will be difficult to step in against this resistance. If Nage

pushes back Uke's right arm, he will be using force against force. In this case, Nage
should lead Uke's right arm to the extent of stretching his arm slightly. Then he can
move Uke no matter how strong he may be.

Therefore, Nage must relax, pour forth Ki along his left arm, leap in with his..



hips, move Uke'$ arm like the swinging of a pendulum It is dillicuh to mo\e hlm wllh
the arm alone.

If Nage'$ right forearm were (0 strike Ukt!'s chc..t. Uke will be able (0 resist him.
Instead, beforc Ukt! reali'les that the forearm is close 10 hIS chest, II must be slid
upward and wrapped around Uke's neck.

Nage'$ intention here IS not to throw Uke's body down but rather to lead Uke's
Ki toward the rear. The left hand is always leading Uke's arm to the rear so that he
will be kept in an unbalanced posture.

When Nage follow!> this procedure, no matter hmo, po\\erful Uke may be, as strong
as a wind that blows down a great tree, Nage can easily make Uke fall.

This is the basic principle of Irjmj~(o ICllP into (hc samc direction in which thc
opponcnt is advancing, not colliding with his strength but leading him.

Again, cven if Uke may not grasp Nage's hand, Nage holds Uke's right shoulder
with his left hand, making Uke's shoulder move backward. lie wraps his right arm
around Uke's neck, leaps past him and is able to make Uke fall.

This technique is applied at the moment when Nage and Uke pass by each other.

1\0, 9, Kat.ate-Tori Kokyu.Nu~t: '('cukan

Without resisting }our opponent's strength, but stretchmg it out and leading it m
a circular movement-this Ii> Teflkan.

Uke: Grasps Nage's left wrist wIth right hand. Nagf!: Changes po!>ltlon a.!> m

n n
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Technique No.8 Whoto 7:!). Without lo~ing

momentum, he pours forth Xi through the
fingertips of his \eft hand, making th..: one
point as the center. and turns to the right.
Nage's throat must turn and fac..: the
direction in \\ hich the body nlO\'cs. The
mind also must mO\'e in the direction of
the body's mo\emenl. If the mind remains
behind even for an Instan!. Uke will not
follow Nage's lead.

Nage then choose!> the moment when
he will lower his hips and his left arm,
and wailS for Uke 10 calch up (Photo 73).

As Uke does so, Nage raises his hip~, slides
his left arm, palm up, to Uk,.'s neck, ,Ind
steps in with his left foot to Uke's rear,
lowers his hips and his left arm ag:lin and
causes Vb to fall backv. ard (Photo 74).

The use of Ihe hips and the left arm
in Ihis technique is the same as in E",
erClse No. 10, Sayu Undo.

In this technique, if necessary Nage can strike Uke's chest or abdomen.
Photo 72: It will not do for Nage to lei his left arm be pulled back by Uke',\

right arm. If he will concentrate on the one point, pour forth Ki from the fingertip~

of his left hand and thruM out the back of his hand, tbat left hand will be immovable.
If. when turning, Nage turn~ tOO quickly, tbe timing will be ofT and Uke will not

be able to follow Nage's lead.
If the Ki that is poured forth from the fingertips of the left hand were turned

always a<; though describing a large circle, Uke will follow Nage's lead ...ery easily. At
this lime, if Nage looks back, the flow of Kf will stop, tbe timing will be off and Uk,.
will not be able to follow Nage's lead.

As mind rules body, if Nage's Ki moves forward, Uke's Ki will follow and
nalurally Uke's body follows too.

When several persons sit together and one of them suddenly turns to look b..cJ..

toward the entrance, the others follow his lead and look back too. For the same reason.
if Nagl"s Ki mo\es forward, Uke's Ki moves forward. If Hage"s Ki stops and looks back,
Uke's Ki will stop laO.

Photo 73: When Nage lo'>'ers his hips, and does so while keeping his wrist bent
and fingerllps pointing upward, Uke will be sucked into lowering his body too.

I)holo 74: If Nage tries to throw Uke, using only his hands, Uke is nOI likely
to oblige him. BUI il will be casy for Nage to do so if he lowers his hips and throws
him. Refer to bercise No. to.
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No. 10. Kalale-Tori Kokyu-Nuge Teukull (Kulul(,..Tori Knilcu Nage)

76

.02

Nage: Continued from Technique No.9.
Photo 72. As he moves his left hand in a
large circle, he calmly moves his right arm
from his Icft shoulder 10 Uke's neck. lo"ers
his hips and his left hand. As soon as Uke
lowers his neck slightly, Nuge grasps it with
his right hand (Photo 75). Thc mo\cmcnt
of the left hand is the same as in Tcchnique
No.9.

Nage lowers his left arm thcll leads it
high toward Uke's rear in a large circle.

I-Ie presscs down on Uke'~' neck as
though rubbing it (Photo 76). Uke somcr
saults forward (Photo 77).

Photo 75: It is important to pour forth
Ki from the left arm, to lower the hips and
left hand fully, make a large circle with
the left arm and lead with il high to Uke's
rear and avoid a collision with Uke's arm
and force.

Photo 76: If Nagl' uses force \\hen
r---

~I

I
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his llgill hand IS pres:'lllg down on Uke's neck, Uke can resist and make it difficult

for Nage.
Nage'~' move is to rub Uke's neck gently as if to lead Ki forward. then Uke witl

gladly leap as though obeying Nage's mind. The idea is not to throw Uke over bodily
but to lead his Ki fo('\\ard so that his body follows his Ki lind Nage can easily throw him.

Anyone would prefer to be rubbed down rather than struck down. If he is thrown
down. he unconsciously resists. Ilul if he is rubbed down and thrown, he falls before
he realizes what is being done to him.

In AIKIDO, you throw your opponent without thinking about throwing him. You
throw him without thinking in tcrms of contlicl. This is one of the basic characteristics
of AIKIDO.

No, ll, KUla-Tori lkk)'o (lkklljO) Irimi

Uke: With his right hand, gmsps Nage's outfit by the left shoulder (Photo 78).
Nage: Advances with his left fOOl and hips toward Uke's right front, or back

toward his own left rcar. Simultaneously, he 3tretches out his right arm to strike Uke'.s

face. While Nuge's hips lind left foot :Lfe advancing, the right foot moves naturally and
its toes must face toward Uke (Photo 79).

The right hand that strikes Uke in the face immediately grasps from the outside
the hand that Uke has 011 his shoulder. As Nage lUrns his hips and his shoulders to the
right or toward Uke's face, Nage's right hand twists Uke's right wrist. His left hand
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reachec; Uke's elbow, al the 1\ame lime pushing the elbow up, Ihen forward and down

ward, pu~hlRg UJ.. e do\\ n lI'holO 81 ).

80 81,...--------..: 0:""""------....
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right
body

with both hands on Uke's
Uke's right arm and his

In tbis movement, Nage must press Uke's arm down until Nage's left arm be
comes straight and he must keep his shoulder down. Without loss of momentum, Nage
then pushes Uke's arm back and brings him down.

Noge next takes a steps forward to place his left foot before Uke and with the
feeling of pushing down with his hips rather than with his arms, advances forward

(Photo 83).

When Uke falls to the mat, Nage presses down
arm, keeping marc than a 90-degree angle between
(Photo 84).

At this time, Nage presses Uke's right arm by the elbow with his left hand and
with his right hand bends Uke's right wrist fully toward Uke's head and forces him to
surrender.

In holding Uke down, Nage does not do so with his arm but with Xi as in
Technique No, 5, Xok)'u-Dosa,

Photo 78: Why must Nage back toward his lefl rear?

This is why: As in the diagram, if Uke chooses to use his strength fully, it
will require a good deal of power to push or pull against his strength, If Uke is the
stronger of the two, it will be impossible,

But if Nage moves Uke':i fist like a pendulum, he can move Uke with one or
two iingers no matter how strong Uke may be. Nage must not gmsp Uke's hand tightly,
but move as though to stretch Uke's arm, and he can move Uke very easily.

Diagram 8

A

That is why, even though Uke grasps his shoulder, NagI' can movc III the dlrec~

tion as mentioned, But if Nage moves toward B, Uke can attad., him with his left
arm. Nage, therefore, must move IOward the outside of Uke or else toward A.

If Nage moves toward A and leads a little rearward, Uke will quickly lose his
balance. Nage's posture must be firm as in Exercise No. 10, Sayu Undo.

Photo 79: To hit Uke in the face disturbs Uke's Ki. If Nage is full of Xi
he can take ofT Uke's Ki by merely
showing his list suddenly in Uke's
face and it is not necessary to hit
him. Nage's right hand hits Uke's
face and must grab Uke's right wrist
before the movement of his left hip
to .... ard the lefl rear is concluded.

Photo 81: To bend back Uke's
wriSt is very difficult. especially when
Uke's wrist is full of Ki. For this.
Noge turns his body and puts Uke
off balance (Photo 78); bits his face
and makes him lose Xi (Pboto 79);
grabs Uke's right wrist from the oUl-
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side and bends it back straight toward
Uke's face (Photo 80). By these con
secutive movements, Nage can disturb
and push bad. Uke's Ki and gets a
chance to push Uke's arm down with
his left hand.

Photo 83: It will be very heavy
going for Nage if he tries to pull
Uke down with only his arm. But
it will be easy for him if he advances
his hips. Uke easily and naturally
falls to lhe mat.

No, 12. Kala-Tori Ikk)'o (Ikkajo) Tcukall

Up to this point, the

throw Uke and advance on him, he will be choosing
If be chooses Kaiten, he steps with his left foot to a
of Uke's right heel. Nage leads Uke's right arm, then

lime turning his body to his ow'" right. and leading

with his left hand.
Technique No. II.

If Nage then proceeds to
the Irimi technique (I'hato 85).
point slightly to lhe right rear
strikes it down, at the same

In No. II, when Nage is just about 10 apply Ihe Jrimi technique, another opponent
attacks him from tbe rear. In No. 12, Nage does not advance as In No. II but turns

his body and can even make Uke
get hit instead of doing the hitting.
This is the Tel/ka1l technique.

In AIKIDO, Nage must change
his position constantly in dealing
with many opponents :It the same
time. If he didn'l, he would be sur
rounded by opponents and be unable
to move. Because NaKe turns his
body wilh eHeh movement, he can
deal with many opponents at one
time or individually. To be able to
do so, Nage must know how to apply
the Jrimi and Tenkal/ techniques
freely.

Nage: Ilends back Uke's right
wrist and pushes back his right elbow

movements correspond eltactly with those of
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Uke's arm in a circular movement and
pressing him down Whoto 86).

When this is done, Uke will be in Nuge's

origin:ll position and the third per:.on may
be the one who will hit Uke on the head.

When Nage strikes Uke's arm down,
Nage might easily be led to commit the
error of pushing with the left hand and
pulling with the right. If the technique
is applied in this manner, Uke II ill not
fall easily, But if Nage, pouring forth
Ki along bolh arms, pressc:. dOlI n wilh
both arms as he turns, UJ..e aUlomatically
falls 10 the mat,

No, 13. KIlIn·Tori i\"ikyo (Nikltjo) Irimi

The movements arc exactly the same :.I:. In Technique No, (I up to Photo SI.
Nage: Holding Uke's right forearm

with his left hand, pushes tightly with his
right hand the back of Uke's right hand
to bring it close to his own left shoulder
by leading it with both hands. Then Nuge

uses his left hand to lead Uke'l' arm,
grasping it after bending it fully at the
wrist. lie pushes Uke'.\· right forearm
down as though to split his body down
the middle (Photo 87). Uke cannot stand
the pain and sits down but Nuge thcn
SCilCS Uke's right clbow again with his
left hand and throw him to the mat.

This technique is the samc as Exercise
NO.1. In exercising, you usually train
yourself. BUI in Technique No. 13, you
are trained by your opponent.

Do nOI push Uke's wrist down sudden
ly, Because this technique is painful to
the one on whom it is applied, it is 87
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advisable to apply it very gently to beginners. It can be dangerous for Uk#! if he resists
unnecessarily. If tbe training is taken gradually and the muscles and sinews are stretched
and loosened, you nOI only feel no pain but after tho: exercise:.. you naturally feel fine.
Do not be over-anxious and try to ffi:lke }our wrist :.trong overnight.

Because there is some pain involved 111 AIKIDO, many sludents are inclined to
thlllk that it might be harmful to the body. On the contrary, it is good for the he:llth.
There is no need to worry at :Ill because the wrist is bent only in the nntuml way that
11 bends, the elbows are bent only in the direction they natur"lIy bend. Then sincws
are tight when not exercised and be..:ome p:.Ilnful II hen lirst stret..:hcd, but when gradually
relaxed, there will be no more slIllened shoulders. One point to remember is that if
Uke resists unnecessarily, the force lhal he exertS boomerangs. NagI' and Uke must
both so practice as to avoid unnccessary resistance.

1'0. L4. Kala_Tori 'i.k)'o (l\ikajo) Tenkllu

Technique No. 14 is a combination of No. 12 and No. 13.
As soon as Nage bends Uke's \Inst. he turns hi.. tad) towllrd Uke's right rear,

holding Uke's right wrist with IllS nght hand, and apphe\> the Nikyo tcchnique. then
pushes Uke down as in Technique No. 12.

No. 15. Kutu·Tori Kokyu.Nugc IrilTli

The movements arc the same as in Technique No.8, KOlale- Tor; Kokyu-Nage [rind.

Uke: Grasps Nage's outfit by thc left shoulder with his nght hand.
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Nage: Grasps Uke's right sleev'e gently from below but absolutely does not pull
Uke toward him. Then at the instant when he has fully poured fonh his Ki. Nage jerks

downward, leading Uke's Ki to this spol. It is not necessary for Nage to put Uke ofT
balance, but only to jerk down suddenly with his Icft arm as far as the sleeve can go. He

then bends his right arm with fingenips pointing upward and prepare<: to leap in
(Photo 88).

NagI' turns his lup:. o:lightly to the left to avoid receiving the force of Uke's right
arm, steps in deep behind Uke's right side with his right foot. The right arm, without
striking Uke's che:.t. :.ltdes up and wraps itself around his neck (Photo M9).

As soon ao: the right foot goes down, NagI' thrusts his right arm down as though

to thrust the fingertip:. into the ground and Uk" will fall to the mal.
Photo 88: If Nage pull Uke's sleeves toward himself and steps in with his right

foot, all the pov.er of Uke's right hand will fall on NagI' and NagI' hlm>elf will fall,
Instead of this, NagI' leiS Uke's Ki stop at his sleeves, lurns hIS hips to let Uke's

Ki flow away and then steps in with his right foot.

No. 16. KUla·Tori Kokyu-l'uge Tenkan

Uke: Approaches Nuge to grab

his left shoulder with his right hand
(Photo 90).

Nage Waits to let Uke grab
him by the shoulder. When Uke's

rlghl hand almo~t touches it, Nuge
turns his Illp~ to the left, :.teps with
his left fOOl to the left rear, making
Uke',f hand nll:.~, Nogt, grasps that

hand from belm\ with his left hand,
strike~ It down with the edge of

his nghl hand, or hits Uke on the
scruff of his neck (pholo 91).

Uke hu~ not oilly been made
to miss grabbing Nage's shoulder but

he has had his righl arm stretched
and has been struck with Nuge's

right hand. The direct consequence is thai Uke will go down in the dlfcclIon toward
which he h:ld been rcaching when he tried to grab NagI' by the shoulder.

Photo 90: It is important for Nage to turn his body al the inst:tnt that Uke's
hand is about to touch him.

When some one wants to Sit down and his mlOd is on the chair he is aboUI 10

sil 0:1, and that ch:lir is unexpeclcdly pulled bad. he will fllll to the floor. If the

chair i.. t:tken a"ay too ,>oon, hc will notIce that fact and SlOp himself III tllne bUI if

he has set his mllld on SlUing ilOd Ihe chair IS t:tken :may, he cannot stop hb actlOll
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No. 17. Yokomen-1J~hj Shiho-Nilge

midway, so he takes a tumble.
The same principle applies to Ihi~

technique. Practice leading the f(i 111

Uke'~' arm to your shoulder.

Photo 91: Nage turns his hips to
the left, pulls back his left fOOl, rcccivc~

Uke's right wrisl with his left hand and

strikes Uke with his right hand. Thl\>

Icdmique should be practiced ~ Ihal II

is all performed in :\ split ~cond.

The foregoing concludc~ Kala- Ton

techniques. but the same techniques C:l:l

be applied 10 MUlle- Tori, Eri- Tori,

lliji- Tori and Hyole- Tori.

92

Uke: Taking one step forward with his right fOOl. tries to strike Nage's Yoko·
men (side of the face) with his right hand (Pholo 93).

Nage: Turns his hips to the lefl and takes a backward step wilh his left fOOl.
raises both arms, seizes Uke's right wrist with his jert hand just as it misses Nage's
face, moves the right hand toward the left and belween (hem holds Uke's right wrist
from two sides (Photo 94).

Nage: Then with Both hands pushes Uke's right wrist (Photo 95), steps with his
left foot in the same direction, swinging Uke's right arm over his head, then pivots his
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hips swiflly to the right and

changes position by turning
his back to Uke (Photo 96).

Nage: Gener..l.tes Kj with
both arms, extends Uke's Ki
and forcibly brings Uke's right
arm down 10 throw him to

the mat.
Photo 93: If Nage stands

with his right foot forward,

he may simply pull his left
fOOl slightly b<lclward as in

Photo 9~. BUI because he is
standing .... ith his left foot

forward, he mUSI turn his hips
fully and step back with his

left foot. If he Iried to meel
attack by keeping hi.. slance unchanged

•
Uke's he would receive Uke's full

force. Nage must clwnge his stance

as 10 Photo 94, and let Uke's force

now by.

To slart this movement wilh the left

foot fOf\\ard is more difficult. But
10 practice, it is ah\a)'s necessary 10

do il the hard way, because the easier
way can be learned at any time.

J~hoto 95: Nage pushes Uke's right

arm out before him, \\alks under this
arm and steps oul with his left foot.

lie must not go under the arm by

pulling his head into his shoulders or
bending his knees, but he can do it

easily if he docs it as though he in·
tended to walk across the front of Uke.

Photo 96: As he strikes Uke's arm down, Nage must nOI CUI ofT his Ki and pull
Uke's arm toward himself. If he does, it boomerangs on him and hurts Uke's arm.

Nage should always strike Uke's hand as if to push outward.
In Photo 95, if Nage steps in with his left foot and pi\ots fully and completely,

that should be enough to make Uke fall to the mal, without the use of any force.
By the law of dynamics, Uke's force is applied in moves as shown in illustration A.

Nage merely leads his opponent along so that Uke's force returns to IlIIn completely.
It is important not to slow down the momentum of the llction. Slow it down
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and Nage will find the going heavy and Uke hard to move.

Jesus Christ taught that if one strikes you on the right cheek, wc must tUrD to
him the other also. This is the principle of noo.resistance, and shows great love.

In AIKIDO, the collision of your opponent's hand on your cheek represents in
form a conflici. If your cheek is nOI there when the hand strikes, you do not receive
the blm... Instead, Ihe striker's force returns 10 him.. ~--

95
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If there is injustice in the opponent, leI it return (0 him and let him t'lecome

aware of it. This is Ihe principle of non-resistance and one of the methods of ex
pressing Great Love. AIKIDO and the teachings of Jesus Christ may differ in form

but in spirit they arc the same.
Photo 94: When pivoting the hips, as in line c in the diagram, Hage must lead

tbe force of a in a large arc. If he were to lead him in a small arc, as in d, Nage
will nOI only receive the force of Uke's right arm but he will come within reach of
Uke'fj left hand, something Nage must always beware.

When Nage leads Ub's right arm, Uke's left hand must be swinging outward in
a circle. obeying tbe law of centrifugal force.

No. 18. Yokomcn·Uchi Kokyu-NlIgc TcnkllU (A)

Uke: As in Technique No. 17, steps forward with the right foot and strikes al
the side of Nage's face.

Nage: Turns his hips to the left, takes one Slep backward with bis left foot, grasps
Ub's right wrist with both hands just as the fist almost hilS him in Ihe face. These
movements are the same as in o. 17 (PhOlO 98).

turns

Uke's

99
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At this time, without loss of mo
mentum, Nage uses his right hand to push

off Uke's right arm toward his own face.
and places his left hand on Uke's neck
(Photo 99).

After pushing off Uke's arm Nage wraps his right arm around Uke's neck.
his body completely 10 the left and lhrows Uke to the mat as though to roll
body into his own (l'hoto 100).

Diagram 9
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Diagram 10

At this time, the force with which
Uke al1acks must be extended without
loss of momemum and Uke rolled in, as
in diagram 10. You can see that Uke's
force returns completely to himself.

Nage should nol think of throwing
Uke, but rather of riding with Uke's hitting
power and making a forceful circular move
ment, resulting naturally in Uke's fal1.

If Nage stands behind Uke at the moment when he is to throw him, Uke will not be
able to fall. Nage remains at all times at Uke's right side as he goes around together with him.
No. 19. Yokomc-Il-Uehi Kokyu-Noge Teukou (8)

Uke strikes at Nage's Yokomen. Nage lakes one step backward and grabs Uke's
right wrist. Up to this point, the movements are Ihe same as in Technique No. 18.

101
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Diagram II

•

But this time, instead of pushing Uke'J

right arm back toward his own face, Nage

Slretches it more toward Uke's right front
and stretches his own left arm toward his
back (Photo 101).

Next Nage aims his left hand at Uke's neck as shown by the arrow, leaps in
behind Uke and sci7.cS him by the neck (Photo 102).

This leaping-in movement and the following movements to the finish are the same
:'lS in Technique No.3, Kalate- Tori Kokyu-Nage (Photo 103).

Uke's force moves as in line D, diagram 9. This force should be led in a figure
8 and Uke thrown without loss of momentum.

All these techniques must be applied always in wider, smoother movements.

'0. 20. Yokomc-u·l)cbi Kokyu. age Teukan (C)

o. 16, Kala-Tori Kokyu·Nage Tenkan,

easy one to apply.

in line a, Nage stretches the same
At this time, Nage may grasp Uke's

Uke'.~ right forearm or may hit Uke

As Uke strikes at Nage's Yokomen. Nage takes one step backward and as Uke's

right hand flies past, grabs Uke's wrist. Up to this point, the movements are the same
as in Technique No. 19.

In this technique, as Uke's force comes as
force in the same direction and throws Uke down.
right arm with both hands or may strike down on

in the neck.
At the instant thal Uke's hand is about to hit his face, Nage turns his body, nOl

to stop Uke's force but rather to increase his momentum, and throws Uke toward
Nage's left rear as though to make him flow past. At this point, Nage's Ki aDd face
should both be toward the left rear.

This technique is the same as in Technique
and in case of aClUal attack on a sidewalk, is an
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No. 21. Yokoblcn-Uchi Kukyu.Na::;e Iri.mi (A)

101

Uke:
Nage.

inslant Uke's

Takes a step forward "11h his righl fool and strikes al Nage's Yokom.~".

Siands Hidari·//a"mi (Ihe body fumed 45 degrees 10 Ihe Iefl). At the
fist IS aboul 10 louch his face. Nage leaps in very close to Uke's righl

side; his left arm pushes away Uke's right
arm and the right hand louches Uke's neck
or chest (Photo 104)

It i~ important that Nage leap in so
close 10 Uke Ihal his righl hand touches
his neck or cheSI. Nage's right arm musl
be kept as is, not :;tretched unnecessarily.

After leaping in, Nage does not miss
his chance but with his left hand pushe!>
Uke's right arm up, his right hand hits
Uke in the neck, forcing Uke 10 fall
backward to the mat (I)hoto 105).

Photo 104: Nage should nOt receive
Uke's Ki If Nage pushes his left arm
up in the same manner as in Exercise
No.5. Uke's force will return toward hi~

back. Needles~ to ~.ay, both of .""'uge·s

arms must be unbendable.

Nage must not merely stretch
his arms but muSt leap in with his
right foot and his hips.

It i", important in leaping in
to do so always with Ihe body
turned sldc\\ays at a 45-dcgree
angle (Iliduri-ffallmi). If Nage

Slretches OUI his righl arm with the
intention of hilling more quickly,
he loses his /-fidari-ffullmi posture,
collides with Uke's force, and
Nage's right arm loses its power
10 strike down dTectl\ely because
it IS o_erstretched.

Nage must practice throwing
Uke with one quick effort. pouring
forth Ki completely with an explosive
htl him.
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N.). 22. YokoPlcu-Ucbi Kokyu-Nage lrimi (0)

If Uke does nOI fall to the mat when Technique No. 21 is applied, Nage should
not try to throw him forcibly. If Uke does not fall when Nage leaps in, Nage raises
his right arm and holds Uke':J right arm
between his two crossed arms (Photo 106}.

Nage then with his right hand strikes
Uke':J right arm down v. hile his left hand
has already slid out from under that arm
to grasp Uke by the neck and simulta
neously with the striking down of the
right arm pushes Uke':J neck down toward
the same direction that the arm has been
hit (Photo 102).

I\s Uke tries hurriedly to stand up,
Nage v. raps his right arm around his
neck and throws him backward as in
Technique No.3, Katate-Tori Kokyu Nage.

Once Nage masters this art, he makes
a cross with his arms from the beginning
and, at the instant Uke':J right arm is
ready to descend in a blow at Nage, uses
each arm separately and, withollt touching
Uke':J arm, pushes Uke down as HI.

Photo 102.
Because both of Nage's arms arc full of Ki. he leads his opponent with his Ki,

not with his arms.
If Nage':J Ki is kcpt in, Uke':J right arm v.iU hit Nage':J Yokomen, so 'vIgilance

is ncedcd.

No, 2:J. SIIVlIICU-Uchi Kukyu'~llgC Irimi

Uke: With his right hand, strikes at Nage'.\· forehead as he simultaneously takes
aile step forward. It is the same if Uke uses a stick or a bokken (wooden sword used
in Japanese fencing).

Nage: Stands with his left foot forward, gelS ready with his right arm to be

able to slide up to Uke':J right arm (pholo 107). At the same time that Uke strike" at
Nage, the laller leaps in and uses his right arm as though 10 push Uke's right arm
upward (Photo 108).

Just as Uke's right llrm is about to reach its target, Nage strikes Uke's right
arm down with his own right arm. steps forward with his left foot to the rear of Uke,
and holds Uke':J neck down with hi" left hand (PhotO 1091.

Nage':J force from both arms Jams the force tbat Uke uses to try to strike Nuge
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down and the result is that it
is Ub who hits the mat.

Hage wraps his right arm
around Uke's neck and throws
him down in the manner ex·
plained in Technique No.3,
KatOfe- Tori Kokyu-Nage.

Photo 107: Nage must pour
forth and push his Ki forward
before he pushes Uke's right
ann up with his own right arm.
Ki advances first and then the
arm follows.

Photo 108: Hage"s arm must
be unbendable, of course. If
he retracts his Ki even slightly,

If Nage pours forth his Ki, Uke's force is
feel Uke's force on his face. Study and

101

Uke's entire force will come surging back.
dissipated toward the sides and Hage will not
practice these fundamental facts.

Photo 109: The manner of leaping in and consequent movements are the same
as in Technique No.3.

loa 109
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No, 24, Shomeu·Uchi K01.&Gne8hi

As Uk~ is just about to strike, Nage leaps in in the same manner as e,'(plained
ni Technique No. 23, and strikes Uke's right arm down with his own right arm.

Nage's left hand, instead of holding
Uke's neck, rests alongside his own right
hand and both hands are used 10 grasp
Uk~'s right hand from the outside around
the wrist, with the thumb at the knuckles
(Photo 110).

Nage then turns his hips to the left,
bends Uke's wrist and throws him to the
mal (Photo 111).

Nage should not be in 1I hurry to grasp
Uke's righl hand with his left hand because
if he does he will be stopping Uke's force
in mid-air and Uke's arm cannot go beyond
the surface of the ground no matter how
hard it may be struck down. Therefore, if
Nage grasps Uke's right hand as though he
were going to strike it down fully, he will
find it easier.

In applying this technique, Nage must
bend Uke's wrist back in a small circular
movemeut as has been e,'(plained previously.

No, 25. SlJomcn·Uchi Ikkyo (Ikkajo) lrimi

Uke: Strikes:1t Nage's face with his right hand.
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Nage: BeRins as in Exercise No.5, Shomen-Uc:hi Ikkyo, as though to push Uke'.
right arm up from below. Nage pushes Uke's right wrist up with his right hand as he
pushes Uke's right elbow with his left hand toward Uke's face (Photo 112).

Nage still remains in the Migi-Hanmi (facing 45 degrees to the right) posture.
As he pushes Uke's arm up toward his face, Uke naturally turns his body to the

left, showing his back to Nage (photo 113).

113
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II.

Without losing this chance,
Nage pushes Uke's right arm
down with both hands. Nuge

must be sure that his arms are
stretched out straight, being
especially careful that the left
arm is not bent (Photo 114).

Then Nage steps with his
left fOOl before Ukf', pushes him

down and holds him do"" on
the mal (photo 115).

Photo 112: Nage, as a
matter of course, should be in
an immovable posture and his
arms unbendable.



No. 26. Sbomen·Uchi Ikkyo (Ikkojo) Tenkon

the other

Uke. steps
Noge also
arms and

Dlagnnn 12

the same.
No. 25; on

,

,

the movements are
in Irimi Tech.nique

As he turns, Nage must face in the dirc.::tion
he is to move, anticipating each move by turning his
face, Because Uke follows his lead, if Nuge looks
behind tum, his Ki stops and naturally his liming will
be off. Noge must move forward so that Uke's Ki

C3n follow,

Up to Photo 112 in Technique No. 25,
From then on, Nage moves as A does

hand, in Tenkan, he moves as B does.
In other words, Nage, inslead of stepping out with his left foot before

with his lefl foot to Uke's righl rear. As he lurns his body 10 tbe right,
changes posilion to his righl fOOl, leads Uke as in diagram Il with. both
pushes him down.

,vage must be careful not to bend hIS left arm
nor cut his Kj when he turns to the right. With bolh
arms stretched OUI straight, he grasps Uke's right :lfIn

and must lead downward if he wishes to throw Uke

down.

No, 27. SllODlcu-Uelii l'ik)'o (Nikajo) Irimi

To the point where Noge slril..es Uke's right arm down. the mo.. ements are Ihe
same as in Pholo 113, Technique I o. 25, Shome,,-Uchi Ikkyo Iri'm.

'JC1(t. as Noge's left hand holds Uke's right arm down tIghtly, Noge changes his
right hand to the Nikyo hold; with both hands, he brings Uke's righl wrisl to his own
left shoulder, and applies the Nikyo an, which is Ihe same as in Technique No. 13,
Kora· Tori Nikyo Irimi.

No, 211. Shomcn·UcI.i Nik)'o (Nik!ljo) Tt'l1kull

From Photo 112 in Technique No. 25. Nage

leaps to Uke's right rear, strikes Uke's right arm down,
leads with a circular movement as illustrated here,
brings Uke's righl wrisl 10 his own left shoulder. Nage
then changes his right hand to the Nikyo hold.

The combined movements of No. 26 and No. 27
become Technique No. 28.

No. 29. Shomcu·Uchi Sunk)'o (Sunkajo) Irimi

The movements are th.:. Sllme up to Pboto 113
of Technique No. 25.

Diagram 13
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As Nage holds Ub's right arm tighl1y,
he slides his right hand toward Ub's finger
tips, grasps the fingers with the palm facing
up, pushes Uke's right arm up, bending
it like a bow (Photo 116).

When the arm is pushed up and bent,
Nage grasps Uke's right hand with both of
his hands-the right grasping the fingers
from the palm side, the left hand grasping
the back. of the hand (Photo 117).

At this time, Uke's arm must be in the
form of a square. With both hands Nage
twists Uke's right arm and pushes up genlly
until Uke is standing on tiptoe (Photo 118),
then Uke's arm must be in the form of
a square.

With Uke's body on tiptoe, Nage
leads him forward with both hands and
throws him down.

Photo 119: When he is about to push
Uke's force up toward his shoulder, Nage

must not raise his elbows or
shoulders. If Nage twists Uke's
ann as he pushes it up, Uke's
arm will easily take the form
of a square. When Nage throws
Uke, he holds Uke's arm as
though he were holding a base·
ball bat and swings forward to
make Uke somersault as he falls.
As Uke starts to fly through
the air, Nage must let go and
let Uke assume the Ukemi
posture so that his arm will
not be injured.

If Nage wishes to take Uke
away somewhere, he can take
the hold in Photo 118 and walk

one step ahead, and Uke will follow \\, hether he wants to or not. If Uke tries to strike
Nage with his left hand, Nage t"ists Uke's arm toward his body. Uke's furce goes back
to himself. and he feels such great pain that he cannot strike at all,

Because the appltcatlon of this technique can be very painful, it must be practiced

gently, not violently.
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Even when practiced gently, tbere is
some pain to be borne, but this technique
is beneficial for the health as explained in
Nikyo and Knte·Gaeshi. It is painful at
the time the technique is applied, but as
soon as it is released, the pain disappears
and Ub will no longer feel the pain.
This is one of the characteristics of AIKIDO,

good proof that AIKIDO is practiced ac
cording to the laws of Nature.

When pinning down an opponent, do
so without hurting him. Sankyo is used
by policcmcn as the most cffcctivc tcchnique
when making an arrest. If Nage wishcs
to hold Uke down instead of throwing
him, he will pour forth Ki in his left arm
and strike Uke's arm down in a circular
motion. While Uke's arm is down. Nuge

puts his right hand to Uke's right elbow
and leads him in the direction in which
his finger are pointing. Uke is easily led

to fall, facing downward.

No. 30. SholUcn·Uchl SUllkyo (Sullkujo) TCllkun

"'

As in Technique No. 26,
Nuge leads Uke's right afm to

his right rear. lie slides his
right hantj to Uke's fingers,
pushes the afm up and grasps
with the left hand in Sankyo
style.

No. 30 is a combination of
No. 26 and No. 29.

"'
No. 31. MUIie-Tsnki Kot.c-Gacshi

Uke: Takcs one step forward with his right foot, and throws a punch at Hage's
.;hest with his right hand.
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Nage. Stands in the Hidari-I/anmi

t45·degree angle 10 Ihe lefl) posture,
lurns his upper body toward Uke,

making it easier for Uke 10 punch

him, and waits (Photo 119).

At the instant when Uke's fist is

aboul to connect with his chest, Nage

turns his hip,> to the right, turns his

right foot also to the righi, and
takes one step backward. With his

left hand stretched in thc direction
that Uke's punch is aimed, Nage

grasps Uke's right wrist (Photo 120).

Thcll as shown by thc dotted line,
Nage lcads Uke's body in a large

circular movement, and as Uke

,,--+,-
I
I
\,

" '(

fullows Nage applies the Kolf'- Gaseshi lech

nique and thro\\-,. UAl' down.
Photo 120; When Uke Ihrows the

punch, even if Nage doc,. not movc his

feet. he can turn his hip~ right as to the
though 10 Mep in toward Uke, and make

Ub miss the punch WhOlO 121). On the

other hand, Nage can punch eAt In the
abdomen with his left hand (Photo 122).

If Nage pulls his Ki back, he \\ III be
directing Uke's Xi to himself and ht: easily

punched. If Nage lurns his hips calmly he
can make Uk(> mis,. without difliculty.

Practice hard to learn this Kok)'u.

Photo 121: If Nage slOps the force in
Uke's right arm, Uke can attack Nage with

his left hand or his feet. But if Nage le~tds 121

in a large circular movement, Uke's left arm is made to lly outward by centrifugal force

and he cannot attack Nage. If Uke kicks with his

feet as he walks, he himself will lose his b:>.:ance and
fall down and cannot attack at all.

When Nage is bending Uke's wrist, he should not

do so forcibly against Ihe momentum of Uke's body,
but should move in a large circle first, wait until the

momentum of Uke's body has spent itself. lhen bend
the wrist in the natural way,

Diagram 14



No, 32. lUUUe-'1'8uki Kllilcn.Nugc

Uke: As he steps forward with his right foot, Uke throws a punch at Nage's chest.
Noge: Turns his hips to the right, making Uke miss and simultaneously with his

left forearm pushes Uke's righl wrist down wilh a circular movemenl. Nage's right
hand is held in position as though waiting to grasp Uke's neck (Photo 123),

As Nagll! holds Uke's right wrisl and wilhoul loss of momentum, leads thai wrist
up and behind Uke, as shown in Photo 124, Uke's head is automatically lowered. Noge

docs not miss this chance to grasp Uke's neck with his right hand and pushes down as

though to rub the head, makes Uke'.f body do a complete turn, using both hands, and

throws him forward.

122

Photo 113' When Nage
leads Uke'J ,Ighl arm up and

behind him, he ClIO take hold

of Uke's righl wrist in a natural
way With his lefl hand.
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Photo 124: The more

Nage pusbes Uke's right arm
down, the lower goes Uke's

head and the easier it is to
apply this technique. This is

the same as Technique No. 10,
Katate·Tori Kairen.Nage.

124

No. 33. 1\1ullt:-T8Uki lIulllui Tellkull

In No. 31 and No. 32, "hen Uke throws a punch at him, Nage turns his body
loward Uke's right side. But in '0. 33, Nage may tum his body toward Uke's left
side. (Pholo 125).

125

Nage: As in Technique
No. 31, Nage grasps Uke's
right wrist with his right hand.
This must be done by leading
with a circular movement, as
sho,",," by Ihe dotted line in
the diagram.

".-- ......

/ \
I I

I ( ,
I

I
I

1'-.... '" /---""
Diagram 15

Then as soon as Nage has suddenly turned his hips to the right, he brings Uke's
right wrist to Nage's shoulder and applies Nikyo (Pholo 126).

Practice so that you can turn your body freely to the right or to the left at will.
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As in Technique No. 33, Nage turns to his left, this time pouring forth Ki and
just blocking Uke's wrist instead of gmsping it

I-Ie follows this up by striking Vke's
right wrist down with his right hand.
then swiflly turning his body to the left
and with his left hand gmsping Uke's

right wrist.

Next he leads toward the right with

a circular movement and applies KOfe

Gaeshi to throw Uke down,

During these movements, Nage must
be careful to see that each movement

leads swiftly to the next without loss of
momentum,

So much for Atune- Tsuki in its various
forms, Whether your opponent throws a
punch at your face or some other part

of the body, you must be able to apply
the Kote-Gaeshi technique, The important

thing is not so much the stopping of
Uke's force but rather allowing him to

extend it so that your application of the
art will be so much the more effective. 126

No. 35. Kututc-Tori Hyotc-i\lochi Kokyu.Nugc Irimi

127

Uke: Grasps Nage's right
wrist with both hands,

Nllge: Because the right
hand is in Uke's grasp, Nage

does not try to move it but
pour~ forth Ki fully and leav..:.;

the hand in UJ,;e';J gra~p (Photo
127).
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130

Nage takes aim for Uke's
n.:ck \00 IIIl his lert hand WhOID
128). Then using the same

movement as in Technique No.
3, Karale- Tori Kokyu-Nage,

Nage leaps to the rear of Uke
and grasps Uke's neck Wholo
129).

Nage must always stretch

his right arm lind pour forth
his Ki or Uke will not follow

(Pholo 130). It is important
to move in the same direction
in which the arm is stretched.
Nage moves his right arm from
below in a large circle and
wraps it around Uke's neck,

takes one step to the rear of Uke with his right foot and throws him down (Pholo 132).

All these movements must be executed exactly as Ihey are done in Technique
No.3. If Nage executes his holds and movements properly. il makes no difference

whether Uke grasps with one hand or two. The result will be the same.
When Noge lirts his right hand and turns Uke's neck, he mll:-t pour forth Ki
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from the edge of his right hand. the fingertips pointed upward and raised simultaneously
willi the raising of his hips. If Nage follow,; this procedure. everythmg will be casy
(Phof('o I3n.

131 132

If, instead of being grasped with one hand, Nage is grasped with both hands by
Uke. Na~e is liable to pull back instead of pouring forth his Ki. and collidin~ with Uke's
force. so that hc will he unable to move. Be on the alert.

I\"
\,

\
\ ,

Oiagram 16

•

No, 36. Katate-Tori ltyote-l\Iochi K.okyu-Nuge TcnkulJ (A)
Uke: Grasps Nage by his right wrist with both hands (Photo 133).

Nage: The idea is to turn
thai arm as shown in Photo
134, but when Nage tries to do
so, he finds il dirt'ieult to move
the arm. He must pour forth
Kj through the edge of his
Itand and point his fingers in
tlte direction indicated by the
dotted line. leave the hand in
Ub's grasp. then bring his hips
close to Uke's so that bis one
point and Uke's one point are

"9



c1rn.e. Then Nage's lingertlp:. will move as shown In Photo 134

As soon as Nage's fingers bave begun to move, he seizes the opportunity to tum
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his hips to Ihe right. stay with his left foot to his own left rcar, and Icad with his right

arm as shown in Photo 135.

Nage continues his circular movement as he leads Uke naturally with his right
arm, and drops th:lI arm with a scmi-circular movement, then pushes the right arm up

again. Uke's body makes one turn and changes direction. This IS the moment when
Nage holds Uke's neck down (photo (36).

Then still continuing the circular movement, Nage wraps his arms around Uke's
neck and throws him (I)hoto 136).

Movements in the technique are shown in diagram 14 and the momentum

must be maintained. Turn always in an immovable posture with an unbendable arm.

Nage's Ki must always move and lead one step ahead of Uke as shown by the linc. If
Nage's mind remains \\ ith Uke and turns back, his Ki is cut off and naturally the

momentum is killed. It is like giving a wagon a push from the rear. At first, it is
heavy going but once started, the wagon can be pushed with a comparatively weak force.

Once It stops, it becomes heavy again. As diagram 14 is drawn in the mind, so must

the body turn.

138
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No 37. Katate-Tori HY01&Mue.hi Kokyu-Nuge Tcnkan (II)

Diagram 17

-
The movements are the same up to Photo

J35 In Tcchlllque o. 36. But instead of
press.ng do"'" on Ub's neck with his left
hand liS shown in Photo 137 in No. 36,

Nag~ .\otlelches the arm fully toward his rear
(Photo 13~).

From IhlS POint on. NaKe's movements
are exactly Ihe same as the J,imi teChnique
in No. 35 unit] he throws Uke 10 the mal. In
other words, NagI.' performs the combined
movcments of Techniques No. 35 and No. 36

as shown in diagram 15. The movements arc
exactly the same a.\o ill the Yokomell-Uclli
Techlllque No. lY.

No. 38. Kutnlc-Tori HyOl&Mochi KOl&Gueshi

The movements are similar
up to Photo 135 In ["lo. 36.
Then as NagI.' lowers his right
arm to lead Uke's. NagI.' grasps
Uke's nght WrISt with hIS Jeft
hand and, without loss of
momentum. lurns the wrist in
a small arc and applies Kote

Gaeshi (PhOIO 139).

When he lowers his right
arm, Nage will find it easier
to do so if he will lower his
hips.
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No, 39.1, Katal&TOl'i U)·oI.c-3Ioclli Nik)'o (I'i'ikajo) (A)

In No. 38, when Nage
lowers his right arm, Nage
does not apply Kote-Gaeshi but
rolls Uke's left hand from the
outside with his nght hand
and grasps Uke's right wnst
with both hands and Nage can
apply Nikyo. (Photo 140 aDd
141).

If Nage lowers his hips
fully, then when the time comes
to raise his hips, he takes Uke's
left hand in applymg Nikyu,
it comes very easily.

After Nage appiLes Ni·
kyo, he must next turn his body 140
aDd stand always on Uke's left
side. If Nage stands in front of Uke, Uke can easily attack hIm.

If Nage holds Uke's right wrist and presses it against his right shoulder and turns
his body further to the right, Uke's wnst bends even more and Nage will find it easier
to apply Nikyo.

No. 39-2. Kalale-Tori Hyote-lUoct.i Nikyo (Nikujo) (8)

Nik)'o can also be applied to Uke':J right wrist instead of to the left,
The movcment:> arc slImlal up 10 Photo 134 In No. 36. However, as Nage makes

his circular movement, he
presses the fingers of Uke's
flghl hand softly with his left
hand to keep them from escap
ing him (Photo 142), and this
t imc not lowcring his nght
hand but keeping il up, turns
his hips quickly toward Ihe
opposite direction from the one
m which he has been moving.
He lets Uke hold his righl
Wflst with his right hand and
pushes Uke's right arm fully
toward the right, and places
the fingers of his nght hand

t41 00 Uke's fight wnst from lhe
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Dil\Rram 18

Uke: Grasps bOlh of
Ng(,'.ta wrisls from behind.

Noge: Relaxes both arms

and. as though to push the
back of his hands down as far

as they will go, he bends his
wrists (Photo 145). Next, as

though to rub both hands
againsl his hips, Noge pushes

his hands forward, leads Uke's
arm out and brings his own
hands over his head, palms
down.

'34

No. 40.

upper side as though 10 lurn il in a large
circle (PholO 143).

He brings down bOlh arms as though
to split Uke down Ibe middle, slill holding

Uke's wrisl, and Uke sits down on Ihe

floor (Photo 144). After this Noge applies
Ihe /kkyo technique.

The movemenlS of Nage's right hand

arc shown by Ihe line drawing. Mo
menlum musl not be slowed or Slopped in

these movements, as explained previously.
It will be desirable to learn to keep time

with Ihe hips.

The foregoing concludes Ryote-Mochi
techniques. Even though Uke holds wilh

both hands, if Nage keeps his mind only

on the one hand he plans to seize, thai
will do the trick, and he can perform his

arl as though Uke were in fact using
only one hand.

Paliently master Ihis arl so that you
can sense Uke's Ki and apply Ihe lechmque

before Uke can grasp you securely with

both bands.

U"hir-o Tc.kuhi·Tori Ikkyo
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Refer to the test in
tightly he may grasp.

145

'44

(Photo 147).

Without loss of mo
mentum. Nage rises up to Uke's
left rear, puts his right hand
on Uke's left elbo\\ and holds
Uke's lert wrist with his left
hand as though to push it up (Photo 148).

Nage then applies Ikkyo and makes Uke fall to the mat.
The mo\ements are similar LO those of Exercise No. 14.

Exercise No. 13. No mailer how powerful Uke may be or how
Nage must be able to apply this technique.

Photo 145: The reason for Nage's pushing out the back of his hand IS to lead
Uke's force in the same direcllun as shown in line diagram 17. If Nage puts his
force into the inside of his arms and tries to move, he will be held back by Ub's
force and will not be able to move. Nage's feeling on the back of his hands must be

continued from Photo 145 to Photo 147 and the momentum maintained, as in the
dOlled line diagram 17.

IJerform this technique
with the picture in mind of a
huge wave crashing in Hnd then
receding.

Photo 148: When Nage
wishes to grasp and hold Uke's
arm, hc should never try to
pull orr by force the hands of
Uke Ihat are already grasping
Illm. Nage must hold or grasp
naturally as he leads in a large,
circular movement and rises up.

When a man is attacked
from behind, he does not wait
until he is securely grasped. If
you are the one who is allacked,

At the same time, without
losing balance in the upper part
of his body, Nage moves his
left foot a half step back to
Uke's left side (Photo 146).

Then he takes a step with
his right foot deeply (oward
Uke's left rear, lowers his hip,
and brings both hands down
in a seml-l.:lrCular movement
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Diagram 19

you must be able to feel your
opponent's Xi as he approaches
from the rear, and turn your
body to face him.

When one is not trained
146 to do so, onc's mind can face

the front but forgets the rear.

The mind muS! be trained so that if a man appears before you, you immediately think

of tbe possibility that there is also another man behind you.
The techniques to be explained hereafter are techniques to deal with an attack

from the rear, and training that opens the mind's eye to the rear, and whether one is
attacked from front or rear to be able to bandle oneself. Train yourself particularly to
see with your mind's eye.

No. 41. U8hiro Tekubi·Tori KOle-Gaeshi

The movements :Ire similar up 10 Photo 146 in Technique No. 40
As Hage takes a step

backward with his right foot
and lowers his hips, he grasps
Uke's right wrist with his left

hand from the outside and ap

plies the KOle-Gae~'hi technique.
Nage should never stop

Uke's momentum as he grasps
Ukt"s right wrist.

If Nage brings both hands
down fully, Uke's arm naturally
follows his lcad and !'luge mUSl

apply the KOIe·Gae~",j tcchnique

so that he will Dm stop this
momentum.

147
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No. 42. Ushiro Tekubi-Tori Slinky"

The movemenlS are similar up to Photo 146 in Technique No. 4lJ
However, as Nage brings

his arms over his head (Pholo
146, No. 40) and moves on to
Photo 147, No. 40, Nage holds
Uk~'s lefl hand in a Sankyo
hold and swings both arms )
down. While his right hand
holds Uke's left hand in a San

kJ'o hold, Nage leads Uke's left
hand in a circular movemenl
:tnd makes Uke fall to the mal.

'48
No. 43. UslJiro Te.kubi-Tori Kole-GIte8hi Teukltll

Uk~: Grasps both of Nage's wrists from behind, pulls and holds both arms
behind Nage'J hips (Photo 149).

Nage: If both wrists are right beside the hips, Nage call pour his Ki forward and
lead Uke. But if both wrists are held behind his hips. Nage must pull Uke's arm~ This
makes Uke draw his Ki in.

In AIKIDO, Xi is always
poured outward, not drdwn
inward.

Nage therefore relaxes
both arms, allows Uke to con
tinue holding them, and relaxes
his fmgertips. Nage turns his
head and bends his upper body
slightly forward, takes a big
step toward the left front, and
turns his hips with vigor to Ihe
right, which throws Uke's right
hand off Nage's right hand
(photo 150).

Nage seizes Uke's right
hand with his left hand, applies
Ko(~·Gaeshi together with his 1.9
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~n. 44. Uehiro Hiji.Tori Kote-Gaesw

right hand and (~,rOWs Uke to the mat

(Photo 151).

Without loss of momentum, Nage must

throw Uke in the direction of the arrow

in diagram 18.
Photo 149: If Nage pUIs strength into

both arms, his strength goes against Uke's
force and he himself will nOI be able to

move. It is imporlanl for him 10 relax
both arms. 10 allow Uke 10 hold them, then

10 bend only the upper body forward and

to tum the hips. Imagine the right hand 10

be a nail and the hips to be a nail puller.
If force is applied 10 the hips, the right hand

is easily released from Uke's grasp.

Diatcram 20

Uke: Grasps Nage by the elbows from behind (Pholo 152).
Nage: Opens his hands fully and pours forth Ki outward. As though 10 turn

both arms from the of side to tbe inside, Nage rairo:s his elbows lind brings his hands
lip before him. Ooth arms will
then be in the form of a circle

as though NaMe were holding
something round (l'holO 153).

Simultllileollsly. Nage takes
two steps backward, a small

step with his left foot and a big

step with his right foot. then
lowers his hips. Nage lowers

his arms and, as he docs so,
grasps Uke's right wrist with his

left hand and applies Kote·

Gaeshi. The movement" are the

same as Ihose for Technique

No. 41.

15t Photo 152: If a powerful
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man grasps Nage by his elbows Nagl' feels pain and can Ilardly move, but if Noge
remembers always to pour forth Ki toward his fingertips and strel..:h both arms forward
and upward Whoto I), he will not feel Uke's force at all. If Nuge then lifts up his
elbows Uke's force is pulled upward.

Ikkyo, Nikyu and Sal/kyo can also be applied in Ushiro lliji. Tori. Though tbey
are not explained in this connection, they should he studied at this point.

152
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No. 46-1. Ushiro KIIIIl·Tori KokYII.
Nage (Ago-T~uki-Age)

Uke: Grasps Nuge's shoulders from
behind.

Nage: If he pUIS strength into his
shoulders and trie~ 10 twi<;t himself and look
behind him, he will find it dimcult to do

so because Uke is holding him securely
(Photo 154),

If he loosens bOlh arms, relaxes Ihem
and lets his strength drain OUI of his shoulder,
then turns his hips forcefully 10 the right,
the force from Ute',\' righl hand slips oIT
Ihe shoulders it is grasping (1'l1oto 155).

Then wilh the left arm moving in a
large circle, Noge grasps Uke's neck and

presses it toward the fronl, simultaneously taking a step with the left foot toward Uke's
rear. Up to Ihis moment, Uke is still holding NUKe by the shoulders, and they are in
close contllc!. Nuge docs not feci the effect of Uke's power (Photo 156),

In the next instant, Nuge slips his right hand between Uke's two arms up 10 his chin and
pushes his head upward and then downward and makes Uke fall over backward (Photo 157).

No. 45. U@hiro Kula-Tori Kot~GaC8hi

Uke: Grasps Nuge's shoulders from behind
with both hands,

Noge: Can apply the same technique as
in Technique o. 44,

However, if Nuge tries to move backward
against ute's force. he will be held down and
find himself unable to move. Instead, he should
raise both arms, and dr,lw Ute's Ki upward, then
quickly lower his body and move backward.

Ikkro. Nikyo and Sankyo can be applied
in this technique exactly as in Technique No. -14,
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No. 46-2. Ushif'o Kntll.TOf'i Kokyu-Nagc

Uke: Grasps Nage"s sboulders from behina.

Vage. In Ihe same manner
a~ ill Exerci:.e No II, Ude·Furi
Undo, Nage takes one ~tep with
his right fool 10 the righl
side of Uke and stretches bolh
hands (keeping Ihe shoulder~

loose) and swing~ Ihem to Ihe
len and right (pholo 158).

Next, while taking a step
toward Uke'.f rear with his
left foot, and swinging both
hands to the left, Nage swings
Uke into his strong swinging
motion and swing~ Uke behind
him (I)hoto 159,.

Photo 158: If Nage slaps
thinking about his two arms

move his body e\'cn though he bas
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but sWlllgs smoothly like .t pendulum, he can easily
been seized from behind (Photo 159).

Photo 159: Before swinging both arms to the left. Nage lakes a step with his
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lert fOOl toward Ub's right rear. avoiding
louching Uke's body wilh his left arm and
slanding close 10 Uke's body. and after
this swinging his arms rrecly to the lert

and swinging Uke off.
While Noge is swinging his arms he

can if necessary strike a blow to Uke's
abdomen Wilh his righl arm.

Nage can imagine that Uke's body is
non·c'(.istent and exercise as though he were

practicing all by himselr.

No 47. Ushiro Kuhi·Shimc Kokyu.Nage

Ub,

ute: Chokes Nage from behind.
Noge: If Nage raises hiS cbin, calls

he is ea:-.ily choked.
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forth hlS strenglh and tnes to struggle against
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BUI if he keeps his Ki in the lower part of his chin and does nOI disturb the
one point, Uke canno! choke Nage in a hurry (photo 160).

"'"'~-......,.....,,,,.,,.......

162

Nage: As soon as Uke wraps his ann around his neck, NaK" pUIS both of his
hands to tliat arm. At this time, Naf{e mW'a ICHver his elbows and hold them close to
his body (Photo 161)

As he holds Uk,,',farm with both hands, he bends his head forward, lowers his
hips and makes a bow, Uke

Ilies over Nage's head and falls
to the mal (Pholo 162).

Photo 161: It is very
important to keep and hold the
elbows close to the body. If
the elbows are raised in the
struggle with Uke's power, it
will be impossible to bend and
lower the head as shown in
Photo 162.

With bolh hands. Nage

must hold Uk,,'f arm tightly
close to his body. There should
be no struggle in an attempt
10 take orr Uke's arm or to
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No. 48. Uehiro-Tori ....okyu.Nagc

Uke: I-lugs Nage from behind over
his arms.

Nagl': To nlake Uke's arms slide
ofT, Nage stretches both arms toward the
sides and then forward, keeping Ki fully
running through them, then takes one step forward with his right foOl (Photo 163).

Simullaneously with this forward step, Nage bends his upper body forv.ard. and
stretches his right arm to the front, swings his left arm up and to the rear, and lets
Uke slide down and forward with force and fall to the mat (Photo 164).

Refer to Exercise No. 12, Ushiro- Tori Undo. The movements arc similar to this

pull it down.
If Nage holds his opponent's arm

close to his body, Uke cannot choke
him easily. On the other hand, if Nage
tries to take ofT Uke's arm, Uke can
choke Nage. Be on guard.

Nage mu:)t not thin" of throv.ing
Uke, but simply of making :t courteous
Japanese style bow.

exercise.
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Photo 163: If Nage puts strength into his arms and especially to his shoulders,
he will not be able to budge Uke's arms. Not opposing Uke's force in the arms with
forcc, but rather as though to lead him, Nuge can thrust out his arms if he docs so as
though to slide them from the out~lde to the inside. Ki should be running through

Nuge's arms even before they are pinned
from behind. Now with Nage thrusting
out his arms, Ki will be running farther
forward ,l1ld he Clln easily take a
forward step.

I'hoto 164: If Nuge carries Uke

on his hips and tries to throw him, he
will receive all of Uke's weight and
feel every pound of it. All th,lI is
needed is for Nuge to usc his two arms
and hips to swing Uke ofT. For this,
the right leg must be bent fully at the
knee.

If Uke hugs Nage lower about the
elbows, Nuge c,lnnot thrust out his ann~

because his Ki \\ ill be blocked and CUI
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ofT at the elbows.
When this happens, Nage reverses

his tactics and holds Uke's arms with

his hands from the outside and presse~

Ub's arms against his body to prevent
Uke from moving away, and sticks out

his elbows (Photo 165).

Uke's body comes close to Nage's

enabling Nage to take a forward step.

So he takes one step forward with

his right foot. In this case, because
Uke's hips are lower, Nage cannot

throw him ofT as in Photo 164. He
whips his hips strongly to the left to

swing Uke ofT (Photo 166).

t65 If, when Nage takes one step

forward, he turns his hips to the left from the beginning, he will not be able 10 swing
his hips to the left 81 the crucial momeot, For thai reason, the hips and tbe upper body
musl move straight ahead and must be swung wide strongly at exactly the right time.

When he whips his hips, Nage must hold and press Ub's arms tightly against his
own body. Otherwise, Uke's arms will be loosened and it becomes more diflicult to

swing him ofT.
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In Photos 163 and 165, if Nage
keeps thinking about Uke, and his
mind remains behind, Nage cannot

advance. His mind must always be

projected forward.

Practice hard and repeatedly so that you can open your arms forward automatic
without conscious thought, and be able to throw your opponent forward.
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~o. 49. Ugbi,....o K81.au.~Tori Kuhi·Sbime Sauk)"o (Sunkujo) (A)

167

Uke: Chokes Nage by the neck from
behind with his right arm and grasps Nage's
left wrist with his left hand.

Nage: Holds Ki on the underside of
his chin to prevent Uke from choking him
and thrusts out the back of his left hand,
bending it at the wrist so that the palm
and fingers face toward himself Whoto 167),

As in Exercise No.9, Tekubi Koso Undo.
Nage crosses his forearms and with his
right hand grasps Uke's lefl hand from the
outside, Sankyo style (Photo 168).

Then as in )0110 Koso Undo, Nage brings
both hands up to his forehead, at the same
time turning his hips to the right and with
his right arm twisting Uke's left arm towards
his shoulder (Photo 169).

Up to this moment, Nage's left wrist
is still in the grasp of Uke's left hand and
Nage's left wrist is released for the first
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time when he twists Uke's left arm with his right arm. Nage should not to tr) free
his left wrist forcibly from Uke's hand. He should use the left hand and lead Uke's
left band to Nage's right side. With more experience, Nage, using only his left hand.
will be able to lead Uke's left hand to the right, e\en letting him keep his grasp on
his left wrist. Then at this point, Nage may for the first time grasp Uke's left hand
with his righl hand in SQllkyo style.

~ Photo 168: Nage can easily grasp Uke's right hand if he follows Exercise No.9,
but if he tries to oppose Uke's left hand with the force of his own left hand, he finds
himself unable to move.

In moving from I)hoto 167 to Photo 169, the momentum must not be allowed to
slow down or Slop, and both arms must be full of Ki and unbendable.

When Nage brings up his left hand, Uke's right hand is unable to choke Nage
any more and comes ofT the neck.

No. 50. U..hiro Katate-Tori Kubi-Shime Suukyo (Suukojo) (8)

Uke: With his right hand, chokes Nage by the neck and \\ ith his left hand
grasps Nage's left wrist.

Nage: In Technique No. 49, Nage grasps Uke's left hand and throws him do" n.
But in No. 50, Nage slips out from Uke's right side.

With his right hand, he presses Uke's right hund tightly against his own body
(Photo 170).

•
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wilh his head bent low and then raises
freed from Nage's hold on Itis arm. At

As though to put the weight of his entire body on Uke's right hand, Nage does
a half leap upward, stretches his Icft foot to the rear and lowers his body (Photo 171).

Uke's right arm, unable to hold Nage's weigh I, comes down and there is an empty
space between Uke's right arm and body, while Uke himsclf loses his balance and his

body leans forward.
Therefore, if Nage lowers his body fully

his head and stands straight up, he is already

this time, Nage must still keep Uke's right
hand held tightly against his body, Then

be grasps UJu's right hand with his left
hand in Sankyo style, keeping both hands

by his left chest.

I)hoto 170: It is difticult to pull Uke's
right hand down with force alone. But
because Nage holds and presses Uke's right

hand tightly to his body and rests his entire
weight on Uke's fist, Nage can lower him

self. a matter how strong Uke may be,

he cannot stop this movement and cannot
hold Nage's entire weight with his wrist

(Photo 172).
Because Uke's wrist is lowcred, there

is enough empty space for Nage to release
his head. Nage's head can go straight

down and come straight up.

If Nage tries to take Uke's right hand

away or to pass through to come out

behind Uke, he will be choked even
harder. Heed this word of caution.

At times when the application of Technique No. 49 is difficult, it Will be easier
to apply No. 50. If No. 50 is difficull, No. 49 will be easier.

This technique can be applied also when someone comes from behind you to
grab your hair and pull it back. If you try to take your opponent's hand away, he will

pull your hair even harder, giving you more pain. But as you hold your opponent's

hand tightly to your bead, in the same manner as explained in the foregoing paragraphs,
you simply lower your body and then come up again and you can take your opponent's
arm in Sankyo style.

Because having your hair grabbed is different from having your neck choked, it
is better to step backward slightly and Ihen apply the technique. When you stand up,

push your head upward. Uke will automatically release his hold olr your hair because
of the pain, and you can apply Sankyo.
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CONCLUSION

This concludes the explanation of fifty techniques of AIKJDO.

Practice each repeatedly; try to understand and grasp the basic principles that
underlie those techniques. If you can move your body freely and are able to apply the
arts, then there comes to you the ability to create countless new variations of these
techniques.

Follow absolutely the natural laws of heaven and earth and do not ever violate
them. As water flows into the low places, let it go where it should go; lei it seek its
proper level; lei it remain where ;1 should be. and lei il bend where it should bend.

If you know the strength of your own Ki, learn also the strength of your op·
ponent's Ki. Never oppose your opponent against the direction of his Ki, but try to
lead it. This is the principle of absolute harmony: not to let your Ki clash with that
of another. Therefore, both the one who applies the technique and the one on whom
it is applied should practice with pleasure, try to help each other to develop stronger
Xi for mutual advancement.

To be thrown down and have an unpleasant feeling about it indicates that either
Uk~ tried to resist force with force or that Nage has commiued an error somewhere in
applying a tccniquch.

Do not throw and think that you are throwing, nor be tbrown and think about
being thrown. Until both Nag~ and Uke can move smoothly as if dancing together, it
can hardly be said that you understand fully or that you have perfected your knowledge
of AIKIDO.

In the foregoing fifty techniques are explained the methods of applying only after
you have let your opponent grasp tightly, choke or strike you.

However, real AIKIDO lechniques are fundamentally applied only at the instant
when your opponent's hand is within a hair's breadth of touching or slriking you, leading
his Ki and throwing him, not giving him the advantage or opportunity to strike first and
tben throwing him or subduing him. Though your opponents may be many in number,
you do not let them lay even a finger on your body-this is a manifestation of real
and fundamental AIKIDO technique.

It is difficult, however, 10 do such practice from the very beginning. And if you
are grasped by your opponent, you will be uneasy and in trouble if you cannot move
and cannot apply the right technique. Therefore, in the beginning, practice letting your
partner hold you light, yet follow the principles and apply the techniques properly.
Practice the fundamentals one by one and pile experience upon experience until you are
able to feel your opponent's Ki and apply the correcl technique before he can strike.
Do nOI be over-anxious to progress rapidly.

One who wants only to learn a great number of arts and forgets to train himself
in basic principles will fail to acquire real AIKIDO techniques. He will be like a house
built on a weak foundation that will be of no use to anybody.

The fifty techniques explained here deal with cases only where Uke attacks and
Nage stands up and faces his opponent. Therefore these techniques appear superficially
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AIXIDO believes in the principle of non.aggression,
It is enough just to apply the correct techniques when-

at least to be purely defensive.
and it is unnecessary to attack.
ever an opponent attacks.

Strictly speaking, however. AIKIDO is on the offensive and aggressive, because
you pour forth and project very powerful Xi even before your opponent has had a
chance to attack, and apply techniques against him. Outwardly, AIKIDO may appear
soft and gentle, but Xi and the mind within are very aggresive and on the offensive.

Policemen who practice AIXIDO in their work are exceptions. They must arrest
criminals and cannot wait for the criminals to allack them. On such an occasion, the
policeman with strong Ki overwhelms the criminal's Ki, advances from the side from
which the criminal's attention has been distracted. He will make no mistake if he leads
the criminal's Xi toward another direction as he makes the arrest. If he has had good
training in Ki, he can judge clearly the direction of the criminal's Xi, and he can arrest
[he criminals before they have a chance to resist.

If he should practice according to the fundamentals, he begins to acquire an
understanding of AiKIDO almost instinctively.

".
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CHAPTER V

AIKIOO AS A WAY
TO MAINTAI HEALTH



Be warned against self-conceit. Know that it is brought

on by shallow thinking and cheaply bought compromise with

)/Our ideals, although Nature is boundless_



~lE TAL CONSlDEIlATION

1. Exaltation of Life Foree

Every living thing in the universe has lire force. If you injure the trunk of a
lree, you will find Ihal its cambium layer quickly forms new wood and bark to seal
the tree effectively from wind and rain.

When an animal is hUft, it licks the wound to cleanse it and speed its healing.
Wilen a man is wounded, white blood corpuscles protect him from bacteria entering
his body. When a person suffers from stomach trouble, a few days' fast gives his
stomach a rest and he will recover naturally.

These arc all manifestations of life force. Not even the greatest physician can
cure a patient who has already lost his life force. There are instances of patienb who
have ber.n given up by noted physicians miraculously recovering their health because of
their strong life force.

Does this mean then that the most effective method of establishing optimum
health is to study ways that make one's life force strong and leI it work powerfully for
you? We might say in reply that there are many ways of attaining good health-vanous
systems of exercise, diet, sunshine therapy, massage, electrotherapy, mental healing and
so on.

Of primary importance, of course, is thaI all true remedies must follow the laws
of the universe, because life force comes from the universe.

Any so-called remedies based on laws contrary to those of the universe will surely
injure one's heahh despite any declarations of ItS curative powers.

I have mentioned previously that both mind and body were given to us by our
Creator. As long as both are functioning, we have life force.

You must understand thaI you can manifest life force in its highest degree only
when there is perfect coordination of body and spiril.

I suppose that everybody has experienced at one time or another the phenomen
on of a strong mind controlling the body, and under the condition of perfect co·
ordination of body and spirit a man displaying such strength that cannot be explained
by common sense.

For instance, under tense battle condition, you can drink muddy water with
impunity. If you did thaI in your ordinary daily life, you would soon find yourself
under a doctor's care. You may catch a cold sometimes even if the weather is only a
bit chillier than usual, but while you are under tensions, you will never catch a cold
even though you romain out-of-doors all night In extremely cold weather.

This shows that when your body and spirit are coordinated, you can display your
life force at its maximum effectiveness and your power will be so great lhat even
drinking muddy water will not bother you.

In Japan, young AiK/DO students sometimes practice controlled breathing ever)'
night for a week from six 10 seven thirty. They choose the coldest time in winter, sit
(In a thill matting out.of.doors, not covering their upper bodies with even a shirt.
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Sometimes there will be a snowy night during the week, but they continue to
practice breathing, though it becomes white with snow all .tround them. Bystanders
watching the scene with their bodies shaking in their ovcrcoats romctimes catcb a cold.
But those who sit in the snow and practice breathing seem to be immune.

This is practice in meditation and at the same time practice that leIS students
experience through their bodies the power tbat comcs from coordination of body and spirit.

In AIKIDO you must always study and practice the principle and movement of
coordination of body and spirit until you can change the contents of your subconscious
mind so that you will be able to display maximum life force.

2. Positive U8e of ~IiDd

In AIKIDO everyone must practice pouring forth Ki and never practice pulling
Ki inward. I have mentioned in AIKIDO exercises and arts that just by thinking that
one's Ki is going to pour out, one becomes strong. When you kccp your mind at your
one point, your Ki is always rushing out, and when you pull your Ki inward, you will
surely lose your one point.

If you wish to pour forth your Ki, you must keep your mind at your one point.
These two, to keep your mind on your one point and to pour forth your Ki, are one
and the same.

To pour forth Ki is, in other words, to use your mind positivcly.
Thc power and influence of mind over body are very great and you must use

your mind always for good: that is to say, positively.
For Instance, if some onc's body does not feel up to par, he i~ Inclined to

become nervous about becoming ill. The state of his mind could so influence the body
chcmistry that he becomes susceptible to illness. The final outcome: sickness. Needless
worry is to be shunned.

Be careful in daily life not to become sick. If unfortunately you do become ill.
il is time enough for you to think that you are ill. Do nOI worry yourself into illness.

If you feel strongly that even though your body suffers from illness, your mind
is frce from it, you can chase the sickness away, if it is not too serious and even if it
is very ~erious, you will have strong recovery power, if your mind is strong.

Some persons invite trouble, like one who worries that he will die or about what
IS to be done when he dies. This is an example of using the mind very ncgatively.

If you worry about tbings like that, you will feel as though you were really
going to die soon. When you have such thoughts. blow them out of your mind
instantly.

There is no need to worry about dying while you are still alive. Aftcr you
actually are dead, there is time enough to recognize leisurely thai you are dead.

While you arc living, think about life-how 10 spend every day worthily and how
10 attain the perfect life so that you can die al any time in a relieved state of mind.

Every human being is like a condemned man from Ihe time of his birlh. An
appointment with death is made when he IS born. Because he does not know the ex.act
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bour when he will die, he can live lll~nsible to death. He may be under the illusion
thai he alone can live forever. That is why when there is some interruption in the
even tenor of his ways, there will be much confusion if the condition of his health
becomes bad or death is close at hand. Life is preciolls beClluse always there is the
spectre of death hovering ncar. Instead of an unreasoning fear of death. think how you
can make worthwhile use of this precious life so that there shall be no regrets.

In AIKIDO, you must believe that you were created from Ki of the universe and
shall return to Ki. Death IS exactly like returning home to your old nest. Therefore.
crucial though it may be when you face death, you will face it with utter calmness.

Moment by moment, as you follow the laws and principles of the universe and
share in its administration, you will be able to enjoy the abundant gifts of the universe
with the serene confidence lhal because you exist as pan of the universe, lhere is not a
thing that should disturb your composure.

It can be said. therefore, looking at life from the mental viewpoint, that AIKIDO

is one of the best ways to keep healthy.

PHYSICAL CONSIOEIIATION

1. K..::erciBing The f~lllire Body

No one will object to the definition of a really healthy body as one which is
well-balanced both in the vital organ) and Ihe bones, sinews and muscles.

It is not a really healthy body if the physical development is unbalanced or the
muscular development is good but the stomach is weak.

To have balanced development of your muscles, you must practice the balanced
exercises which bring mto play muscles in the whole body. The eltercise tholl uses only
the right arm tends 10 develop one half of the body morc than the other haIr. If you
use only your arms. the upper portion of your bod) will develop at the expense of the
lower parts. Depending on the exercise, similar unbalanced effects will be seen in the
vital organs and sometimes muscles overdeveloped unequally will exert pre)sure on
these organs.

The ideal exercise therefore to keep the body healthy is the one that develops
the entile body.

In AIKIDO, whenever you practice an art that exercises the right side of your
body, you repeat it on the left side so that you become proficient in that art on both sides.

Whether your opponent attacks with his right hand or the left is entirely up to
him. You must practice eacb art on both sides to be able to meet him on his choice
of sides.

AIKIDO movements are not only to one side or the other but are ideally suited
to development of the whole body, with vertical and side",ise movement!>, revolutions,
turning to left and right, extent ions, winding, and all Ihe other movements, using the
hands, legs. head and hips.•tccording to the arts and their infinite variations.

AIKIDO movements develop the whole of your body and your inner organs
develop equally.
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2. Exerei8e8 To Make The Body Soft

As AIKIDO practice is designed to train one to keep one's mind on the one
point and relax the other parts of the body, naturally it makes the body soft and
pliable. and the softer onc's body becomes. the stronger one will be.

But to relax the body is not so easy for everybody. JUSt as for example it is not
easy for anyone not used to public speaking to address a large audience. His body
becomes stiff and he has difficulty in speaking. Any ad"ice to relax is worse than
useless because it only makes him stiffen up more.

Actually if a man can rela,.; his body before the enemy. he already has won eight~

per cent of the victory. Tbe fact is that this is the "cry time when it is the mOSt
difficult to relax.

Keep your mind on the one point and you will be able to relax the rest of your
body. If you do not know how 10 keep your one point, relaxing your body become~

a harder task.

In AIKiDO everybody studies first how to keep his one point and let the othel
parts relax and practice how to concentrate po"erfully on the one point. The more
powerfully he can concentrate on his one point. the softer he can make the rest of his
body and the more powerfully he can pour forth his Ki.

The relaxation of the body has a direct connection with one's health. No one
will feel ill when his body is relaxed, and no one will feel at ease if he always keeps
his body tense.

If you can go about your daily tasks with your body always relaxed, you
will not tire easily, and you will 110t dissipate so much of your energy. If. on the
contrary, you work always with a tense body. you will soon be tired no matter what
you do. There is no question about which is better for the health, to keep one's body
fresh and always vigorous or to keep it exhausted.

Everyone agrees that laughter is good for the health and anger is bad. These
also are concerned with relaxing. To laugh is to relax the body and to be angry is to
make the body tense. No one can laugh when hi" body and mind are tense. and no
one can be angry when his body and mind ar..: relaxed. If you want to enjoy good
health, stop being angry and relax your body and laugh much.

Man's body is soft when he is born and all during his infancy. The older he
becomes, the stiffer his body becomes, and when his body becomes perfectly stiff, it
is the end.

That one's body becomes stifTer means that he approaches the end. On the other
hand, the fact that one's body becomes softer means that his body is growing younger.

If you waot to live longer, staying young. keeping your body healthy. you must
keep your mind young. Furthermore. you must train your body to make it so soft and
strong thut it can bounce back from an opponent's punch .
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3. Avoid lloing Un.rea80nable Thing8

There are many AIKIDO arts dealing with the joints, like Shiho Nage. Kote-Gaeshi,
Nikyo and Sankyo. We always bend the joints of the body in the direction thai they
bend naturally and never force our opponents to make unreasonable movements.

Not doing unreasonable things is following the principles of the universe.
If you use Gyaku Waza, you may hurt your opponent, because it means bending

some joint of your opponent in a direction that it cannot be bent. But to bend Ihe
joints of your opponents as they naturally bend and let them move in the direction
that he can go are to follow the principles of the universe and not Gyaku Waw.

Every art of AIKIDO is designed to fotlow the principles of the universe, and to
train and learn it is bound to be very beneficial for the health.

If you practice exercises like Nikyo or Kore-Gaeshi, you will feel pain at first but
if you continue to practice, your wrists become loosened and soft and you will nOI feel
so much pain. If your wrists become soft and strong, they will never get hurt even
though you fall to the mat.

Do not be too an/(ious to made your wrists soft and strong quickly. You must
train them gradually according to the conditions of your wrists.

In most sports, you have difficulty adjusting your training to the condition of
your body. For example, in training for boat racing, which is a colleclive movement,
you will nOI be able to adjust your training since all must pull logether. In boxing or
Judo. you may be able to adjust your training to a cenain degree, but sometimes you
will be forced to overwork by your opponent.

In AiKiDO, you can train hard if you want to and you can train moderately if
you wish. If you train your Ki well, even though you practice moderately. you will be
able to advance In the same degree as by hard training.

Even an old man or a child or one who is weak can practice AiKIDO because
it is nOI necessary to overeltert oneself. For an old man or one who is nOI too strong.
it is better to begin with Aiki Taiso, and make his body strong by understanding how
to train his body and spirit together correctly and by practicing accordingly. In time
his body will become strong naturally and he will be able to practice easily even with
vigorous young men.

When you feel tired after using some of your muscles or using your brains (00
much, you will feel better if you practice AIKIDO marc. It will distribute your fatigue
equally over your whole body and let your blood. which is congested in the brains,
redistribute Itself more equally in your whole body. You will be surprised to discover
that you arc In beller condition tile rollowing morning.
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CHAPTER VI

AIKlOO AS THE ARTS OF
SELF-DEFENSE



Cultivote the calm mind that comes from putting 'latur8

into your body. ConC81ltfate your thoughts 011 the olle point.



I have mentioned that AIKIDO is Ihe way that teachc~ you to coordinate body
and mind and become one with nature herself. AIKIDO, however, is known by the
general public as one of the best arls of self-defense. I will, therefore, explain "UK/DO

in this light.

AI ENTAL CONSIOEIIATION

1. The Sixth Sensc

There are always innumerable sound waves of various vibrations and intensities
mixing with each other in the air. If you turn on the switch of your radio set, you
can make some sound waves audible instantly. An efficient receiver can always catch

some kind of sound waves.
As sound is made up of sound waves, the mind should be able to produce mind

waves and these mind waves may also fill the air around us.
The only reason that we cannot see, hear or feel them is Ihat our receivers, our

brains, are nOI so eRicient as a radio sel in catching sound waves.
Every animal has the five senses of seeing, hearing, tasling, smelling and touching.

If even one of them is lacking, it is inconvenient and the lack may cause unhappiness.
The ability to catch mind waves may be called the sense of mind, in other

words, the sixth sense. I have heard that many scholars in occidental countries have.

begun to study It.

We know that in many ways, the four-footed animals excel man in the keenness
of their five senses. Primitive human beings must have had keener senses than we
loday have. Man organized Ihe collective society of mutual aid according 10 the ad
vancement of civilization, invented many utensils and tools and gradulilly reached the
slllge where it became unnecessary to depend solely upon their five senses for their
safety. As a result, these degenerated and became less keen.

I can say the same thing about Ihe sixth sense. I think that many animals have
a much better developed sixth sense than men. A horse can read the mind of Ihe
rider; a dog can see the evil character of a man; a bird can flyaway at just the momenl
someone wants to shoot it. Undoubtedly man also possessed the sixth sense at one
time. If he did, he has almost completely lost it and he can no longer use it.

It is a misfortune if we lack anyone of the five senses, but if we can learn to
use an additional sense, we may consider ourselves forlunate.

In the arts of self-defense, if you can understand Ihe in ten lions of your opponenl
before he allack.s, and anticipate his movements and lead him, you will be able to
defeat him jusl as easily as a man with open eyes bealS a blind man. You will be one
step ahead in preparing to protect yourself from danger before it happens.

If our primitive ancestors had this sixth sense, we should be able to learn 10 use
it again by training. How then can we manifest loday the efficiency of the sixth sense?

The answer for Ihis is the coordination of body and spirit.
As one who believes in God with his whole hean and soul sometimes can receive

a revelation from God; as one who pUiS his whole hean and soul into his research
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som~times can mnk~ a r~mnrkable discov~ry by inspiration; as one who is a mast~r of
fencing can find an enemy ambush. If on~ aI.... ays coordinates his body and spirit, his
mind will become one wilh nature and Yo ill be able to reveal remarkable efficiency.

Keep your mind calm and coordinale your body and spiril and your mind will
be like Ihe clear, calm surface of water which can feel even the gentlest breeze. Con
versely, if there are waves on the surface of the water, only a strong wind can be felt.
When you keep your mind calm, you will be able to interpret even II slight sign in your
surroundings. Once when Profcssor Uyeshiba, founder of AIKIDO, was asleep, several
students tried to steal into his bedroom by turns. They thought, "Even Professor Uye
shiba will not be able to do anything to us when he is asleep. Let us test him."

Eacb time one of them tried 10 open the door, he heard from within, "Who is
there." Each returned, excited hut without having done anything.

The next morning they wenl to the Professor's room to apologize for their
rudeness and asked him, "Professor, do you stay awake all night?"

He answered calmly, "No. I had a good night's sleep as I always do."
Yes, he had had a good night's sleep and had been awakened only by Ihe signs

that the students had made when lhey tried to steal into Ihe bedroom.
On another occasion, several roughnecks attacked Professor Uyeshiba suddenly.

All were instantly flung to the ground by him. "Before somcone attacks me," he
explained, "his Ki comes to me. If I avoid it and his body follows his Ki, I need only
to touch him lightly to make him fall to the ground."

Like pulling a chair out from under someone who is going to sit down. If when
you allack someone, he does nOI linger to receive your blow, there is nothing you can
do except to fall down by the violence of your own 3l1ack.

It is difficult to teach by mouth alone how 10 sense the inlention of your opponent
before he does anYlhing and to know how his mind is working. Understanding cannol
be gi\en to you; you must learn by your own efforts. You can lead a horse to water
hut you cannot make him drink.

If you train earnestly to acquire coordinalion of body and spiril by AIKIDO

practice, you will be able 10 gain understanding naturally by yourself.
It is easy enough to use the arts of self-defcnse when you are ready and prepared,

But only by training your Ki will you be able to defend yourself from sudden attacks.

2. Immovable Mind

In AIKIDO you must practice to keep your mind unshakable on your one point.
If your mind in unshakable, you can maintain a strong posture at all times.

Fear of your opponent or anger can cause you to lei your mind wander away
from your one point. Greal strength will avail you nothing if you are afraid of your
opponent and pull your Ki inward or if your mind becomes frozen and your legs tremble
at Ihe sighl of a knife or a pistol in his hand.

As you keep your mind al your one point and relax the other paris of your
body, you can altain such great courage that you will never know fear though mountains
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around you come crumbling down around you, and you can "eep )our muscles soft
but agile, ready to move swiftly and freely.

You must realize that if your mind wanders from the one point in a street fight,
let us say, your Ki will instantly decrease.

"Immovable mind" docs nOl mean that the mind cannot move. In fact, if your
mind adheres 10 your one point and can think of nothing else, thaI would be a big
mistake. The immovable mind is one that is not disturbed by what olhers do or say.
As you keep your mind calm at your one point, you need not be disturbed by anything
else and you can direct your whole mind to any object you wish, individually and in
stantaneously. There is a sensing of how to do this correctly that must be developed
and cultivated by mucb practice.

After you attain this sensing to a fairly high degree, you will be able to ward
off the attack of not only one man but of many, and your mind will be so keen that
you can direct your whole mind to anyone individually and instantaneously.

PlIYSICAL COI\SLDEIIATIOI'i

I, Pructicc Ad'1lltetl To HClII Fighting

In other sports in which the object of training is chiefly to win a match. there
arc rules that must be observed: each one must hold his opponent by his lapel or belt:
no hilling below the belt; no kicking, biting or gouging, and so on. Without such rules,
sports would be dangerous.

This is all right as sports, but if you wish to use what you have learned in
training in a rcal light. it will sometimes be unprofitable to obey the rules of sport.

The art of self-defense must be one that can be used in a real fight, You need
not use the art against someone who hits you in fun. But if your opponenl wants to
make it a no-holds-barred scrap, it will be he Yo ho decides how he should attack you
:lnd you cannot call foul at anything he does. You cannot say, "1 practiced by holding
my opponent's lapels so you must hold mine. Do not kick me, bccause it is cowardly
to do so," or "1 learned to light only by punching so don't choke me by the neck."
No matter how he attacks you. you must adapt yourself to meet his allack and subdue
him. If you practice according 10 certain rules, it will become a habit and in a real
fight, you will fight according to the rules.

There is an example of a man, master of a sport, who held an attacker by his
clothes to throw him to tbe ground and was himself knifed instead. Witbout knowing
what his opponent is holding in his hand, it is absurd to seize him by his clothes from
the front. lie should not be surprised to be knifed. lIis habit at daily practice come
out naturally and caused him to act as he did.

Therefore, there must be a differentiation bet .... een a sport and :lny self·defense
art. It is difficult to use one art both as a sport and as an art of self-defense, except
when there is only one opponent and he is unarmed. When many men attack or when
they hold weapons in their hands, the tactics of any SpOrt will be useless against them.
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In ,UKIDO, you practice always to adapi yourself to real fighlS. You pay atten
tion to the movement of your body, and the Ma·Ai between you and your opponent
and keeping watch so that you can adapt to his methods of attack whenever he chooses

to do so.
Though your opponent is only one. you must prepare in your mind against many

opponents around you, so you must keep moving your position whenever you Ihrow a
man. If you remain in one place always, you cannOI defend yourself from the attack
of many men. The arts of AIKIDO are designed so that you can change your position
each time you throw someone, enabling you to fight many men as they bump into
each other, unable to use their combined strength against you.

2. ot To Struggle Againt Your Opponent'8 Power

In the arts of self.defense, you discover how important it is not to struggle against
the power of your opponent in other words, not to receive his power.

Though you may have strength. if your opponent has greater strength, you will
have difficulty beating him.

If you do not struggle against his strength and do not receive the strength th:lt
he is projecting, he may be much stronger than you but that means nothing to you.

You may be strong enough to lift 500 pounds but of what lise is that strength
if you are crushed by a weight of 600 pounds? If you refuse to receive the weight. it
could be 500 pounds or 1000 pounds. It is all the same to you.

Not to receive anything means unlimited strength. If you try to stop with your
strength a train which is coming toward you, you will he flung aside though you may
have very great strength. It is better for you to ride on the train, and when it stops
you take one step forward and get off.

Though your opponent may be strong, if you do not struggle against his strength
but follow it and when It stops you go one step ahead of him. you will be able
to lead him to fall down.

A powerful punch is useless to your opponent if he hits the place from which
you have already moved. His power then will only go hack to himself.

In AIKIDO, yOIl must practice how to avoid fighting and receiving the power of
your opponent before you practice to increase your strength: in other words, you should
study the non-nggressive mind, following the principles of AIKIDO and practicing 10 get
absolute strength instead of relative strength.

This can be accomplished by training your Ki thoroughly, learning to read your
opponent's before he makes a move. practicing the movements of lrimi and Tenkan,
training your body to move as your will dictates.

3. An lU8laUce of Taking a Pistol Away

will explain how you can take a pistol away from an opponent 3S an example

of not fighting against his power.
No matter how well trained a body may be, it cannot stand against a gUll bullet.
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It cannot bounce the bullet off the skin nor deftect a knife blade. It is best not to fight
against such odds. If you are not in the path of the bullet, you will not get hurt
that is all there is to it. The only difficulty, however, is to move away from the spot
the bullet will pass through at just the right instant.

No one can move his body faster than the speed of a bullet, 00 matter how well
trained he is. Everyone thinks that there is no defense against an opponent who has
a pistol pointed at you, unles~ he can be caught ofT guard. Of course. it is another
problem entirely when your opponent intends to shoot you from the very beginning. In
this case, you must understand his intention bcfore he shoots and take appropriatc action.

Here is a plan of action to follow when you have an opponent pointing a gun
at you and ordcring you to hold your hands up and threatening to shoot if you move.

He may be tclling the truth. A slight move of arm or leg and he might pull
the trigger. When you make your slight move, it must put you completely out of range
because "" hatever p:lrt of you is in the path of the bullet will be hit.

Only if he is off guard will you be able to move your body aside or hit his
pistol down with your hand before he can shoot. If he carefully takes aim at you, he
will be able to shoot you in some part of your body before you can move completely
out of range.

In the lime it takes you to hit his pistol down with your hand, he can shoot you,
and though you throw something at him, the speed of the bullet is faster than that. Il is
more dangerous to surprise him into pulling the trigger by throwing something at him.

In AIKIDO, you practice how to move out of the path of a bullet at just the
instant you act.

Ub: Stands at a little distance from Nage, points his gun at him and prepares
to shoot if Nage makes a move. Uke may hold his gun close to the body of Nage, if
he chooses to do so.

Nage: Stands in the posture of left Hanmi, holds his hands up, but does not put
strength into his hands. He must keep his one point and relax his hands (Photo 173).

In one swift motion. Nage turns his hips and head to his right and stretches his
left hand toward the gun (Photo 174). At this time his body must be sideways from
the path of the bunet and must be out of range. If he tries to move father away, his
movement will become slow.

Then he grabs Uke's hand and gun together by Kote.Gaeshi, Technique No. 31,
and when he turns his wrist. he takes the gun away and throws his opponent to the
ground (Photo 175).

Photo 173: Nage must stand in Ihe Hanmi posture. The upper body may face
toward Uke, but his feet must be in the Hanmi position.

If Nage uses the right Hanmi. he must apply tbe Nikyo technique with his right
hand by turning his hips to the left. It is also important to relax the hands. If ilis
body is stiff, he will nOI be able to move his hips quickly.

Photo 174: When Nage turns his hips, his body will be just barely out of Ihe
bullet's path and the bullet cannot hit him. If Nage Iries to jump away or 10 move
his legs out of the way, his movement will be slow and Uke will be able to shoot some
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part of Nuge's bod).
The meaning in the lurnm1;

of his face is that he chan~es

the direction of his mind toward
the some direction as Ihal of
the p:uh of the bullet. Because
he turns his mind, he can move
his body quickly. On the olher
hand, if he tfies to lake away
the pistol, with his face turned
loward Uke·s. he may by

mistake help Uke to shoot Nage
himself.

Photo 175: When Nage

applies Kote-Gaeshi, he must
always pour forth his Ki and
turn Uke's wrist back toward
himself. If NagI' withdraws his

Ki inward and tUfns Ukc's

wrist back toward himself, it

will be very dangerous because
the.:: muuJe of the gun will

point to Nage. Nage must use

the arts so that whene\cr Uke

shuots, the bullet will never

come toward Nuge himself.
Now to consider an im·

poruinl matter. When you face
the muzzle of a pistol, your
mind stops working lind you
are filled with dismay and your
body does not obey your
commands. You must practice

you call lake his gun away from
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so that you can remain calm in the confidence that
him whenever you please.

That he will shoot if you move even slightly means that he will not shool while
you slay still. When you do move, he will confirm with his eyes that you have moved;
will reporl this faci to his brains. The bmins will order him to shoot; the order will
be trnnsmilled to his fingers; the finger pulls the Irigger, and Ihe bullet will come loward
you. The speed of the bullet may be 5\\ ift but it can slart out on ils way only when
the lrigger is pulled. E\erybody is afraid of a gun because they think only of the speed
of the bullet.

If you practice well, it \\ill not be difticult for )'ou to turn your hips slightly in
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the split second between your "
move and his trigger pulling.

Since you can take away
his pistol whenever it pi cases
you, you can calmly relax. your
body so that whene\er you do
move your body it will be in
onc swirl motion.

When he aims his gun at
you from behind, your move
will be the same. You turn
your face and hips in one
mOl ion, move out of the bullet's
path and then, turning your
body, can use Kote-Gaeshi.

When two opponents aim 175
at you with their guns, yotl
can take away one gun first. and the other will not be able to shoot you because you can
use the first one as your shicld. You caD shoot the second man with tbe first man's gun.

There can be many other <;ltuation<; like those mentioned but if you understand
the principles for aClion ....ell and pmctlce eame~tly, you will be able to adapt them and
apply the arts and techniques In a nalural manner.



SELF.DEFE SE IN [TS DEEPEIl ~IEANING

I have described the arts of self-defense which are the arts used 10 protect oneselr.
Now let us discuss self-defense io its deeper meaning which can be called the

first principles of AIKIDO.

Often in traveling over the boundless sea as a passenger on an ocean liner, we
are made to realize how Ollf physical existence is powerless against circumstances.

Or standing on the peak of a high mountain and looking down upon the scenery

below, you thought of counlless men too small to be seen with the naked eye, injuring
each olher. trapping each other. making great efforts to prOlect themselves from each
other. How puny are their efTorlS and how uncertain thcir existence.

The physical existence of each small individual can never be assured by the effort
of himself alone. You are forced to admit that you owe your existence on earth to
the protection of nalUre. So long as nature allows it, you will live but the very second
that she decrees your death, you cease to exist.

What if your heart should Stop beating while you are asleep? The following
morning, you are no longer able to greet yourself in your mirror as you shave.

How fortunate it is for you, even as you sleep at night, oblivious to everything,
that there is a benign protecting force over you, that your heart continues regularly
pumping away, that in the morning you awake to another glorious day. No thanks in
this regard to your own efforts.

You did not protect yourself consciously at night. Nor did you in your daily
life while awake. Remember always that you live under the protection of some
mysterious force.

This force is nature. Therefore, true self-defense does not stop with defending
oneself against others but strives to make oneself worthy of defense by nature herself.
It respects the principles of nature. True self-defense must be in consonance with the
will of nature. When man observes the principles of nature, he helps to make them
the principles of humanity because they are directed toward the good of humanity. True
self-defense must be according to the will of God. One who whole·hearledly believes
this and practices it will have learned true self-defense.

If you know only a lillie about the arts of self-defense and brag about that
knowledge or use it to feed your vanity, your mind has become separated from the
mind of nature and its working is contrary to the principles of sincerity. Though you
may !TIaster the arts of self-defense, that does not mean that you have a foolproof
defense against everything. If your mind is not right, some day you must fail.

Do not think to prevail over your adversary: think rather of prevailing over self.
Do your best to do what you should do. In other words, you must train yourself to
follow the principles of nature and improve and integrate your personality.

When your mind and your acts become one with nature, then nature will protect
you. Fear no enemy; fear only to be separated from the mind of nature. If you are
on the right path, nature will protect you, and you need nol fear anything. When your
enemy wants to attack you while you are asleep, nature will awake you. When an
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airplane has an accident, you will fortunately not be in that plane.
Trust nature and do not worry. Leave both your mind and body to nature. Do

not recognize friend or foe in your mind. In your heart, let there be generosity as
large as the sea which accepts both clean and unclean water. Let your mind be as
merciful as nature which loves the smallest tree or blade of grass. Let your mind be

as merciful as nature which loves the smallest tree or blade of grass. Let your mind
be strong with sincerity that can pierce iron and stone. Repay the favors of nalure,
work for the public good and make yourself a man whom nature is pleased to let live.

This is true self-defense and the chief purpose of training in AIKIDO.

The End.
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A moment before. these opponents had been holding the author by his hands. ~e::k. waist. e' '.
Kn t ....v "r" "II on th,. fioor.

KOKYU-Nll.GE



CHAPTER VII

A SKETCH OF
THE AUTHOR'S LIFE



AIKIDO slrives Iruly 10 undersland Nolure, to be grateful

for her wonderful gifts to us, to make her heart its heart, and

to become one wilh her, This striving for understanding and

the practical application of the laws <'>f Naturc, clCpressed in

the words Ai and Ki, form the fundamental concept of the art

of AIKIDO.



The author was born in January 1920 in Tokyo, Japan. He was very weak and
sickly as a child and was always under a doctor's care. By nature, he was very timid.

At the age of 12 he began to study Judo and gradually became quite healthy.
He entered tbe preparatory school of Keio University at age 16 and continued to
practice Judo. He contracted pleurisy by being hit in the chest and from overexertion
and withdrew from classes for a year.

His year of life in bed was to alTect his whole life. Immature though his thoughts
were, he began to wonder about human existence and about the chief end of life.
Though he did not get any conclusive answers, he realized that in any event he would
have to study and train his spirit and his body.

After he returned to school, he was not satisfied with his previous routine of
merely listening to lectures so he read any book of cultural value that he could lay his
hands on.

He discovered bowever that though he could acquire knowledge by reading, it
did not stay long with him, and though his knowledge advanced, if he did not put that
knowledge to practical use, his anguish of mind would increase.

Then the understanding came to him that to master any subject, hc must not
only read about it but put what he learned into practice.

He began the study of un and Breathing practice, giving his whole heart and
body to mastering them, and did not hesitate to pT"dctice any form of asceticism no
matter how difli.cult it might be. When he sulTcrcd from pleurisy, his doctor told him
not to indulge in severe physical exercise for the rest of his life. Now as he earnestly
practiced Zen and Breathing, he bad no time to worry about bis health. Wbile he
continued to practice, his health improved until it was perfect. After two years, the
doctor could find no trace of the pleurisy even under X-ray,

He practiced thought concentration on his lower abdomen by Zen and Breathing,
but it was a very difficult art. While he was seated, the art was easy enough, but when
he was exercising, concentration was disturbed.

He went back to his Judo practice. He was able to concentrate on his lower
abdomen at the beginning of practice sessions and he was in fine fettle, but if be was
shaken up by contact with a bigger man, his concentration vanished. Though be was
able to concentrate his thoughts in the beginning, he could not beat a bigger, stronger
man, so he could not be satisfied with Judo.

One day he heard about AIKIDO and Professor Morihei Uyeshiba from a senior
Judoist, and called on him with the senior's letter of introduction.

Professor Uyeshiba readily gave him a demonstration and showed him some of
the arts with his students. Every movement was so smooth that it looked like a Japa
nese Odor; (dance). Whenever several big young men attacked him, they were sent flying.

As the author had practiced Judo and struggled with only one man at a time, he
could not believe that Professor Uyeshiba's arts were genuine and thought that the whole
tbing was a frame·up.

After the demonstration, Professor Uyeshiba lold the author, "Come and attack
me at your pleasure." The author took his coat off and rushed at him with all his
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strength. lie remembered attacking him, but the ne~t moment, he found himself lying
on the mat and could not remember how he was thrown or what pans of his body
the Professor had touched.

The author had confidence in Judo at the time because he could Ihrow any fourth
rank black belt Judoist al Keio University, but he was absolutely impotent against
Professor Uyeshiba. If he could understand whM part of his body received power, he
might devise a method of standing up against Professor Uyeshiba, but since he could
not understand that, he was powerless against him.

He was glad to find at last the way he had been seeking. He asked Professor
Uyeshiba for permission to become his student. At that time, it was very difficult to
become his student, but fortunately for him, he was allowed to do so.

After that. the author practiced ,4JKIDO with his whole heart and mind, still
continuing to practice Zen and Breathing, and he finaH) mastered the an of concen·
trating his thought on his lower abdomen.

In AIKIDO, unless one learns Ihis an, one can be thrown very easily_ Concen·
tralion on the lower abdomen Ihen is the primary art. Since all AIKIDO ans are based
on reason, the author could practice them and simultaneously continue Ihe feeling of Zen
of sitting calmly in Ihe mountains, and he could master many matters one by one that
he had understood only in his thinking.

During Ihe Second World War, he was in the army for four years, for a while
being in the front lines while the War was being waged deep in China, and while under
a hail of bullelS. he trained himself in Ki, maslering il well so that his mind would
not wander even under such conditions.

The War ended. he returned to his home and called on his teacher again, and
studied many mallers which he mastered under war conditions in the practice of AIKIDO,

and he understood the basic principles of the use of Ki.

In 1952, .... hen the author "as Ihirty.two years of age, Professor Uye\hiba gave
him the eighth rank in AIKIDO.

In 1953 1954, he introduced AIKIDO to Hawaii and remained fOf a year 10
teach, and in 1955 1956 he taught for another year.

In four years' time hc was promoted to the ninth rank, the highest rank in Aikido.
In 1961. he went to Hawaii accompanyining Professor Uyeshiba on Ilawaii Aiki Kwai's
invitation to take part in the celebration of the completion of Hawaii Aib Kwaikan. lIis
engagement in the tropical Islands kcpt him for well over a year. During that lime. he
extended his travel 10 even faraway California. At various places in the Pacific Coasl
State, he gave instructions at many arenas, and returned to Japan in March, 1961. Professor
Tohei plans to make bis fifth Irip overseas in 1964 to do his extension instructions, in
response to the many mvitations he has already received. He plans, this time, to stretch
his travel to New York and other points, using California as his home ground.

The author wrote this book while he was in lIawaii the third time 1957-1958.
He is at presenl Ihe chief mstructor at tbe headquarters of A1KIDO in Tokyo, Japan.
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